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Abstract
Association rule mining has been studied for over two decades to reveal the knowledge
embedded in large data transactions. Particularly, there are three research directions
in association rule mining. The first research direction targets the improvement in the
efficiency of mining association rules; the second research direction aims to reduce the
number of discovered association rules and still retain the useful rules; the third research
direction is to propose appropriate interestingness measures to evaluate and understand
the discovered association rules.
This thesis presents a novel rule mining approach, association hierarchy mining
(AHM), which improves the performance of mining association rules in the above three
directions. AHM provides a kind of efficient one-step top-down rule mining mechanism,
which extracts association rules from data tables according to subjectively designed rule
template hierarchies. The development of mining association rules according to rule
template hierarchies is also an effective way to subjectively reduce the number of rules.
AHM proposes a definition of a new type of redundant rules. Pruning the redundant rules
effectively reduces the number of rules. AHM also uses multiple interestingness measures
to reveal the information of a rule. Especially, AHM proposes two measures, diversity
and condition diversity, in addition to the traditional support and confidence measures, to
reveal the information of discovered rules as well as to select the interesting rules.
This thesis presents a novel information theoretical approach to evaluate the quality of
iii
the knowledge discovered by AHM. The approach considers the discovered knowledge
as a representation of original data tables. It uses information entropy to measure the
information contained in discovered knowledge and original data tables. Three criteria are
proposed to measure the quality of the discovered knowledge according to the information
difference between discovered knowledge and original data tables.
In the experimental part of the thesis, the proposed AHM approach is compared with
an association rule mining (ARM) baseline model in a real application, characterising the
behaviour of network traffic. The ARM baseline model is designed based on the state
of the art association rule mining techniques to characterise the behaviour of network
traffic. The proposed AHM approach and the corresponding algorithms are proposed and
implemented to characterise the behaviour of network traffic. The two approaches are
compared to show the performance of the AHM approach.
The comparison has three aspects. The first is effectiveness comparison in terms of
understanding the behaviour of network traffic. The second is the efficiency comparison.
The third is the information theoretical quality comparison. Experiments performed on
MAWI network traffic data traces show that AHM improves the anomaly detection rate
(recall) by around 15%, comparing with ARM baseline. The experiments of efficiency
comparison show that the running time of AHM is just about 85% of that of ARM when
using the two approaches to discover rules from MAWI network traffic data (about 10
million packets). The experiments of information theoretical analysis also verify that the
knowledge discovered by AHM is better than that discovered by traditional support and
confidence based ARM in terms of representing the original data tables.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“But if there aren’t any rules, I wonder why it feels the same every time....
A trail of crumbs dotting the map from everywhere we’ve left to everywhere we go.
And they don’t make any pictures when I connect dots.
They are random like the stars littering the sky at night. ”
—–Brian James, Zombie Blondes
1.1 Background
People induce rules from observations to describe and understand the world. This
process is referred to as knowledge discovery or data mining [44]. Generally, the tasks of
data mining can be classified into two categories, prediction and description [125]. Predic-
tion is to predict the value of a particular attribute based on the values of other attributes
whereas description is to derive patterns that summarise the underlying relationships in
data. Association rules describe the associations among the attributes in data [35], being
an important aspect of data mining.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 Association Rule Mining
Association rule mining was first presented by Agrawal et al. [2] for discovering strong
associations implied in the market basket data such as 90% of transactions that purchase
bread and butter also purchase milk. An association rule has the form A→ B, where A
and B are sets of items or called itemsets or patterns. An association rule A→ B reveals
the knowledge that A occurred implies B occurred. Support and confidence are two basic
interestingness measures of an association rule. The support of an itemset A is the fraction
of database transactions that contain A. The support of a rule A→ B is the same as the
support of A∪B. The confidence of a rule A→ B is the ratio of the supports of A∪B and A.
Association rule mining is the computing of all association rules that satisfy user-specified
minimum support and minimum confidence constraints.
Mining association rules usually has two steps. The first step is called frequent pattern
mining, which is a process to discover all the patterns (also called itemsets) whose support
values are larger than a user-specified minimum support threshold. The second step
is called rule generation based on the discovered frequent patterns, which is a process
to extract all the rules whose confidence values are larger than a specified minimum
confidence threshold.
Particularly, there are three research directions in association rule mining [59]. One
direction is concerned with the design of efficient algorithms for discovering frequent
patterns or rules. Since the rule generation is quite straight forward [125], most of the
research focus on frequent pattern mining. Some typical algorithms include Apriori [1],
FP-growth [46] and Eclat [156].
The second research direction is concerned with reducing the number of patterns or
rules. Very often an overwhelmingly large volume of patterns and rules are discovered,
many of them are redundant, meaningless or user unwanted. It is necessary to reduce
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the number of patterns and rules produced but still retaining the useful patterns and rules.
There are two kinds of methodologies to reduce the number of patterns and rules.
One methodology for reducing the number of patterns and rules is by pruning
redundant patterns or rules or generating concise representatives. A pattern or rule
is redundant and can be pruned if there is already a representative in the mining results.
Concepts of maximal frequent patterns, closed frequent patterns or δ − tolerant closed
frequent patterns were proposed to prune redundant patterns [10, 25, 96]. Techniques such
as patterns clustering, pattern compression, pattern profiling or pattern summarisation
generate precisely representatives of frequent patterns [131, 132, 139, 147]. Mining non-
redundant rules, generalised association rules prune redundant rules and still retain useful
rules [122, 157].
Another methodology, called subjective constraint association rule mining [4], selects
the patterns or rules that meet some subjectively specified constraints to reduce the number
of patterns and rules. Subjectively specifying a threshold or subjectively filtering the
user-uninteresting rules are included in this category. The higher the minimum support
and minimum confidence values, the smaller the number of frequent patterns or rules.
Some constraint mining techniques do not specify the interestingness measure threshold.
Top-k frequent pattern mining only generates the top k frequent patterns [47]. Rule mining
based on rule templates selects the rules that meet some predefined types [110].
The third direction of association rule mining is concerned with developing various
interestingness measures to evaluate the quality (or interestingness) of discovered patterns
or rules. It has been well recognised that only using support and confidence is not
sufficient to perfectly select interesting rules [124]. Some patterns or rules that have high
support and confidence values might be obvious knowledge or meaninglessness. A lot of
additional interestingness measures, such as lift and J-measure, were proposed to select the
interesting patterns or rules in certain applications [37, 65]. While these interestingness
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measures can evaluate the interestingness of a single pattern or rule, it is still necessary
to evaluate the quality (or interestingness) of a set of patterns or rules. Most of multiple
patterns (rules) evaluation measures consider the discovered knowledge as a summary of
original data sets and evaluate the quality of discovered summaries (knowledge). Measures
such as Variance, Gini and information entropy, belong to this category [29].
Association rule mining has been successfully used in a wide range of different
application areas such as network traffic analysis, bio-informatics, text mining, web usage
mining and medical disease diagnosis [9, 24, 49, 72, 92, 107].
1.1.2 Rough Set Based Rule Generation
Rough set theory (or rough analysis) was first introduced by Pawlak [97], which was a
promising tool for dealing with the classificatory analysis of data tables.
Rough set based data analysis discovers decision rules from a decision table [103].
A decision table is a compressed data table in which rows that are duplicated in a data
table are compressed into one row. Each compressed row is called a granule [119]. In
rough set based rule generation, the attributes of a decision table are divided into two
disjointed groups called condition and decision attributes. Each row in a decision table is
split into two parts by the condition and decision attributes, which are called condition
granule and decision granule, respectively. The condition granule and decision granule
form a decision rule. A decision rule specifies a decision if some conditions are satisfied.
Usually, a decision rule has two measures, certainty and coverage. Certainty expresses
the conditional probability that an object belongs to the decision class specified by the
decision rule, given it satisfies the conditions of the rule. Coverage gives the conditional
probability of reasons for a given decision.
Rough set based rule generation has two advantages. The first advantage is that
attribute reduction techniques [120, 153] can be employed to generate concise and precise
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rules. The second advantage is that it provides a novel way to generate rules, which is
different from the traditional association rule mining. It subjectively specifies condition
attributes and decision attributes and generates decision rules according to the granules
determined by the two sets of attributes.
Mining decision rules have been used for classifications, decision tree and flow
graphs [99, 101, 115, 116, 148, 158].
1.1.3 Multi-tier Granule Mining
Rough set theory based data analysis describes decision rules by decision table, which
compresses data tables into granules and reveals the associations between granules [152,
155]. However, there are three problems when directly using decision tables for data
mining, especially association mining. The first problem is that the relationship between
decision rules and association rules is not clear. The second problem is that the decision
table can only represent a small proportion of associations in databases. The third problem
is that there is not an appropriate formalisation for describing a decision rule-based rule
mining process.
Multi-tier granule mining [72, 77] was proposed to relieve these problems. Rather
than dividing the attributes of a decision table into only two groups, condition attributes
and decision attributes, in multi-tier granule mining attributes are partitioned into several
disjointed attribute sets. The associations among granules determined by the disjointed
attribute sets are organised by a multi-tier structure and association mappings. Association
rules can be directly obtained from the multi-tier structure and association mappings.
Multi-tier granule mining also prunes meaningless rules to reduce the number of rules.
Multi-tier granule mining has been used to discover the associations in multi-dimensional
databases [77] and to summarise data tables [75].
Figure 1.1 illustrates the relationships of association rule mining, rough set based rule
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generation and multi-tier granule mining.
Figure 1.1: The relationships of association rule mining(ARM), multi-tier granule
mining(GM) and rough set based rule generation(RSR)
1.2 Problem Statement and Our Solution
As mentioned before, association rule mining has two steps, frequent pattern mining
and rule generation. Both steps are time-consuming and usually generate a large number
of patterns and rules. To control the number of patterns and rules, some techniques are
proposed to post-process discovered frequent patterns and rules. Using rule templates is
one such technique, which selects rules that meet some predefined constraints on the rules’
condition part and decision part.
Rather than post-filtering association rules by rule templates, rough set based rule
generation provides a novel way to generate rules. It subjectively specifies condition
attributes and decision attributes and generates decision rules according to the granules
determined by the two sets of attributes. The two sets of attributes is a kind of rule template
as it only selects the rules that meet the constraints specified by the two sets of attributes.
The significance of rough set based rule generation is that it uses a rule template to conduct
the rule generating process instead of post-filtering rules by the rule template. However,
rough set based data analysis doesn’t provide for how to change the condition attributes
and decision attributes; it only generates one kind of rules, decision rules.
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Multi-tier granule mining extends the rough set based rule generation theory, aiming
to generate association rules [77]. It divides the attributes of a data table into several
disjointed sets and uses a multi-tier structure and association mappings to organise the
associations among the granules determined by the disjointed attribute sets. The main
advantage of multi-tier granule mining is that the number of rules can be subjectively
controlled by specifying the attribute sets that are used to generate rules. However, multi-
tier granule mining focuses on organising different tier granules. When the number of
disjointed attributes increases, it is very hard for a multi-tier structure to represent the
complex relations among the multi-tier granules. Therefore, there is still an opportunity to
improve the performance of multi-tier granule mining.
Organising granules and reflecting the complex relations among granules are very
difficult. However, organising the attribute sets that are used to generate granules and rules
is easier than directly organising granules. A subset of the attributes determines a set of
granules in an information table. Association rules can be generated between the granules
determined by two disjoint attribute sets. The two disjointed attribute sets form a rule
template. By designing proper attribute-based rule templates, various kinds of association
rules can be subjectively produced. This motivates this research to work on developing
a approach that can efficiently generate association rules by subjectively specifying and
organising attribute based rule templates. We call the approach, association hierarchy
mining(AHM).
Manually designing proper attribute-based rule templates is not easy due to the large
number of rule templates. Given an information table with n attributes, the total number of
rule templates is 3n−2n+1+1 [125]. The number of rule templates increases exponentially
with the number of attributes. Association hierarchy mining (AHM) constructs rule
template hierarchies according to the hierarchical relationships among the rule templates.
Mining association rules according to the rule template hierarchies provides a top-down
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rule mining mechanism which efficiently generates rules and scans original datasets
only once. To efficiently produce rules according to rule templates, AHM also adopts
association mappings to organise the rules. An association mapping contains all the rules
produced by one rule template which have the same condition part. Association mappings
are further organised as association mapping hierarchies that are finally presented to users.
In addition to proposing a new rule mining approach, AHM also proposes to prune a new
type of redundant rules defined to further reduce the number of rules. Also, multiple
measures are adopted to reveal knowledge in discovered rules. Especially, it proposes
two interestingness measures, diversity and condition diversity, in addition to support and
confidence, to understand the meaning of discovered rules.
Once the AHM approach is proposed, it is a natural research problem to evaluate the
performance of AHM approach. The evaluation can be classified into two categories:
experimental evaluation and theoretical analysis. Most association rule mining techniques
conduct experiments on certain experimental datasets to examine the techniques’ perfor-
mance such as running time, the number of results or precision and recall. This research
conducts both theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation.
In the theoretical analysis, the knowledge discovered by AHM approach is considered
a representation of the original data sets and is compared with the original data sets. A
discovered pattern (or rule) with a certain value measured by an interestingness measure is
a statement that describes a subset of an original data set, such that the statement is simpler
(in some sense) than the enumeration of all facts in the subset of the original data set [35,
p3]. Intuitively, if the patterns or rules are produced to be a generalisation or summary of
the data set [91], more or less, they can not exactly represent the original data set. Thus,
considering the frequent patterns or rules as a representation of the original data set, the
difference of the patterns or rules to the original data set is worth studying to evaluate the
quality of the patterns or rules. Information entropy is a kind of multiple patterns(or rules)
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evaluation measure. Information entropy [112] provides a means by which to measure the
amount of information contained in a data set. The amount of information in a data set is
interpreted as the length of bits needed to describe the data set [41]. This motivates the
research to use information entropy to evaluate the quality of the knowledge discovered
by AHM. The closer the entropy of the discovered knowledge to that of the original data
set, the higher the quality of the discovered knowledge. The approach uses information
entropy to measure the information contained in discovered knowledge and the original
data table. Three criteria are proposed to measure the quality of the discovered knowledge
according to the information difference between the discovered knowledge and original
data table.
In the experimental evaluation, the proposed AHM approach is applied in a real
application, characterising the behaviour of network traffic. It is compared with an
association rule mining (ARM) baseline model.
There are two reasons for selecting the application of network traffic analysis to
examine the performance of the proposed approach. The first reason is that network traffic
data is usually stored as structured tables. This kind of data matches the requirements of
the AHM approach. The second and most important reason is that efficiently producing
few high quality association rules to characterise network traffic behaviour is still a
challenging problem due to the limitations of the traditional association rule mining
techniques. Researchers often suffered from two disadvantages. The first disadvantage
is that a huge number of frequent patterns or rules are often generated, and many are
user-unwanted or redundant [49, 77, 111]. Currently, network traffic analysis researchers
seldom consider reducing the number of rules generated; the second disadvantage is that
the discovered patterns and rules are usually measured by support and confidence. This
can lead to the lack of knowledge when using the discovered rules to characterise the
behaviour of network traffic. It is easy to show the performance of the AHM approach if
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the approach can relieve the two disadvantages.
To conduct the experimental evaluation, the ARM baseline model is designed based
on the state of the art association rule mining techniques to characterise the behaviour
of network traffic; the proposed AHM approach and the corresponding algorithms are
also proposed and implemented to characterise the behaviour of network traffic. The two
approaches are compared to show the performance of the proposed AHM approach. The
comparison has three aspects. The first is an effectiveness comparison of the discovered
knowledge for understanding the behaviour of network traffic. The second is the efficiency
comparison. The third is the information theoretical quality comparison.
Hence, this research has three main research tasks, which are listed as follows:
(1) Proposing an association hierarchy mining (AHM) approach.
(2) Proposing an information entropy based quality evaluation approach to evaluate the
quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM.
(3) Experimentally evaluating the performance of AHM by applying the AHM approach
in network traffic characterisation and comparing it with a state of the art association
rule mining based network traffic characterisation baseline model.
1.3 Significance
The primary significance of this research is that it proposes a rule mining approach,
association hierarchy mining. The proposed AHM approach provides a novel way to
generate association rules. Rather than the traditional two-step rule generation, the
approach directly produces association rules according to the subjectively specified
attribute based rule template hierarchies. Mining association rules according to rule
template hierarchies is also a top-down rule mining method which significantly improves
the efficiency of mining rules. The approach also proposes to prune the new type of
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redundant rules defined to reduce the number of rules. It also proposes two interestingness
measures to select interesting rules in addition to the two traditional measures, support
and confidence.
The secondary significance of this research is that it proposes an information entropy
based knowledge quality evaluation approach. It analyses the information difference
between discovered knowledge and original data tables to evaluate the quality of the
knowledge discovered by the AHM approach. The quality analysis not only demon-
strates the quality of discovered knowledge but also provides a novel way to understand
discovered knowledge.
Figure 1.2 updates Figure 1.1, by illustrating the relationships of the proposed associa-
tion hierarchy mining approach, association rule mining and multi-tier granule mining.
Figure 1.2: The relationships of association hierarchy mining (AHM), association rule
mining (ARM) and multi-tier granule mining (GM)
1.4 Organisation of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the related
research works, which includes four aspects, association rule mining, rough set, granule
mining and the application of association rule mining in network traffic analysis. Chapter
3 presents the theory of association rule mining and the theory of multi-tier granule mining.
The baseline model is designed according to the association rule mining theory presented
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in this section. The theory of multi-tier granule mining is the foundation of our proposed
association hierarchy mining theory.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 introduce the main contributions of the research. Chapter 4
presents the proposed approach, association hierarchy mining (AHM). Chapter 5 presents
the information theoretical analysis of AHM results.
Chapter 6 presents the experimental results of the application of AHM approach in
network traffic characterisation. An association rule mining baseline model (ARM) and the
AHM model for characterising network traffic behaviour are proposed, implemented and
compared. The experimental results of information theoretical analysis are also presented
in Chapter 6.
The conclusions of the research are presented in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter reviews the related works in four respects: association rule mining, rough
set based data analysis, multi-tier granule mining, and the application of association rule
mining in network traffic characterisation.
2.1 Association Rule Mining
Since association rule mining was introduced by Agrawal et al. [2], a huge number
of studies have been undertaken to efficiently generate high quality frequent patterns and
association rules. Generally, there are three research directions for association rule mining:
(1) designing efficient algorithms to quickly generate frequent patterns and association
rules; (2) proposing effective methodologies to control the number of patterns and rules
produced; (3) ranking and evaluating the interestingness or quality of the discovered
patterns and rules. The following three subsections review the research of association rule
mining in the above three research directions.
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2.1.1 Classic Algorithms
Usually, association rule mining has two steps, the first step is frequent pattern mining,
which is a process to discover all the patterns(also called itemsets) whose support values
are larger than a specified minimum support value. The second step is rule generation,
which is a process to extract interesting rules from the discovered frequent patterns.
The interesting rules are those that have confidence values being larger than a specified
minimum confidence value. Since the rule generation is quite straight forward [125,
p. 351], most of the research focus has been on frequent pattern mining [49]. There are
three classic frequent pattern mining algorithms, which are Apriori, FP−Growth, Eclat.
Apriori: The Apriori algorithm[3, 5] is a classic algorithm for mining frequent patterns.
Let size− k be the number of items contained in an itemset (also called pattern). Apriori
starts from finding the frequent size−1 itemsets and then extends one level upwards in
every pass until all frequent itemsets are found. For each pass, say pass−(k−1), it selects
two frequent size− (k−1) itemsets and joins the two frequent itemsets and generates a
new itemset. If the size of the new itemset is size− k, the Apriori algorithm calculates its
support value and keeps the itemset whose support value is larger than minimum support.
This selection is repeated until all the possible frequent size− k itemsets are generated.
Then the Apriori algorithm combines all the size− k frequent itemsets into a set, and then
goes to the next pass. The loop is continued until no frequent itemsets are generated. All
frequent itemsets (patterns) form the result of the frequent pattern mining.
Eclat: To generate frequent patterns, the Apriori algorithm scans the dataset many times.
It is time consuming and memory consuming. Much effort has been expended to improve
the efficiency of mining frequent patterns [49, 111]. The Apriori algorithm scans the
datasets each time to calculate the support of size− k itemsets. If the longest frequent
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itemsets have n items, Apriori scans the database n times. Eclat [156] was proposed to
reduce the times of scanning a dataset to improve the efficiency. The main idea of Eclat is
similar to Apriori; however, it only scans the dataset once. To avoid scanning the dataset
many times, Eclat stores a cover set for each size− (k−1) frequent itemsets. The cover
set contains all transactions(or ID) that contains the size− (k−1) itemsets. To generate
the support and cover set of size− k itemset, rather than scanning the dataset, we just
need to intersect the cover sets of two size− (k−1) itemsets. size− k itemsets and their
cover sets generate size− (k+1) itemsets, and so on. Although Eclat only scans datasets
one time, storing cover sets of all size− k frequent itemsets often consumes a substantial
amount of memory.
FP-Growth: Another well-known method is FP−Growth [46, 48]. FP−growth just
scans the dataset twice. The first scan of the dataset generates a frequency-descending
items list. The second scan of the dataset compresses the dataset into a frequent pattern
tree, or FP-tree, which retains all the frequent itemsets information. The FP-tree is then
mined to generate all the frequent itemsets. FP−Growth constructs a conditional FP-tree
for each frequent size−1 item and recursively mine the conditional FP-tree to generate
all the frequent items that contains the frequent size−1 items.
Zheng et al. [159] compared these three algorithms on the real datasets and pointed
out that FP−growth is faster than Apriori, but the differences are not as large as on the
artificial dataset. Goethals [39] claimed that AprioriHybrid [5] has a better performance
than FP-growth in their experiments. Goethals [39]’s experimental dataset comprises
small datasets, in which the maximal transactions are less than 1 million. The multi-scan
of the algorithms has no significant impact on their experiments. Recently, Kumar et al.
[60] pointed out that FP-growth is ‘an order of magnitude faster’ than the original Apriori
algorithm.
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Rule Generation The typical rule generation algorithm is the Apriori rule generation
algorithm [125]. It generates association rules for every frequent itemset (also called
pattern) X discovered in the frequent pattern mining process. At first, it partitions a
frequent itemset X into two parts A and B, where A∪B = X ,A∩B = /0, obtaining an
association rule A→ B. Then it calculates the confidence value of this rule and keeps it if
the confidence value is larger than a subjectively specified minimum confidence threshold.
This process iterates until all possible partitions for all frequent itemsets are produced.
Although huge number of works have been down to improve the efficiency of mining
rules, the traditional two-step rule mining is still not efficiency as it compute the support
and confidence values of the rules in two separate steps. Also, bottom-up mining strategy
is adopted by most pattern mining techniques such as Apriori, Eclat, FP−Growth etc.,
which scan the databases multiple times and handle the efficiency of mining association
rules.
2.1.2 Number Control Issue of Association Rule Mining
As we know, association rule mining usually has two steps: frequent pattern mining
and rule generation. Very often a large number of frequent patterns and association rules
are generated. Given a database contains d items, the total possible patterns extracted are
2d−1, the total possible rules extracted are 3d−2d+1 +1 [125]. Further, for a size− k
frequent pattern, the total number of possible rules extracted is 2k− 2. The number of
patterns and rules increases exponentially as the number of items increases.
Currently, there are mainly two kinds of methodologies to generate a few high quality
frequent patterns or rules.
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2.1.2.1 Representatives Mining
One methodology is finding or generating a set of few number representatives from
discovered patterns or rules and pruning the redundant patterns or rules that are represented
by the representatives. A pattern or rule is redundant and can be pruned if there is already a
representative in the mining results. Table 2.1 lists the research related to these techniques.
Table 2.1: Typical representative generating techniques
Method References
Maximum frequent patterns Bayardo [10]
Closed frequent patterns Pasquier et al. [96]
Non-derivable frequent patterns
Calders and Goethals [19],
T. Calders and B. Goethals [123]
δ free sets Boulicaut et al. [16]
δ -tolerance closed frequent patterns Cheng et al. [25]
Pattern compression Xin et al. [139]
Profile based summarisation Yan et al. [147]
Markov random field pattern restoration Wang and Parthasarathy [131]
Regression based pattern restoration Jin et al. [53]
Generalized association rule Srikant and Agrawal [122]
Multi-level association rules Han and Fu [43, 45]
Non-redundant association rules Zaki [157]
Min-Max association rules Pasquier et al. [95]
If a pattern is frequent, all its subsets are frequent and thus for an infrequent itemset,
all its supersets must also be infrequent. This feature is called downward-closure property
of support (also called anti-monotonicity). Bayardo [10] proposed to mine only maximal
frequent patterns. A frequent pattern is a maximal frequent pattern if none of its superset
is frequent. Maximal frequent patterns actually are the border of the frequent patterns
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under the constraint of minimum support. Mining maximal frequent patterns significantly
reduces the number of frequent patterns. However, it ignores all the short frequent patterns,
which can be very useful. Pasquier et al. [96] proposed to mine closed frequent patterns.
A frequent pattern is a closed frequent pattern if none of its superset has the same support
as the pattern.
Mining closed frequent patterns does not consider pruning the patterns where support
values are closed to the closed frequent patterns, say a δ degree. Mining δ free sets [16],
δ -tolerance closed frequent patterns [25] were proposed to prune shorter frequent patterns
that cannot make much support difference to their supersets with a δ degree. However,
determining the value of δ is a challenging issue. T. Calders and B. Goethals [123]
proposed to mine a set that called non-derivable itemsets; a non-derivable itemset cannot
be derived by other itemsets. Another δ -tolerance mining process is to find δ -cover short
representative patterns, each of which can cover a set of longer frequent patterns with a
δ -tolerance support restoration error rate [139]. A survey of such techniques can be found
in [20].
Closed frequent patterns and non-derivable item sets can regenerate the original
frequent patterns and exactly restore their support values; δ -tolerance patterns can
regenerate the original frequent patterns and approximately restore their support values
with δ -tolerance. Maximum frequent patterns may lose the support values of the original
frequent patterns.
Given a set of frequent patterns, the above techniques select the representatives from
the original frequent pattern set. Techniques such as pattern summarisation, pattern
profiling generate the representatives that are different from the original patterns [53, 89,
131, 132, 147]. From the representatives, one can restore all the frequent patterns and their
support values. Low restoration error rate is a critical criterion to evaluate the performance
of these kinds of techniques.
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Yan et al. [147] proposed a pattern profile based technique to summarise frequent
patterns. The technique at first forms K clusters from all frequent patterns. All frequent
patterns in a cluster are covered and estimated by a so-called pattern profile, which contains
three components. The first component φ , called the master pattern, is the union of all
the frequent patterns in the cluster. The second component υ is the support of the master
pattern, which is the ratio of the number of transactions covered by all frequent patterns
in the cluster and the total number of transactions. The third component P, called the
distribution vector, records all the relative support values of individual items in the master
pattern. The support of a frequent pattern can be restored by multiplying the υ and all the
relative support values of individual items that are contained in the frequent pattern.
Wang and Parthasarathy [131] proposed the construction of a global Markov random
field (MRF) model for estimating the frequencies of frequent itemsets with a better
estimation error. The approach processes all the frequent itemsets in a level-wise fashion.
In each level, it identifies those frequent itemsets that cannot be estimated well by the
current model, i.e., the estimation error is higher than a user-defined tolerance threshold
(δ ). Those itemsets are then added into the model. Then, it re-trains the model after each
level if any new itemsets are added. The authors claimed that their model achieves better
estimation accuracy than earlier approaches.
Some research focus on producing small number of association rules. Mining non-
redundant rules, generalised association rules, multi-level association rules, min-max
association rules are to prune redundant rules and still retain useful rules [6, 32, 95,
113, 122, 143, 144, 157]. In [157], a rule is redundant if it has the same support and
confidence value as the general rule(the rule that has shortened antecedent or consequent).
In the work by Pasquier et al. [95], only the min-max rules are kept. A min-max rule
has a minimal antecedent and a maximal consequent. Xu and Li [143], Xu et al. [145]
further introduced ‘Certainty Factors’ [114] to select the succinct rules from the min-max
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non-redundant rules. In some cases, there might have been taxonomies in the mined
database. Mining generalised association rules [122] and mining multi-level association
rules [43, 45, 55, 93] consider the natural hierarchical features of database in the rule
mining process and generate generalised association rules.
2.1.2.2 Subjective Constraint Based Mining
Another kind of methodology, called subjective constraint based association rule
mining [4], selects the patterns or rules that meet some sort of subjectively specified con-
straints. Subjectively specifying a threshold or subjectively filtering the user-uninteresting
rules are included in this category. Table 2.2 lists several kinds of constraint based mining
techniques.
Table 2.2: Constraint mining
Method References
Interestingness threshold McGarry [91]
Top-k Han et al. [47], Xin et al. [140]
Rule templates Klemettinen et al. [57], Psaila and Baralis [110]
Multi-dimensional constraint Lee et al. [63]
Constraint-based subgroup discovery Lavrac and Gamberger [62]
Succinct constraint Leung et al. [67]
Constrained frequent pattern mining Pei et al. [106], Perng et al. [108]
Usually, an interestingness measure, such as support, confidence, lift [91], is selected
to rank patterns or rules. An interestingness measure threshold is then specified to select
the most interesting patterns or rules. To reduce the number of patterns and rules, support
and confidence are two basic measures. The higher the support and confidence threshold,
the less the number of rules generated. However, not all rules that have high support
and confidence values are useful. Some rules might be obviously knowledge or else
meaninglessness. Researchers have developed many interestingness measures to select
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the interesting rules, such as Lift, Jmeasure [37].
Some techniques do not specify the interestingness measure threshold. Top-k frequent
pattern mining only outputs the top k frequent patterns that are ranked by an interestingness
measure [47, 130, 134, 140].
In some cases, the users may be interested in some certain kinds of rules that meet the
some constraints of consequent and antecedent. Psaila and Baralis [110] and Klemettinen
et al. [57] proposed to construct rule templates to select the rules that meet some predefined
types [57, 110]. Other similar techniques include constrained pattern mining [105, 106,
108], multi-dimensional constraint [63], constraint-based subgroup discovery [61, 62],
succinct constrain [67] etc.
One major feature of constraint based mining techniques is that it is very difficult
to interpret the rightness of the subjectively specified thresholds or rule templates. For
example, it is very difficult to convince users that generating a set of top-k frequent
patterns is better than generating a set of top-(k+1) or top-(k-1) frequent patterns, or a high
minimum support threshold is better than a low minimum support threshold for selecting
the patterns or rules.
2.1.3 Quality Issue of Association Rule Mining
As mentioned before, association rule mining usually includes two steps. The first
step is called pattern mining that is the discovery of frequent patterns. The second step is
called rule generation that is the discovery of the interesting and useful association rules in
the discovered patterns. In the first step, the minimum support threshold is set to prune the
infrequent patterns. In the second step, the minimum confidence threshold is set to prune
the uninteresting association rules. However, support and confidence are not enough to
assess the interestingness of a pattern or a rule. For example, a rule with high confidence
may have low support. How to evaluate the quality (or interestingness) of patterns or rules
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becomes another important problem for association rule mining. Researchers proposed a
lot of interestingness measures to deal with this issue.
Interestingness measures are intended for selecting and ranking patterns(or rules)
according to their potential interest to the user. Effective interestingness measures allow
the time and space costs of the mining process to be reduced. Interestingness measures
can be classified into two categories: measures for a single pattern or rule evaluation and
measures for multiple patterns or rules evaluation.
Several works [37, 65, 66, 91, 124] have surveyed the interestingness measures that are
used to evaluate the quality of a single pattern or rule, classifying the measures into three
categories: objective measures, subjective measures and semantic measures. Table 2.3
lists eight widely applied interestingness measures.
Table 2.3: Interestingness measures
Method Formula References
support p(AB) Agrawal et al. [2]
confidence P(B|A) Agrawal and Srikant [5]
lift/interest p(AB)p(A)p(B) Brin et al. [18]
Jaccard p(AB)p(A)+p(B)−p(AB) Tan et al. [124]
cosine p(AB)2√p(A)p(B) Tan et al. [124]
Jmeasure p(AB) log p(B|A)p(A) + p(AB) log
p(B|A)
p(A) Geng and Hamilton [37]
One-way support p(A|B) log p(AB)p(A)p(B) Geng and Hamilton [37]
Two-way support p(AB) log p(AB)p(A)p(B) Geng and Hamilton [37]
In the table, A and B represent the antecedent and consequent of a rule, respectively;
P(A) = n(A)N denotes the probability of A; P(B|A) = P(AB)P(A) denotes the conditional prob-
ability of B, given A. These measures originate from various areas, such as statistics
(correlation coefficient, odds ratio, Yules Q, and Yules Y), information theory (Jmeasure
and mutual information), and information retrieval (accuracy and sensitivity/recall).
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Objective interestingness measures are based on probability theory, statistics, and
information theory. They are widely used to filter and rank the rules. lift and Jmeasure
are two widely applied interestingness measures for ranking the rules in the area of
network traffic analysis. In the work by Apiletti et al. [7], Li f t is used to select the
rules that have strong correlations between the antecedent and consequent [11]. Li f t
is a ratio of the support of the rule to the product of the support of A and the support
of B. Jmeasure measures the average amount information of the consequence given the
antecedent occurs [14, 121]. Kandula et al. [54] ranked the rules by positive correlation
part of Jmeasure. The positive correlation part of Jmeasure is defined as Rank(A→ B) =
s(A→ B) log con f (A→B)s(B) (the same as the one-way support measure listed in Table 2.3),
where s(A→ B) is the support value of the rule; con f (A→ B) is the confidence value of
the rule; s(B)is the support of B.
However, as they said, “objective measures take into account neither the context of
the domain of application nor the goals and background knowledge of the user” [37,
p.29]. Subjective and semantics-based measures employ various representations of the
user’s background knowledge. Subject interestingness measures are often used to find
unexpected and novel rules. Semantic interestingness measures are used to measure the
utility of an association rule.
Most measures for evaluating multiple patterns (rules) consider the discovered knowl-
edge a summary of the original data set and evaluate the quality of the discovered
summaries (knowledge). Faiz et al. [29] and Hilderman and Hamilton [51, 52] studied the
heuristic diversity measures for summaries which were taken from different well-known
areas such as statistics, ecology, information theory, and management. Table 2.4 lists some
measures for evaluating a set of patterns or rules.
In the table, p is the value of the mean probability. Variance measures the distribution
of the summaries from that of a uniform distribution, where higher values of variance are
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Table 2.4: Measures for summaries
Method Formula References
Variance ∑
m
i=1(pi−p)2
m−1 Hilderman and Hamilton [52]
Gini
p∑mi=1∑
m
j=1 |pi−p j|
2 Hilderman and Hamilton [52]
Shannon −∑mi=1 pi logs pi Hilderman and Hamilton [52]
Kullback log2 m− (∑mi=1 log2 pip ) Hilderman and Hamilton [52]
considered more interesting. Shannon measures the average information contained in the
summaries. Gini measures the ratio of area between the diagonal and the Lorenz curve
and the total area below the diagonal [52]. Kullback−Leibler measures the distance
between the actual distribution of the patterns in a summary and a uniform distribution of
the patterns.
In [51], the authors described five principles that any measure must satisfy to rank
summaries. The five principles are minimum value principle, maximum value principle,
skewness principle, permutation invariance and transfer principle. The minimum value
principle specifies that the minimum interestingness should be obtained when the proba-
bilities of the patterns or rules in the summaries are equal. The maximum value principle
specifies that the maximum interestingness should be obtained when the probability of one
pattern or rule in the summaries is as high as possible while the probabilities of the rest
patterns or rules are as low as possible. The skewness principle specifies that a summary
with fewer patterns or rules that satisfy the maximum value principle should attain a higher
level of interestingness than a summary with larger number of patterns or rules that also
satisfy the maximum value principle. The permutation invariance principle specifies that
the interchange of positions of the patterns or rules does not affect interestingness. The
transfer principle specifies that the interestingness increases when the probability of a
pattern or rule in a summary that is higher than the average probability value increases
a constant and the probability of pattern or rule in the summaries that is lower than the
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average probability value decreases a constant.
Faiz et al. [29] further proposed three measures and formally studied the features of
the three measures according to the five principles. They also analysed the relationships
between the measures and pointed that some measures are simply linear transformations
of other measures such as Variance and Simpson.
2.2 Rough Set Based Data Analysis
Since rough set theory(or rough analysis) was introduced by Pawlak [97] in the early
1980’s, tens of thousands of rough set related research papers have been published in
various books, journals, conference papers and workshops [98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103,
104, 155]. This research only reviews these works in two respects. The first is the basic
theory of rough set. It includes two concepts, indiscernibility and approximation. The
second is rough set based rule generation, which includes the concepts of decision table
and decision rule.
2.2.1 Rough Set Theory
Rough set theory is based on several concepts, the two most important concepts being
indiscernibility and approximation [104]. The main purpose of rough set analysis is to
synthesise approximations of concepts from the analysed data [58].
Data for rough set based analysis is usually formalised as an information table U =
(T,V T ), where T is a set of transactions and V T is a set of attributes; any attribute a ∈V T
is a mapping from T into a value set Va. Subsets of T are called concepts.
Let B be a set of attributes, B ⊆ V T . Then B determines a binary relation I(B) on
T , called indiscernibility relation, such that (t1, t2) ∈ I(B) if and only if a(t1) = a(t2) for
every a ∈ B, where a(t) denotes the value of attribute a for transaction t ∈ T . It is easy
to prove that I(B) is an equivalence relation, and the family of all equivalence classes
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of I(B), that is a partition determined by B, is denoted by T/B. The equivalence classes
in T/B are referred to as B− granules. The class in T/B induced by t is denoted by
B(t). Granules are predicates that describe some common features of sets of objects, e.g.,
packets, records, transactions.
Approximations are other important concepts of rough set theory. Let a concept, X , be
a subset of T and B be a subset of V T , the lower approximation of X with respect to B is
defined as B∗(X) = {x ∈ T : B(x)⊆ X}, B∗(X) is a set of transactions that can be certainly
classified as X using B (are certainly X in view of B). The upper approximation of a set
X with respect to B is defined as B∗(X) = {x ∈ T : B(x)∩X 6= /0}, B∗(X) is the set of all
transactions which can be possibly classified as X using B (are possibly X in view of B).
The set B∗(X)−B∗(X) is called the B-boundary region of X , which is the set of all
transactions that can be classified neither as X nor as not-X using B. A set X is a rough set
with respect to B if B∗(X)−B∗(X) 6= /0. A rough set can be characterised by an accuracy
approximation, which is defined as |B∗(X)||B∗(X)| .
In rough set theory, approximations of sets are basic operations to deal with vague and
uncertain data.
Rough set theory overlaps with other theories such as the Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence [117], fuzzy theory [150], probabilistic models [151] and formal concept
analysis [149]. Rough set theory has been developed to deal with vagueness for reasoning
precisely about approximations of vague concepts [115, 116].
One distinct advantage of the rough set theory is that people do not need to make any
assumptions [100], such as basic probability assignments used in the Dempster-Shafer
theory of evidence [117], probabilistic distributions [151], or membership functions in
fuzzy sets theory [150]. Therefore, it is easy to use rough set theory in knowledge
discovery in databases [79]. One important application of rough set theory is rough set
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based rule generation.
2.2.2 Rough Set Based Rule Generation
Rough set based rule generation produces decision rules from a decision table [155].
A decision table is a tuple (T,V T ,C,D), where (T,V T ) is an information table, C∪D⊆
V T and C∩D = /0. The attributes C and D are called condition and decision attributes,
respectively. Each row t of the decision table can be represented as a1(t)∧ ...∧am(t)∧
am+1(t)∧ ...∧am+n(t), where C = {a1, ...,am},D = {am+1, ...,am+n}.
Let C(t) = a1(t)∧ ...∧ am(t),D(t) = am+1(t)∧ ...∧ am+n(t), we call C(t)→ D(t) a
decision rule. The decision rule is true in (T,V T ,C,D) if for any transaction satisfying
its left hand side it also satisfies the right hand side, otherwise the decision rule is true
to a degree measured by some measures such as coverage, certainty, and strength. Let
|C(t)|, |D(t)| and |C(t)∩D(t)| be the number of rows that are the same as C(t), D(t) and
C(t)∧D(t), respectively, coverage, certainty, and strength are defined as follows:
coverage(C(t)→ D(t)) = |C(t)∩D(t)||D(t)| ,
certainty(C(t)→ D(t)) = |C(t)∩D(t)||C(t)| ,
strength(C(t)→ D(t)) = |C(t)∩D(t)||T | .
From the definitions we see the certainty of a decision rule is similar to the confidence
of an association rule, and the strength of a decision rule is similar to the support of an
association rule.
Decision rules are closely connected with approximations. The lower approximation
of decisions in terms of conditions is described by a certain decision rule whose certainty
value is 1, whereas the boundary region of decisions is referred to as an uncertainty rule
whose certainty value is less than 1. Intuitively, a set of attributes D depend totally on a set
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of attributes C, denoted C⇒ D if the values of attributes from C uniquely determine the
values of attributes from D. Thus, D also can partially depend on C with a certain degree k
which is defined as k = γ(C,D) = card(POSC(D))card(T ) , where POSC(D) =
⋃
X∈T/DC∗(X). The
coefficient k expresses the ratio of all elements of the universe, which can be properly
classified to blocks of the partition U/D. If C′ is a minimal subset of C, and γ(C′,D) =
γ(C,D), C′ is called a D− reduct of C. The intersection of all D− reduct is called a
D− core of C [104].
Discovering reducts is a good way to remove superfluous attributes. Many decision
rule mining techniques usually discover attribute reducts and generate decision rules based
on the attributes reducts. The process of discovering Core is not complex. One typical
algorithm was proposed by Bazan et al. [12]. The attributes are removed one by one; if
removing one attribute causes the change of inconsistency, the attribute belongs to the
core, or else it does not belong to the core [120]. The core is composed of all attributes
that change the inconsistency of the decision table. Reducts can be generated based on
the core. Zhong et al. [160] proposed an algorithm to generate reducts. The detailed
algorithm can be found in [160, p206].
One important application of mining decision rules is for classifications or decision
making [68, 69, 78, 99, 101, 115, 116, 118, 148, 158]. Another direction of the basic
rough analysis to data mining, is the use of decision tables [42, 70, 72, 98, 99, 152] to
describe various kinds of association rules. A decision rule can be also considered as
maximum association rules. Guan et al. [42] represents the maximal association rules in a
decision table. The advantage of using decision rules is to reduce the two-step traditional
association rule mining into one step. However, it lacks accuracy and flexibility to deal
with the associations between data granules in databases [77].
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2.3 Multi-tier Granule Mining
Multi-tier granule mining was first proposed to efficiently organise and produce
decision rules from decision table [70, 76].
In 2003, Li and Zhong [76] proposed to generate extended random sets from decision
tables and proposed a new algorithm for finding interesting rules based on extended
random sets. Given a decision table (T,V T ,C,D), an extended random set actually
is a set of mappings, {Γ(c1), ...,Γ(ci), ...}, each mapping Γ(ci) is a set of decision-
granule numeral pairs,{(dgi1,strength(cgi→ dgi1)), ...,(dgi j,strength(cgi→ dgi j)), ...},
each pair (dgi j,strength(cgi→ dgi j)) has two elements, a decision granule dgi j and the
strength value of the rule cgi→ dgi j. The strength of rule cgi→ dgi j is the number of
transactions in T that induce granule cgi∧dgi j. The authors proved that the new algorithm
is faster than Pawlak’s algorithm. The authors also claimed that the extended random sets
may easily include more than one criterion for determining interesting rules. The authors
proposed two measures based on extended random sets for dealing with uncertainties in
association rules. The first is a weighting function to evaluate the interestingness of a
condition granule, and the other is an uncertainty measure on a decision granule [76].
In 2006, a multi-tier structure was proposed [77] to discover the associations between
different sized granules. It divides attributes of a large multidimensional database into
some tiers and then compresses the database into granules at each tier. It also builds
association mappings to represent the associations between tiers. In this way, the
meaningful association rules can be justified according to these association mappings [70,
71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77].
Figure 2.1 (copied from [75]) illustrates a three-tier structure, where the attributes
C ∪D have been divided into three tiers, Ci,C j and D, where Ci ∪C j = C. Ci,C j,D
determine three tier granules T/Ci,T/C j,T/D. The associations between T/Ci and
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Figure 2.1: A three tier structure
Figure 2.2: Relations for derived association mappings
T/D, T/C j and T/D can be represented as two kinds of association mappings ΓCiD and
ΓC jD, respectively. The notation for association mapping is the same as for the extended
random set. Especially, ΓCD is called a set of basic association mappings, representing the
associations between condition granules T/C and decision granules T/D.
The authors further studied the relationships between different tier association map-
pings and formally proved that ΓCiD and ΓC jD can be derived from ΓCD. Figure 2.2 (copied
from [75]) illustrates the relations for derived association mappings.
The authors also proposed a new concept, meaningless rules. Pruning meaningless
rules can reduce the number of rules. The rationale for pruning meaningless rules is that if
we add a piece of extra evidence to a premise and obtain a weak conclusion, we can say
the piece of evidence is meaningless.
Multi-tier granule mining actually has three main algorithms; the first algorithm is
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constructing the set of condition granule UC and basic association mappings ΓCD. UC is
initialised as an empty set. In step 1, the algorithm goes through the set of transactions;
for each transaction t ∈ T , it is split into two granules, condition granule cg and decision
granule dg. If a condition granule cg does not exist in the current UC, it is added into UC
and the algorithm sets the condition granule an initial value (dg,1), as its mapping result;
otherwise, it updates the existing mapping ΓCD(cg), for the condition granule. If there is a
match for the decision granule dg, the algorithm adds 1 to the corresponding strengths;
otherwise, it inserts (dg,1) into ΓCD(cg).
The second algorithm is to derive association mapping ΓCiD from ΓCD. Note that the
process of deriving ΓC jD or ΓCiC j from ΓCD is the same as that for deriving ΓCiD. In step
1, UCi is initialised to an empty set. For each C−granule cg, the algorithm splits it into
two parts, cig and c jg, then calculates the link strength between the two smaller granules
and updates the set of Ci−granules and the value of the association mapping ΓCiD.
The third algorithm is to generate rules from the association mappings, which is a
process to calculate the confidence values and select interesting rules from the association
mappings according to specified minimum support and confidence thresholds.
More details for constructing association mapping and generating rules can be found
in [77, 137].
Although the authors claimed that the multi-tier structure significantly reduces the
number of granules and efficiently generates association rules, it is very difficult to use
multi-tier structure and association mappings to reflect the complex relationships between
different tier granules, especially when the number of tiers is large. Therefore, further
works are still necessary to improve the performance of multi-tier granule mining.
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2.4 Association Rule Mining for Network Traffic Characterisation
Network traffic characterisation is one important application of association rule mining.
This section reviews the state of the art research of network traffic characterisation,
especially focusing on that using association rule mining techniques to characterise
network traffic.
Network traffic characterisation aims to discover the significant features in network
traffic data. It provides an invaluable insight into the dynamics of network traffic,
traffic engineering, congestion diagnosis, and security analysis. However, accurately
characterising network traffic is always a challenging task. First, due to the growth of
networks in size and speed, a huge amount of traffic can be generated in a short time.
Collecting and processing such massive data on time is difficult. Second, new applications
are being continuously developed to meet the public’s increasing demands on the network.
These new applications introduce many new traffic characteristics that are very far away
from commonly held beliefs. Third, to avoid being identified, virus makers and hackers
frequently update their viruses and the ways to attack the network. Some new applications
also try to hide their real application types to escape being detected. All of these challenges
have made characterising network traffic a hot research topic in recent decades.
Initially, researchers characterise network traffic by aggregating and studying traffic
volumes such as volumes of inbound and outbound traffic; traffic volumes of different
packet lengths; or traffic volumes of well-known application port numbers etc [33, 109,
129]. Figure 2.3 shows an example of volume-based traffic analysis. This picture was
downloaded from http://www.eng.wiscnet.-net/stats/docs/more.html.
Many important network traffic characteristics have been identified. Thompson
et al. [129] point out that network traffic follows the 24-hour pattern rule. Fang and
Peterson [31] find that almost 9% of hosts generate 90% of the traffic according to their
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Figure 2.3: An example of volume based traffic analysis
experimental results. These so called elephant and mice features are small portion hosts
that generate large portion traffic (elephants), and large portion hosts which generate
small portion traffic (mice). Kim et al. [56] claim that most short- and small-sized flows
are UDP flows. Other important characteristics have also been found, these include
self-similarities [21, 64], heavy tails [50] and long range dependence [40].
Although these statistical methods have led to important achievements in revealing
the characteristics of network traffic and usually perform well, they consider only one
dimensional-information to address the issues and cannot provide accurate analysis of
the traffic[28]. By using these methods, we can identify the most significant traffic or
abnormal traffic, but we cannot further explain why the traffic is significant or identify the
anomalies.
To generate sufficient knowledge to deeply understand the network traffic, many
researchers try to identify significant patterns, associations and strong relationships
among the network traffic data. Association rule mining techniques have been adopted to
accomplish such tasks and have managed significant achievements.
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2.4.1 Association Rule Mining for Characterising Network Traffic Behaviour
As mentioned before, the network traffic has ‘elephants’ and ‘mice’ features, which
means small portion flows(so called elephants) generate larger portion traffic and large
portion flows (so called mice) generate small portion traffic [27, 31, 33]. Association rule
mining is elegant to characterise the few large flows (elephants) [30, 38].
Estan et al. [28] proposed Auto f ocus as a multidimensional traffic clustering method
which can efficiently generate a frequent resource usage report. Auto f ocus defines five
unidimensional cluster trees: Source IP, Destination IP, Source port, Destination port,
Protocol. Each unidimensional cluster tree is constructed according to the nature hierarchy
features existing in the field. For example, an IP address cluster tree is constructed
by its subnet features and a port cluster tree is constructed by low port(≤ 1024) and
high port(≥ 1024). The network traffic is clustered into the five cluster trees. The
unidimensional clusters in which the resource usage value is less than a resource usage
threshold are pruned. These five unidimensional cluster tree are finally combined into a
multidimensional map. Less resource usage and redundant clusters are further pruned.
The nodes remaining in the map are significant resource usage clusters and are finally
output, generating a multidimensional frequent resource usage report. Figure 2.4 shows
the results of of the research by Estan et al. [28].
Many similar methods have been proposed. Cormode et al. [26] developed an ‘overlap’
and ‘split’ method to discover the hierarchical heavy hitters (HHHs) in the network traffic
and claimed that Auto f ocus was closest in spirit to their method. Wang et al. [133]
argued that Auto f ocus’s efficiency could be improved by the new computational and
memory-efficient algorithm they designed. Mahmood et al. [87] developed a hierarchical
clustering method to discover the frequent patterns in network traffic and claimed that this
method had a better performance than Auto f ocus. Chandola and Kumar [22] proposed a
summarisation method which could measure the compaction gain and information loss of
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Figure 2.4: The result of Estan’s methods
the frequent patterns discovered in the network traffic.
In contrast to AutoFocus, which aims to discover frequent resource usage clusters, Xu
et al. [141, 142], Xu, K. et al. [146] use data mining and information-theoretic techniques
to automatically discover significant ‘behaviour’ clusters from the traffic data. At first,
they cluster the traffic data based on the four dimensions: the source IP address(srcIP),
destination IP address(dstIP), source port(srcPrt) and destination port(dstPrt). Each
distinct item in every dimension forms a cluster. The cluster represents all of the traffic
data which contains the item. Hence four dimensions form four clusters groups: the srcIP
clusters group, dstIP clusters group, srcPrt clusters group, and the dstPrt clusters group.
Then they calculate the entropy value for each cluster. The clusters whose entropy values
are less than a threshold are retained. Finally, the clusters are classified into 26 classes
by the degree of the entropy value to reveal the behaviours of the traffic, which can be
considered the outputs of the method, such as server/service behaviours, heavy hitter host
behaviours, scan/exploit behaviours and deviant or rare behaviours and so on.
Apiletti et al. [7] and Baldi et al. [8] proposed NET MINE. NET MINE extracts
association rules to characterise network traffic. The method applies ‘continuous queries’,
a kind of SQL query language, to select analysed datasets from the traffic data stream.
It then generates a set of generalised association rules from the dataset based on 12 rule
templates. Finally, the li f t [37] interestingness measure is adopted to discover the most
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Figure 2.5: The result of Apiletti’s methods
strong correlation rules. These rules are provided to users for characterising the network
traffic. A result of this method is shown in Figure 2.5.
Kandula et al. [54] proposed another method, eX pose, to extract significant commu-
nication rules in a network trace. A communication rule, X → Y extracted by the eX pose
discovers the knowledge that ‘flow activity X implies flow activity Y ’. The attributes
selected by eX pose are flows, which are differ from the attributes selected by Apiletti et al.
[7]:SrcIP, DestIp, SrcPort, DestPort etc. In this work, the traffic stream is partitioned into
fixed time windows. Significant flow pairing occurring together in the same time window
will generate one communication rule.
Association rule mining techniques also were adopted to detect anomalies [94].
Anomaly detection is another important aspect in understanding the network traffic.
Anomalies are patterns in data that do not conform to a well defined notion of normal
behaviours [23]. Usually, an anomaly detection system creates a baseline of normal
behaviours of network traffic. Thereafter, any activities that deviate from the baseline are
considered possible anomalies. The biggest advantage of anomaly detection is that it can
detect previously unknown attacks.
Mahoney and Chan [88] introduced, LERAD, to learn association rules for finding
rare events in time-series network traffic data. According to this method, at first, a set
of association rules are extracted in the normal (no anomaly) training data. These rules,
which are also called normal rules, describe normal behaviours of the network traffic. To
detect anomalies, this method extracts a set of testing rules from the testing data. Then an
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anomaly score function is designed to test if the testing rules are significantly different
from the normal rules. The rules that are significantly different from the normal rules are
considered abnormal rules. The abnormal rules are used to reveal the anomaly events.
Tandon and Chan [126] further developed the three weighted anomaly score functions of
Winnow-specialist-based weighting, Equal Reward Apportioning and Weight of Evidence,
aimed at reducing the false alarm rate of LEARD. LERAD does mention how to update
the normal rules during the detection process, it only learns the normal rules from the
training dataset. Since the normal behaviours of the network vary in different time periods,
the normal rules should be adapted accordingly. Additionally, it is also difficult to find
suitable training data that can produce all the normal rules, because the normal states vary
in different situations.
In the work of Brauckhoff et al. [17], association rule mining, combined with
histogram techniques, has been adopted to detect anomalies. Histogram-based anomaly
detection techniques simply warn of the presence of anomalies, but cannot reveal the
interactions among different attributes, for example, the correlations among SrcIP, DestIP,
SrcPort, and DestPort. To overcome these disadvantages, this research uses histogram-
based techniques to detect anomalies and capture the meta-data flows causing the anoma-
lies. Then it uses association rule mining to discover the associations implied in the
abnormal meta-data.
Although significant effort has been made, efficiently producing a set of few high
quality association rules to characterise network traffic behaviour is still a challenging
problem due to the limitations of the traditional association rule mining techniques.
Researchers often suffered from two disadvantages.
The first disadvantage is that a huge number of frequent patterns or rules are often
generated, and many are user-unwanted or redundant [49, 77, 111]. Currently, network
traffic analysis researchers seldom consider reducing the number of rules generated. In
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NET MINE [7], there are nearly 9000 rules generated from a 41 minute dataset when
minimum support is 0.5% and minimum confidence is 20%. In eX pose [54], there
are 31,000 rules generated in a 3 hour dataset. It is impossible for network traffic
administrators to deal with such a large number rules at any one time.
The second disadvantage is that the discovered patterns and rules are usually measured
by support and confidence. This can lead to the lack of knowledge when using the
discovered rules to characterise the behaviour of network traffic. For example, consider
two scenarios: 1) Host A sends out 1,000 packets each to a different host; and 2) Host
B sends out 1,000 packets to a single host. The support values of both hosts A and B
are the same (1,000), but the behaviours of the two hosts are completely different. Host
A connects with 1,000 hosts while host B connects with only one host. Such a feature
of hosts is referred to as diversity, which is a critical concept to reveal the behaviour of
network hosts in addition to support.
2.5 Summary
Association rule mining has been widely studied to deal with three kinds of issues, effi-
ciency, number, and quality issues. Three well-known association rule mining algorithms,
Apriori [5] and FP-Growth [46] and Eclat [156], were reviewed. Compared with Apriori
and Eclat, FP-Growth has a better performance [39, 60, 159]. Two kinds of techniques
to reduce the number of patterns and rules produced were also reviewed, which are
objectively generating representatives and subjectively setting constraints. Interestingness
measures to evaluate the quality of single pattern or rule or a set of patterns or rules, were
also reviewed. The measures to evaluate multiple patterns and rules also were reviewed.
Most multiple pattern and rule evaluation measures consider a set of patterns or rules as
summaries or representatives of the original dataset. Although association rule mining
has been studied for over twenty years, there are still rooms to improve the efficiency of
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mining rules and to reduce the number of discovered. At first, the traditional two-step rule
mining is not efficiency as it compute the support and confidence values of the rules in
two separate steps. Also, bottom-up mining strategy is adopted by most pattern mining
techniques which scan the databases multiple times and hinder the efficiency of mining
association rules.
Rough set theory was proposed to deal with the vagueness or uncertainty concepts
in analysed datasets. Rough set based rule generation generates decision rules from a
decision table in which the attributes of the decision table are divided into condition
attributes and decision attributes. The advantage of rough set based rule generation is
that it reduces the two-step rule mining process to one step. However, it only generates a
small portion of rules and lacks accuracy and flexibility when using it for association rule
mining.
Multi-tier granule mining extends rough set based rule generation theory. It proposed
the concepts of multi-tier structure and association mappings to subjectively generate
association rules between granules that are determined by several disjointed attribute sets.
However, representing the complex relations among different tier granules is difficult for
multi-tier granule mining. There is still room to improve its performance.
This section also reviewed one important application of association rule mining,
network traffic characterisation. Although significant effort has been made, efficiently
producing a set of few high quality association rules to characterise network traffic
behaviour is still a challenging problem due to the limitations of the traditional association
rule mining techniques. Researchers often suffered from two disadvantages. The first
disadvantage is that a huge number of frequent patterns or rules are often generated,
many are user-unwanted or redundant [49, 77, 111]. The second disadvantage is that the
discovered patterns and rules are usually measured by support and confidence. This can
lead to a lack of knowledge when using the discovered rules to characterise the behaviour
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of network traffic.
The limitations of traditional association rule mining, rough set based rule generation,
multi-tier granule mining and the disadvantages of traditional association rule mining in
network traffic characterisation raise the research tasks discussed in Section 1.2, develop-
ing an association hierarchy mining (AHM) approach and examining the performance of
the AHM approach in the network traffic characterisation field.
Chapter 3
Definitions
This chapter introduces some preliminary definitions related to association rule mining
theory and multi-tier granule mining theory. The theory of association rule mining
presented in Section 3.1 forms a baseline model that will be used to compare with our
proposed association hierarchy mining(AHM) approach. Two concepts, non-similar
closed frequent pattern and derived attribute, are proposed by this research to improve
the performance of traditional association rule mining. The theory of multi-tier granule
mining is presented in Section 3.2. Note that previous multi-tier granule mining theory
focuses on deriving association mappings by dividing condition granules into smaller
condition granules (see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2). The multi-tier granule mining presented
in this chapter discusses deriving association mappings by dividing decision granules into
smaller decision granules, which is the foundation of our proposed association hierarchy
mining(AHM) approach.
3.1 Association Rule Mining
This section presents some concepts of association rule mining. It includes frequent
pattern, association rule, non-similar closed frequent pattern, derived attribute and rule
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Table 3.1: An example of network traffic data
packets Src Dest Prot LenP
t1 10.0.0.1:2000 2.0.0.2:80 tcp 0
t2 10.0.0.1:2001 2.0.0.2:80 tcp 100
t3 10.0.0.1:2002 2.0.0.2:80 tcp 200
t4 20.0.0.2:2000 3.0.0.3:21 tcp 300
t5 20.0.0.2:2000 4.0.0.4:22 udp 300
template. A network traffic data example is listed in Table 3.1 to illustrate the concepts. In
Table 3.1, four typical attributes are selected to represent the features of network packets.
They are Src, Dest, Prot, and LenP, where the Src attribute and Dest attribute have the
form IPaddress:port. Prot is an abbreviation of Protocol, LenP is the shorten form of
Length of Payload.
Formally, the network traffic data in a time period can be described as an information
table (T,V T ), where T is the set of packets in which each packet is a set of items, and
V T = {a1,a2, . . . ,an} is a set of attributes for all packets in T . We usually assume that
there is a mapping for every attribute a ∈V T such that a : T →Va, where Va is the set of
all values of a.
An item in one packet can be represented as a = va, where va ∈ Va. The function
Attri(a = va) is defined to return the attribute name of the item a = va, which is a.
For the example in Table 3.1, we may define V T = {Src,Dest,Prot,LenP} and T =
{t1, t2, . . . , t5}. The value set of the attribute Prot is VProt = {tcp,ud p}. The first packet in
Table 3.1 can be represented as:
{Src=10.0.0.1:2000, Dest=2.0.0.2:80, Prot=tcp, LenP=0}, which means host 10.0.0.1
uses its port 2000 to send a tcp packet without payload to the port 80 of host 2.0.0.2.
Without loss of generality, we convert the above example to a general example, which
is listed in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: A general information table
ID a1 a2 a3 a4
t1 a11 a21 a31 a41
t2 a12 a21 a31 a42
t3 a13 a21 a31 a43
t4 a14 a22 a31 a44
t5 a14 a23 a32 a44
3.1.1 Frequent Pattern and Association Rule
Definition 3.1 Let x be a set of items (also called itemset or pattern). The coverset of x
denotes the set of all transactions t ∈ T i.e. x⊆ t,
coverset(x) = {t|t ∈ T,x⊆ t}. (3.1)
Definition 3.2 Given a pattern x, its support or occurrence frequency is the number of
transactions that contain the pattern, i.e., s(x) = |coverset(x)|.
A pattern x is a frequent pattern if s(x)≥ min sup, where min sup is a minimum support.
Definition 3.3 Let x be a frequent pattern, and y ⊂ x. a rule y → (x− y) is called
an association rule, and its confidence is the ratio of transactions containing y to that
containing (x− y) such that,
con f (y→ (x− y)) = |coverset(x)||coverset(y)| . (3.2)
The rule y→ (x−y) is called an interesting rule if its confidence≥min con f , a minimum
confidence.
Association rule mining usually has two steps. The first step is generating frequent
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patterns, and the second step is generating interesting rules from the discovered frequent
patterns.
3.1.2 Closed Frequent Pattern
Usually, a huge number of frequent patterns can be generated, the concept of closed
frequent pattern [138] was proposed to prune redundant patterns to reduce the number of
patterns produced.
Definition 3.4 Given a set of transactions Y , its itemset denotes the set of items that
appear in all the transactions of Y , that is,
itemset(Y ) = {a = va|a ∈V T ,∀t ∈ Y ⇒ a = va ∈ t}. (3.3)
Definition 3.5 Given a pattern x, its closure
Closure(x) = itemset(coverset(x)) (3.4)
Closure(x) is the largest set of items that includes x and has the same support as x.
Definition 3.6 A pattern x is closed if and only if x =Closure(x).
Assuming min sup = 2, Table 3.3 shows the results generated from the examples of
Table 3.1 using the above definitions.
Taking the first two frequent patterns in Table 3.3 as an example, pattern {a21} is
a non-closed pattern since its corresponding closed pattern is {a21,a31}. The former is
redundant and can be pruned for the following two reasons: (1) the latter always occurs
together with the former because both have the same support value; (2) the former contains
less information than the latter.
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Table 3.3: Coverset and closure of the frequent patterns
Frequent Pattern coverset Closure
{a21} {t1, t2, t3} {a21,a31}
{a21,a31} {t1, t2, t3} {a21,a31}
{a31} {t1, t2, t3, t4} {a31}
{a14} {t4, t5} {a14,a44}
{a44} {t4, t5} {a14,a44}
{a14,a44} {t4, t5} {a14,a44}
There are only three closed frequent patterns in Table 3.3, which are:
{a21,a31;s = 3}
{a31;s = 4}
{a14,a44;s = 2}.
Obviously, generating a set of closed frequent patterns reduces the number of patterns.
However, it cannot prune what we call similar closed frequent patterns.
3.1.3 Non-Similar Closed Frequent Pattern
The concept of non-similar frequent pattern is proposed based on the definition of
closed frequent pattern, which can further reduce the number of rules.
Theorem 3.1 Closure(x) is a closed pattern and x⊆Closure(x).
Proof Let y=Closure(x)= itemset(coverset(x)), according to the definition of itemset(See
Definition 3.4), we have x⊆ y, and coverset(x) = coverset(y).
Thus, y = itemset(coverset(x)) = itemset(coverset(y)) =Closure(y).
Therefore, Closure(x) is a closed pattern.
Theorem 3.2 Given a frequent pattern(itemset) x, there is a corresponding closed frequent
pattern y such that x⊆ y and s(x) = s(y).
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Proof Actually, the corresponding closed frequent pattern is y = Closure(x). From
Theorem 3.1., y =Closure(x) is a closed pattern and x⊆ y and coverset(x) = coverset(y).
The pattern y is frequent because coverset(x) = coverset(y) and
s(x) = |coverset(x)|= |coverset(y)|= s(y).
A closed frequent pattern y actually is a representative of a set of frequent patterns
whose corresponding closed frequent pattern is y. The non-closed frequent patterns are a
kind of redundant pattern and can be pruned.
Definition 3.7 Given two closed frequent patterns, x and y, we say that x and y are two
similar patterns if x⊂ y and s(x)− s(y)≤ min sup, where min sup is minimum support.
The above definition means that if the support of a subset x cannot make much
difference, say min sup, to the support of its superset y, x is deemed similar to y and can
be pruned.
We can generate a set of non-similar closed frequent patterns by further pruning the
shorter closed patterns that have longer similar closed frequent patterns.
Recall the three closed frequent patterns discovered in Section 3.1.2, for example, the
pattern {a31} can be pruned because {a31} ⊂ {a21,a31} and,
s({a31})− s({a21,a31}) = 4−3 = 1≤ 2.
In the above example data in Table 3.2, if min sup = 2, among the six frequent
patterns(see Table 3.3), only two non-similar closed frequent patterns are discovered,
which are
{a21,a31;s = 3}
{a14,a44;s = 2}.
Researchers often generate association rules based on closed frequent patterns. We
can generate association rules based on non-similar closed frequent patterns. Obviously,
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mining association rules on non-similar closed frequent patterns reduces the number of
rules.
3.1.4 Derived Attribute
The attributes of information tables sometimes cannot perfectly represent the informa-
tion contained in the data. Derived attributes are designed to represent novel information
according to the hierarchy relationships among the attributes of the table.
There exist hierarchical relationships among the attributes of information tables. Based
on the attribute hierarchies, we can derive new attributes that can analyse data at a high
abstract level. For example, as mentioned above, attribute Src actually can derive two
attributes, SrcIP and SrcPort. The values of SrcIP and SrcPort are IPAddress part and
Port part of value of Src.
Let V T = {a1,a2, . . . ,an} be a set of attributes; the new derived attributes are defined
in two forms:
Definition 3.8 Let A⊆V T ,A 6= /0, A derives a new attribute aA. Let A = {ai, ...,a j}, the
value of the new derived attribute is vaA = f (A) = vai ◦ · · · ◦ va j , where ◦ is an operator.
Definition 3.9 Given an attribute ai ∈ V T , if there exists a set of new attributes A =
{aai,1, · · · ,aai, j, · · ·aai,k} that can be derived by ai, the value of aai, j can be calculated as
vaai, j = faai, j(vai) in which faai, j(vai) is a function designed for calculating the value of
aai, j according to the value of ai.
Taking Table 3.1 listed in Section 3.1 as an example, a new attribute DestProt = Dest∧
Prot can be derived according to Definition 3.8. Let vDestPort = vDest : vProt , vDestProt =
2.1.1.2 : 80 : tcp if vDest = 2.1.1.2 : 80 and vProt = tcp.
Two new attributes SrcIP and SrcPort can be derived from the attribute Src according
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Table 3.4: A traffic data table with derived attributes
packets SrcIP Src Dest Prot LenP
t1 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.1:2000 2.0.0.1:80 tcp 0
t2 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.1:2001 2.0.0.1:80 tcp 100
t3 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.1:2002 2.0.0.1:80 tcp 200
t4 20.0.0.2 20.0.0.2:2000 3.0.0.3:21 tcp 300
t5 20.0.0.2 20.0.0.2:2000 4.0.0.4:22 udp 300
to Definition 3.9. Let vSrcIP and vSrcPort be the IP address part and port part of vSrc,
respectively, vSrcIP = 2.1.1.2 and vSrcPort = 80 if vSrc = 2.1.1.2 : 80.
The derived attributes have hierarchical relationships with their original attributes.
Definition 3.10 Given two attributes a1 and a2, Va1 and Va2 are two value sets of these two
attributes; if for every va1 ∈Va1 , there exists va2 ∈Va2 , and coverset(va1)⊆ coverset(va2),
we say a1 and a2 have a hierarchical relationship. Thus, a1 is a low level attribute and a2
is a high level attribute; a1 is called a child attribute of a2.
For example, attributes Src and SrcIP have a hierarchical relationship. Attribute SrcIP
is a high level attribute while Src is a low level attribute. Attribute Src is a child attribute
of SrcIP. The attribute hierarchical relationships can be defined according to the domain
knowledge.
According to the example in Table 3.1, Table 3.4 lists a new traffic information table
with one derived attribute, SrcIP. We can generate association rules based on the new
information table.
Without loss of generality, Table 3.5 is used to represent the above table 3.4.
Assuming min sup = 2, Table 3.6 lists the novel frequent patterns discovered in Table
3.5, comparing with the frequent patterns listed in Table 3.3 in Subsection 3.1.2, Chapter 3.
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Table 3.5: A traffic data table with derived attributes
ID a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
t1 a01 a11 a21 a31 a41
t2 a01 a12 a21 a31 a42
t3 a01 a13 a21 a31 a43
t4 a02 a14 a22 a31 a44
t5 a02 a14 a23 a32 a44
There are two new non-similar closed frequent patterns discovered from Table 3.4,
which are
{a01,a21,a31;s = 3}
{a02,a14,a44;s = 2}.
Compared with the original non-similar closed frequent patterns (at the end of
Section 3.1.3.), the first pattern contains the information {a01}, which cannot be discovered
before introducing the derived attributes.
However, the second pattern contains one redundant item that can be pruned before
generating association rules. Compared with item a14, item a02 is a redundant item
because the latter contains less information than the former one. Note that the attributes of
these two items have a hierarchical relationship.
3.1.5 Pattern Simplification
Definition 3.11 Given a pattern {a1 = va1 ,a2 = va2, . . . ,an = van}, if there exist two items
whose attributes have a hierarchical relationship, we say the item of the high level attribute
is a redundant item that can be pruned to simplify the pattern.
For example, the pattern {a02,a14,a44} can be simplified to {a14,a44} because the
attribute of item a14 is a1, which has a hierarchical relationship with the attribute of the
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Table 3.6: Novel frequent patterns
Novel Frequent Pattern coverset Closure
{a21} {t1, t2, t3} {a01,a21,a31}
{a21,a31} {t1, t2, t3} {a01,a21,a31}
{a01} {t1, t2, t3} {a01,a21,a31}
{a01,a21} {t1, t2, t3} {a01,a21,a31}
{a01,a31} {t1, t2, t3} {a01,a21,a31}
{a01,a21,a31} {t1, t2, t3} {a01,a21,a31}
{a31} {t1, t2, t3, t4} {a31}
{a14} {t4, t5} {a02,a14,a44}
{a44} {t4, t5} {a02,a14,a44}
{a14,a44} {t4, t5} {a02,a14,a44}
{a02} {t4, t5} {a02,a14,a44}
{a02,a14} {t4, t5} {a02,a14,a44}
{a02,a44} {t4, t5} {a02,a14,a44}
{a02,a14,a44} {t4, t5} {a02,a14,a44}
item a02, a0, and a0 is a high level attribute while a1 is a low level attribute.
After simplifying, the patterns we obtained from the original data set are as follows:
{a01,a21,a31;s = 3}
{a14,a44;s = 2}.
3.1.6 Rule Template
Rule template is designed to select meaningful and user-interested association rules
according to domain knowledge and user interests.
In the above three closed frequent patterns, pattern {a14,a44;s = 2} can generate two
association rules, with 100% confidence.
{a14}⇒ {a44};
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{a44}⇒ {a14}.
In some cases, people may be interested in certain kinds of rules. For example, they
may be interested to the first rule in the above two rules. Rule templates are designed to
meet such requirements.
Definition 3.12 A rule template has the expression, {ai, . . . ,a j}→ {am, . . . ,an},
where ai, . . . ,a j;am, . . . ,an is a set of attributes, and {ai∪ . . .∪a j}∩{am∪ . . .∪an}= /0.
A rule matches the rule template if its attributes in the condition part and decision
part are a subset of the rule template’s condition attributes set and decision attributes set,
respectively. For example, we can define a rule template {a1}→ {a2,a3,a4}.
The rule {a14}⇒{a44}matches the rule template because the attribute of the condition
part of the rule is {a1}, which is a subset of {Src}, the rule template’s condition attributes
list; and the attributes of the decision part of the rule are {a4}, which is a subset of
{a2,a3,a4}, the rule template’s decision attributes list.
However, the rule {a44} ⇒ {a14} does not match the rule template because {a4} is
not a sub set of {a1}, the rule template’s condition attributes list. The rule can be pruned.
Hence, if only one rule template {a1} → {a2,a3,a4} is defined, only one rule is
generated from the pattern {a14,a44;s = 2}:
{a14}⇒ {a44};con f = 100%.
3.1.7 The Framework of the Baseline Model
As mentioned, the association rule mining theory presented above forms a baseline
ARM model that will be compared with the proposed association hierarchy mining
(AHM) approach. According to the theory, the process of traditional association rule
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mining includes several steps such as defining rule templates and new attributes, mining
frequent patterns, mining non-similar closed frequent patterns, pattern simplifications, rule
generation and rule template based interesting rule selection. These hybrid association rule
mining techniques can be used to design a baseline model to characterise the behaviour of
network traffic.
The framework of the baseline model is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The algorithms of
the baseline model will be presented in Section 6.3.1, Chapter 6.
Figure 3.1: The framework of the association rule mining (ARM) baseline model
Typical association rule mining only has two steps, frequent pattern mining and rule
generation. The ARM baseline model in this research introduces several steps to improve
the performance of the baseline model. Mining non-similar closed frequent patterns and
selecting interesting rules by rule templates aim to reduce the number of discovered rules
whereas pattern simplification makes the discovered rules have no redundant items. The
ARM baseline model adopted by this research is better than a typical association rule
mining model.
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3.2 Multi-tier Granule Mining
This section introduces the preliminary concepts of multi-tier granule mining theory.
It includes granules, decision table and decision rule, association mapping, derived
association mapping and multi-tier structure. The concepts of granule, decision table
and decision rule were first introduced by Pawlak [155] based on rough set theory. The
concepts of multi-tier structure and association mapping were further developed by Li
[70], Li et al. [77]. This research has two slight contributions to the theory of multi-
tier granule mining. The first contribution is that it formally discusses the relationships
between granules and the generalised granule, the idea comes from one of an unpublished
paper written by my principal supervisor Prof. Yuefeng Li. The second contribution is
that this research discuses deriving association mappings by dividing decision granules
into smaller decision granules whereas previous multi-tier granule mining theory focuses
on deriving association mappings by dividing condition granules into smaller condition
granules. Deriving association mappings by dividing decision granules into smaller
decision granules is the foundation of our proposed association hierarchy mining (AHM)
approach.
In this section, another network traffic example is selected to illustrate the concepts
and theories. Table 3.7 lists the network traffic data example.
Table 3.7: An information table
packets SrcIP SrcPrt Prot DestIP DestPrt
t1 95.94.90.25 2000 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
t2 95.94.90.25 2000 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
t3 95.94.90.25 2000 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
t4 13.32.36.66 2002 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
t5 13.32.36.66 2003 tcp 26.14.34.37 80
t6 13.32.36.66 2004 udp 26.14.34.37 80
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In Table 3.7, V T = {SrcIP,SrcPrt,Prot,DestIP,DestPrt} and T = {t1, t2, . . . , t6}. The
value set of the attribute Prot is VProt = {tcp,ud p}. The first packet in Table 3.7 can be
represented as
{SrcIP= 95.94.90.25,SrcPrt = 2000,Prot = tcp,DestIP= 19.51.190.12,DestPrt = 80},
which means that host 95.94.90.25 uses its port number 2000 to send a tcp packet to the
port number 80 of host 19.51.190.12.
Again, without loss of generality the above example is converted to a general example,
which is listed in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8: A general information table
ID a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
t1 a11 a21 a31 a41 a51
t2 a11 a21 a31 a41 a51
t3 a11 a21 a31 a41 a51
t4 a12 a22 a31 a41 a51
t5 a12 a23 a31 a42 a51
t6 a12 a24 a32 a42 a51
3.2.1 Properties of Granule
In this subsection, we present some properties of granule.
Definition 3.13 Let g = B(t) be a granule induced by t, its covering set
coverset(g) = {t ′|t ′ ∈ T,B(t ′) = B(t) = g}. (3.5)
Definition 3.14 The support or f requency of granule g is
s(g) = |coverset(g)|, (3.6)
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where |coverset(g)| is the cardinality of coverset(g).
The support of a granule measures the number of transactions that induce the granule.
Definition 3.15 A larger granule can be generated from some smaller granules by using
the logic operator “and”, ∧.
For example, granule cg and granule dg form granule cg∧dg.
According to the definitions in rough set based rule generation and multi-tier granule
mining, given a decision table (T,V T ,C,D), the granules determined by C are called
C−granules or condition granules, the granules determined by D are called D−granules
or decision granules, and the granules determined by C∪D are called basic granules.
Let C = {a1} and D = {a2,a3,a4,a5}. Table 3.9 illustrates a decision table generated
from the example listed in Table 3.8,. In this table, each row is a basic granule determined
by attributes set C∪D. There are four basic granules T/(C∪D) = {g1,g2,g3,g4}. (C∪
D)(t1) = g1 for instance, and coverset(g1) = {t1, t2, t3}.
Table 3.9: A decision table
granules
Condition Decision
coverset
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
g1 a11 a21 a31 a41 a51 {t1, t2, t3}
g2 a12 a22 a31 a41 a51 {t4}
g3 a12 a23 a31 a42 a51 {t5}
g4 a12 a24 a32 a42 a51 {t6}
The condition granules and the decision granules in Table 3.9 are listed in Table 3.10
and Table 3.11, respectively. There are two condition granules and four decision granules,
which are T/C = {cg1,cg2} and T/D = {dg1,dg2,dg3,dg4}, respectively.
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Table 3.10: Condition granules
Cgs a1 coverset
cg1 a11 {t1, t2, t3}
cg2 a12 {t4, t5, t6}
Table 3.11: Decision granules
Dgs a2 a3 a4 a5 coverset
dg1 a21 a31 a41 a51 {t1, t2, t3}
dg2 a22 a31 a41 a51 {t4}
dg3 a23 a31 a42 a51 {t5}
dg4 a24 a32 a42 a51 {t6}
The four basic granules in Table 3.9, for example, can be generated by C−granules
in Table 3.10 and D−granules in Table 3.11 as follows: g1 = cg1∧dg1; g2 = cg2∧dg2;
g3 = cg2∧dg3; g4 = cg2∧dg4.
A larger granule and a smaller granule may have generalized relationships.
Definition 3.16 Given two granules cg ∈ T/C and g ∈ T/(C ∪D), if coverset(cg) ⊇
coverset(g), we call cg a generalised granule of g. We use cg g to denote the generalised
relationship between cg and g.
For example, cg1  g1 because coverset(cg1) = {t1, t2, t3} ⊇ coverset(g1) = {t1, t2, t3}.
Lemma 3.3 Let cg is a C-granule, the coverset of cg is
coverset(cg) =
⋃
cggi
coverset(gi)
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Proof Assume t ∈ coverset(cg), t also can induce a granule gi = cg∧dgi,
hence we have t ∈ coverset(gi), therefore,
t ∈
⋃
cggi
coverset(gi)
On the other hand, assume
t ∈
⋃
cggi
coverset(gi)
t also can induce a granule cg, hence t ∈ coverset(cg).
Lemma 3.4 Let granule g = cg∧dg, cg is a C-granule and dg is a D-granule. We have
coverset(g) = coverset(cg)∩ coverset(dg).
Proof Let g be induced by t, that is g = (C∪D)(t); therefore, we have cg = C(t) and
dg = D(t). Assume transaction t ′ ∈ T . Because
(t ′, t) ∈ I(C∪D)⇔ (t ′, t) ∈ I(C) and (t ′, t) ∈ I(D).
Therefore, we have
t ′ ∈ coverset(g)⇔ (t ′, t) ∈ I(C∪D)⇔
(t ′, t) ∈ I(C) and (t ′, t) ∈ I(D)⇔ t ′ ∈ (coverset(cg)∩ coverset(dg)).
3.2.2 Properties of Association Mapping
In this subsection, we present some properties of association mapping [74]. Figure 3.2
illustrates a two-tier structure to describe the relationships between C− granules in
Table 3.10 and D− granules in Table 3.11. The arrows in the figure represent the
associations (decision rules) between condition granules and decision granules.
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Figure 3.2: A two-tier structure between C-granules and D-granules
The relationships between condition granules and decision granules can be described
as basic association mappings (BAMs).
Definition 3.17 Let (T,V T ,C,D) be a decision table; T/C, T/D and T/(C ∪D) are
C−granules, D−granules and basic granules, respectively. For each condition granule
cg ∈ T/C, its association mapping is:
ΓCD(cg) = {(dg,s(cg∧dg))|(cg∧dg) ∈ T/(C∪D)}. (3.7)
ΓCD(cg) includes all the decision granules that have relationships with the condition
granule cg. Specifically, ΓCD(cg) = /0 if D = /0.
The support of cg can be directly calculated from ΓCD(cg).
Lemma 3.5 Given condition granule cg and its association mapping ΓCD(cg). The
support of condition granule cg is:
s(cg) = ∑
(dgi,sup)∈ΓCD(cg)
s(cg∧dgi) (3.8)
where (dgi,sup) is a shorten form of (dgi,s(cg∧dgi)).
Proof According to Lemma 3.3., we have
coverset(cg) =
⋃
cggi
coverset(gi)
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Since gi = (cg∧dgi) ∈ T/(C∪D), we have
coverset(cg) =
⋃
(cg∧dgi)∈T/(C∪D)
coverset(cg∧dgi)
Hence,
s(cg) = |coverset(cg)|
= ∑
(cg∧dgi)∈T/(C∪D)
s(cg∧dgi)
= |
⋃
(cg∧dgi)∈T/(C∪D)
coverset(cg∧dgi)|
= ∑
(dgi,s)∈ΓCD(cg)
s(cg∧dgi)
The support of a condition granule measures the number of transactions that induce
the condition granule. The higher the support value, the more transactions are related
to the condition granule and the more significant is the condition granule. A condition
granule cg is significant if s(cg)≥ min sup.
According to the above definitions, in Figure 3.2, there are two association mappings:
ΓCD(cg1) = {(dg1,3)} and ΓCD(cg2) = {(dg2,1),(dg3,1),(dg4,1)}. The support values
of the two condition granules can be calculated from the association mappings: s(cg1) = 3;
s(cg2) = 1+1+1 = 3. If min sup = 2, then cg1 and cg2 are both significant condition
granules.
From association mapping ΓCD(cg), we can easily calculate all the rules whose
condition part is condition granule cg. For each, (dg,s(cg∧ dg)) ∈ ΓCD(cg), cg and
dg forms a rule cg→ dg. The support and con f idence of the rule are respectively
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calculated as:
s(cg→ dg) = s(cg∧dg), (3.9)
con f (cg→ dg) = s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
. (3.10)
where con f (cg → dg) reveals the condition probability of dg given cg. Usually, a
minimum support threshold min sup and a minimum confidence threshold min con f
are set to select the interesting rules.
The above definitions show that condition granules and decision granules that form the
rules are subjectively generated by designating the condition attributes and the decision
attributes. This subjectively rule generating process can avoid the generation the user-
unwanted rules, hence it can reduce the number of rules.
Multi-tier granule mining is a process of constructing association mappings and finding
significant condition granules and their interesting rules from the association mappings.
In ΓCD(cg1) = {(dg1,3)}, there is one rule: cg1 → dg1,con f = 1. However, in
ΓCD(cg2) = {(dg2,1),(dg3,1),(dg4,1)}, there are three rules: (1) cg2 → dg2,con f =
1/3 = 0.33; (2) cg2→ dg3,con f = 1/3 = 0.33; and (3) cg2→ dg4,con f = 1/3 = 0.33.
Suppose min con f = 0.40, rule cg1→ dg1 is an interesting rule in ΓCD(cg1) since
con f (cg1 → dg1) = 1. This rule reveals the knowledge that cg1 = {a11} has strong
association with dg1, where dg1 = {a21,a31,a41,a51}. There is no interesting rule
generated from ΓCD(cg2).
3.2.3 A New Type of Derived Association Mapping
As discussed in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, Li et al. [77] proposed a multi-tier structure,
in which condition attributes were split into several tiers and new associations can be
discovered according to the multi-tier structure. However, they didn’t mention splitting
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the decision attributes. In this subsection, a new type of derived association mapping is
proposed, which is formed by granules determined by condition attributes and a subset
of decision attributes. The relationships between the new type of derived association
mapping and the original basic association mapping are also discussed.
In the above example, assuming Dh = {a4,a5} ⊂ D, we get a set of smaller decision
granules, Dh−granules. Table 3.12 illustrates the smaller granules of decision granules
shown in Table 3.11. The relationships between C− granules and Dh− granules can
be represented by high level association mappings ΓCDh . We call ΓCDh a generalised
association mapping of ΓCD.
Table 3.12: Smaller decision granules
Dh−Granule a4 a5 coverset
dhg1 a41 a51 {t1, t2, t3, t4}
dhg2 a42 a51 {t5, t6}
The relationships of C-granules, Dh−granules and D-granules can be represented by
a three-tier structure(see Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: A three-tier structure of C-granules, Dh−granules and D-granules
A multi-tier structure [77] can be described as a pair (H,A), where H is a set of granule
tiers and A is a set of association mappings that illustrate the associations between granule
in different tiers. In figure 3.3, H =C,Dh,D, where each tier is a set of granules.
The three-tier structure in Figure 3.3 includes three kinds of association mappings,
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ΓCD,ΓCDh and Γ(C+Dh)(D−Dh). ΓCDh and Γ(C+Dh)(D−Dh) are two kinds of derived associa-
tion mappings of ΓCD. The association mappings ΓCDh and Γ(C+Dh)(D−Dh) can be derived
from ΓCD.
Theorem 3.6 Let ΓCDh(cg) and ΓCD(cg) be two association mappings, cg∈T/C, Dh⊂D.
For each element (dhg,s(cg∧dhg)) ∈ ΓCDh(cg),
s(cg∧dhg) = ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi)
s(cg∧dgi) (3.11)
where (dgi,s(cg∧dgi)) ∈ ΓCD(cg).
Proof According to Lemma 3.3,
coverset(cg∧dhg) =
⋃
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi)
coverset(cg∧dgi)
Hence,
s(cg∧dhg) = |coverset(cg∧dhg)|
= |
⋃
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi)
coverset(cg∧dgi)|
= ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi)
s(cg∧dgi)
From ΓCD(cg1) = {(dg1,3)}, we can derive a new association mapping ΓCDh(cg1) =
{(dhg1,3)} (See Figure 3.3).
From association mapping ΓCD(cg2) = {(dg2,1),(dg3,1),(dg4,1)}, we also can
derive a new association mapping ΓCDh(cg2) = {(dhg1,1),(dhg2,2)} (See Figure3.3).
A set of rules can be obtained from derived association mapping ΓCDh(cg), which can
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reveal the knowledge of cg in a high level.
For each element (dhg,s(cg∧dhg)) ∈ ΓCDh(cg), cg and dhg form a new rule cg→ dhg.
Its support is
s(cg→ dhg) = s(cg∧dhg) = ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi)
s(cg∧dgi)
Its confidence is
con f (cg→ dhg) = s(cg∧dhg)s(cg) =
∑(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi) s(cg∧dgi)
∑(dgi,s)∈ΓCD(cg) s
(3.12)
For example, we get two high level rules from ΓCDh(cg2) = {(dhg1,1),(dhg2,2)} as
follows:
cg2→ dhg1,con f = 1/3,
cg2→ dhg2,con f = 2/3.
If min con f = 40%, we can discover a new interesting rule cg2→ dhg2 from ΓCDh(cg2),
since con f (cg2→ dhg2) = 2/3 = 66.7%≥ 40%. This rule cannot be discovered before
using derived association mapping.
We also get a new rule from ΓCD(cg1) = {(dhg1,3)} as follows:
cg1→ dhg1,con f = 1.
Theorem 3.7 Let ΓCD(cg) and Γ(C∪Dh)(D−Dh)(cg∧ dhg) be two association mappings,
cg ∈ T/C, cg∧dhg ∈ T/(C∪Dh), and Dh ⊂D. We use (dg−dhg) to denote a granule in
T/(D−Dh). For each element (dg−dhg,s(cg∧dhg∧ (dg−dhg)) ∈ Γ(C∪Dh)(D−Dh)(cg∧
dhg), there is an element (dgi,s(cg∧dgi)) ∈ ΓCD(cg) such that
s(cg∧dhg∧ (dg−dhg)) = s(cg∧dgi)
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Proof
Because dhg and (dg−dhg) can generate a granule dgi, there is a granule cg∧dgi =
cg∧dhg∧ (dg−dhg). Hence there is an element (dgi,s(cg∧dgi)) ∈ ΓCD(cg) where
s(cg∧dhg∧ (dg−dhg)) = s(cg∧dgi)
From the derived association mapping ΓCDh(cg) and Γ(C∪Dh)(D−Dh)(cg∧dhg), a set
of rules can be obtained, which can reveal the knowledge of cg at a high level. This
research only discusses generating rules from derived association mapping ΓCDh(cg). For
each element (dhg,s(cg∧dhg)) ∈ ΓCDh(cg), cg and dhg form a new rule cg→ dhg. The
support and con f idence of the rule are calculated as
s(cg→ dhg) = s(cg∧dhg) = ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi)
s(cg∧dgi), (3.13)
con f (cg→ dhg) = s(cg∧dhg)s(cg) =
∑(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dgi) s(cg∧dgi)
∑(dgi,s)∈ΓCD(cg) s
. (3.14)
From ΓCD(cg1) = {(dg1,3)}, a new association mapping ΓCDh(cg1) = {(dhg1,3)}
(See Figure 3.3) can be derived. Similarly, from association mapping ΓCD(cg2) =
{(dg2,1), (dg3,1), (dg4,1)}, a new association mapping ΓCDh(cg2)= {(dhg1,1),(dhg2,2)}
(See Figure 3.3), can also be derived.
We obtain two high level rules from ΓCDh(cg2) = {(dhg1,1),(dhg2,2)} as follows: (1)
cg2→ dhg1,con f = 1/3 = 0.33; and (2) cg2→ dhg2,con f = 2/3 = 0.67. If min con f =
0.40, we can discover a new interesting rule cg2→ dhg2 from ΓCDh(cg2) because con f (cg2→
dhg2) = 2/3 = 0.67≥ 0.40. This rule would have not been discovered without using the
derived association mapping.
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In addition, we also derive a new rule from ΓCD(cg1) = {(dhg1,3)} as follows:
cg1→ dhg1,con f = 1.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, the theories of association rule mining and multi-tier granule mining
were introduced.
In the theory of association rule mining, the two main concepts are frequent patterns
and association rules. Frequent patterns are usually measured by support whereas
association rules are usually measured by confidence. Three concepts, closed frequent
pattern, non-similar closed frequent pattern and rule template, were introduced to show
the ways of association rule mining to reduce the number of patterns and rules. A closed
frequent pattern represents a set of frequent patterns that contain less information than
the closed pattern but occur together with the closed frequent pattern. The concept of
non-similar closed frequent patterns was proposed by this research. A non-similar frequent
pattern represents a set of closed frequent patterns whose support values do not have much
difference to the non-similar closed frequent pattern. A rule template is used to subjectively
select some kinds of rules that meet the constraints of antecedent and consequent. This
research also proposed another concept, derived attribute, aiming to reveal the knowledge
in analysed datasets according to user interests and hierarchical relationships between the
attributes of analysed datasets.
To produce association rules, an association rule mining approach is formed according
to the theory presented in the association rule mining theoretical part. At first, the approach
derives new attributes from the attribute sets of the analysed datasets according to user
interests and hierarchical relationships between the attributes of datasets. Second, it
generates frequent patterns and selects non-similar closed frequent patterns from the
discovered frequent patterns to reduce the number of patterns generated. Then it generates
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association rules based on the discovered non-similar closed frequent patterns. Finally
rules templates are designed to subjectively select the interesting rules.
In the theory of multi-tier granule mining, the definition of granule was given, and the
relations between general granules and specific granules were formally discussed. The
concept of the decision table was also introduced, in which the attributes are divided into
two parts, condition attributes and decision attributes. The corresponding granules are
called condition granules and decision granules. The concept of association mapping
was introduced to represent the associations between condition granules and decision
granules. Each element in an association mapping represents a rule; support and confidence
of the rule can be directly obtained from the association mapping. The concept of
derived association mapping was also introduced, which provides a way to subjectively
generate knowledge from basic association mappings. The relationships between derived
association mappings and basic association mappings were also formally discussed. A
multi-tier structure is composed of a set of multi-tier granules and a set of different level
association mappings.
To generate association rules, multi-tier granule mining converts an information table
to a decision table. In the decision table, attributes are divided into condition attributes
and decision attributes. Association mappings are further constructed to represent the
associations between condition granules and decision granules that are determined by the
two sets of attributes. Each association mapping is formed by the rules that have the same
condition granule but different decision granules. The association mappings generated
from a decision table can derive derived association mappings by subjectively selecting
the high level condition attributes or decision attributes. The different tier granules and the
different level association mappings form a multi-tier structure. Multi-tier granule mining
also sets minimum support and confidence thresholds to select interesting rules.
However, as discussed in Section 1.2 and Section 2.5, a multi-tier structure cannot
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perfectly organise the complex associations among multi-tier granules. Organising the
attribute sets that are used to generate granules and rules is a better way. In the next
chapter, we will introduce our proposed approach, association hierarchy mining (AHM).
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Chapter 4
Association Hierarchy Mining
This chapter introduces, association hierarchy mining (AHM), a top-down rule template
based rule mining approach. The concept of top-down mining strategy is introduced in
Section 4.1. The concepts of rule template and rule template hierarchy are introduced in
Section 4.2, which are used to subjectively define the scope of mining rules. In Section 4.3,
two interestingness measures, diversity and condition diversity are defined to identify the
interesting rules from the rules determined by rule templates and rule template hierarchies;
a novel definition of redundant rules is also presented to reduce the number of rules. In
Section 4.4, the concepts of extended association mapping, derived extended association
mapping, pruned association mapping and pruned association mapping hierarchy are
proposed to show the mechanism of top-down rule mining and the results of top-down
rule mining. A general information table listed in Table 4.1 will be used to illustrate the
definitions.
4.1 Top-Down Rule Mining Strategy
Most pattern mining techniques such as Apriori, FP−Growth and Eclat, adopt
a bottom-up mining strategy [85, 86], which generates short patterns at first and then
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Table 4.1: A general information table
ID a1 a2 a3 a4
t1 a11 a21 a31 a41
t2 a11 a21 a31 a41
t3 a11 a21 a31 a41
t4 a12 a22 a31 a41
t5 a12 a22 a31 a41
t6 a12 a24 a32 a42
generates long patterns based on the short patterns. In contrast to a bottom-up mining
strategy, the top-down mining strategy [86] generates long patterns at first and then
successively generates short patterns based on the long patterns. Figure 4.1 lists the two
kinds of mining strategies to illustrate their differences. Figure 4.1a shows the bottom-up
mining strategy. The order of generating patterns are: 1) {a1}, {a2}, {a3}; 2) {a1,a2},
{a1,a3}, {a2,a3}; and 3) {a1,a2,a3}. Figure 4.1b shows the top-down mining strategy, in
which the orders of generating patterns are: 1) {a1,a2,a3}; 2) {a1,a2},{a1,a3},{a2.a3};
and 3) {a1}, {a2}, {a3}.
(a) bottom-up mining strategy (b) top-down mining strategy
Figure 4.1: Two strategies of pattern mining: a) bottom-up mining and b) top-down
mining
Recall Theorem 3.6 in Subsection 3.2.3, Chapter 3, derived association mappings
ΓCDh can be generated from basic association mappings ΓCD if Dh ⊂D. Thus, a top-down
rule mining strategy can be developed to improve the efficiency of mining rules. At first,
basic association mappings are generated, then derived association mappings are produced
from the basic association mappings. In order to do so, the concepts of rule template and
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rule template hierarchy are introduced in the next section. A rule template determines a
set of rules. A rule template hierarchy specifies the hierarchical relationships of the rules
in a rule template.
4.2 Rule Template and Rule Template Hierarchy
A set of association rules can be represented by a rule template.
Definition 4.1 Let (T,V T ) be an information table, C and D be two sets of attributes,
C∪D⊆V T , C∩D = /0, we call X = (C⇒ D) a rule template, C is the set of condition
attributes and D is the set of decision attributes. X∗ is a set of rules approximately
matching the rule template X:
X∗ = {cg→ dg|cg ∈ T/P,P⊆C,dg ∈ T/Q,Q⊆ D,cg∧dg ∈ T/(P∪Q)} (4.1)
Definition 4.2 Given a rule template X = (C⇒ D), a set of rules that exactly match the
rule template can be defined, which are referred to as X∗:
X∗ = {cg→ dg|cg ∈ T/C,dg ∈ T/D,cg∧dg ∈ T/(C∪D)} (4.2)
X∗ is a set of rules in X∗ which exactly match the rule template X = (C∪D). X∗ cannot
be generated by any specific rule templates of X = (C∪D); we call X∗ a set of exactly
matched rules of X = (C⇒ D).
Definition 4.3 Let X and Y be two rule templates; we say that Y is more specific than X
if Y ∗ ⊆ X∗. We use Y v X to denote the hierarchical relation of the two rule templates.
Rule templates can be organised in a hierarchy by using this relation.
It is easy to prove the following Lemma 4.1.
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Theorem 4.1 Given two rule templates X = (C⇒ D) and Y = (C1⇒ D1), Y ∗ ⊆ X∗ and
Y v X if C1 ⊆C and D1 ⊆ D.
Proof According to definition 4.1, X∗ = {cg→ dg|cg ∈ T/P,P ⊆ C,dg ∈ T/Q,Q ⊆
D,cg∧dg∈ T/(P∪Q)}, Y ∗ = {cg→ dg|cg∈ T/P,P⊆C1,dg∈ T/Q,Q⊆D1,cg∧dg∈
T/(P∪Q)} Because C1 ⊂ C and D1 ⊂ D, P ⊆ C1 ⇒ P ⊆ C and Q ⊆ D1 ⇒ Q ⊆ D.
Therefore, Y ∗ ⊆ X∗ and Y v X .
4.2.1 Rule Template Hierarchy
According to Lemma 4.1, Y = (P⇒ Q) is a specific rule template of X = (C⇒ D)
if P⊆C and Q⊆ D. Considering a kind of specific rule templates P = C and Q⊂ D, a
rule template X = (C⇒ D) and its specific rule templates {P⇒ Q|P = C,Q ⊂ D} can
generate a rule template hierarchy according to their hierarchical relations.
Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of rule templates and rule template hierarchies. In the
example, rule template C = {a1}⇒ D = {a2,a3,a4} has six specific rule templates, the
rule template and its six specific rule templates are organised as a rule template hierarchy.
Note that all the rule templates in a rule template hierarchy have the same condition
attributes.
Figure 4.2: Rule templates and rule template hierarchy
Not all rules determined by a rule template are interesting. In the next section
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(Section 4.3), the definitions of interesting rules are presented, aiming to identify the
interesting rules from those determined by rule templates. We also use association
mapping and association mapping hierarchies to generate and organise the interesting
rules determined by rule template hierarchies, which will be presented in Section 4.4.
4.3 Interesting Association Rule
This section presents our definitions of interesting rules, aiming to identify the
interesting rules from those determined by rule templates. In addition to the two traditional
support and confidence measures, two measures, diversity and condition diversity are
introduced to reveal the information contained in association rules. A new type of
redundant rule is defined to reduce the number of rules produced.
4.3.1 Diversity of A Granule
Previous research usually adopts support to measure the interestingness of a granule.
However, the support value of a granule cannot perfectly reveal the information of a
granule. Recall in Figure 3.2 in Subsection 3.2.2, there are two condition granules, cg1 and
cg2. The support values of these two condition granules are the same, s(cg1) = s(cg2) = 3.
However, the behaviours of these two condition granules appear to be different. The
condition granule cg1 connects with one decision granule dg1 while cg2 connects with
three decision granules dg1,dg2,dg3. This research proposes the concept of diversity
to capture this feature and adopts two measures, support and diversity, to measure the
interestingness of a granule.
Let cg=C(t) be a granule induced by a transaction t, its covering set is coverset(cg)=
{t ′|t ′ ∈ T,C(t ′) =C(t) = cg}; the diversity of granule cg is defined as
d(cg) = |coverset(cg)/V T |. (4.3)
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where |coverset(cg)| is the cardinality of coverset(cg), which is the number of transactions
in coverset(cg); |coverset(cg)/V T | is the cardinality of coverset(cg)/V T , the number of
basic granules in coverset(cg)/V T . The diversity of a granule measures the number of
basic granules that induce the granule. Note that the definition of support has been given
in Section 3.2, Chapter 3. The support of a granule measures the number of transactions
that induce the granule. Obviously, s(cg)≥ d(cg).
4.3.2 Condition Diversity of A Rule
Based on the definition of diversity, this research proposes an interestingness measure,
condition diversity, in addition to confidence, aiming to measure the interestingness of a
rule.
Let (T,V T ) be an information table; C and D are two sets of attributes, C∩D = /0,
C∪D ⊆ V T ; C and D determine two sets of granules T/C and T/D, respectively. A
condition granule cg ∈ T/C and a decision granule dg ∈ T/D form an association rule
cg→ dg. The condition diversity of a rule cg→ dg are defined as
dcon f (cg→ dg) = d(cg∧dg)
d(cg)
. (4.4)
The condition diversity of a rule cg→ dg measures the ratio of the number of basic
granules that induce granule cg∧dg to the number of basic granules that induce granule
cg. Note that the confidence of a rule cg→ dg measures the ratio of the number of
transactions that induce granule cg∧dg to the number of transactions that induce granule
cg, which has been defined in Section 3.2, Chapter 3.
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4.3.3 Interesting Association Rule
Traditional association rule mining usually specifies a minimum support threshold
min sup and a minimum confidence threshold min con f to select the interesting associa-
tion rules [2]. In this research, we use weighted support and diversity to select interesting
granules and weighted con f idence and condition diversity to identify the interesting rules.
The weight of a granule cg is defined as
Definition 4.4
weight(cg)) = α
s(cg)
|T | +(1−α)
d(cg)
|T/V T | , (4.5)
where 0≤ α ≤ 1. α is a weighting factor; |T | is the number of transactions in (T,V T );
|T/V T | is the number of basic granules in (T,V T ). Specifying an α value, the weight of
granule cg can be calculated according to its support and diversity values. A granule cg is
interesting if its weight is lager than a minimum threshold, min weight.
Given an association rule cg→ dg, its weighted confidence wcon f is defined as
wcon f (cg→ dg) = αcon f (cg→ dg)+(1−α)dcon f (cg→ dg). (4.6)
Rule cg→ dg is interesting if (1) cg is an interesting granule; (2) wcon f (cg→ dg) is
larger than a minimum threshold, min wcon f , .
For example, the basic granules generated from Table 4.1 are listed in Table 4.2. If
α = 0.5, weight(g1) = 0.5∗3/6+0.5∗1/3 = 0.417, weight(g2) = 0.5∗2/6+0.5∗1/3 =
0.333,weight(g3) = 0.5 ∗ 1/6 + 0.5 ∗ 1/3 = 0.25. If min weight = 0.3, g1 and g2 are
interesting granules.
If C = {a1}, C determines a set of granules T/C, which are listed in Table 4.3. If
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Table 4.2: The basic granules(α = 0.5)
granules
Attributes V T
coverset s d weight
a1 a2 a3 a4
g1 a11 a21 a31 a41 {t1, t2, t3} 3 1 0.417
g2 a12 a22 a31 a41 {t4, t5} 2 1 0.333
g3 a12 a24 a32 a42 {t6} 1 1 0.25
α = 0.5, weight(cg1) = 0.417 and weight(cg2) = 0.583; if min weight = 0.3; both cg1
and cg2 are interesting granules.
Table 4.3: Condition granules(α = 0.5)
Cgs a1 coverset coverset/V T s d weight
cg1 a11 {t1, t2, t3} {g1} 3 1 0.417
cg2 a12 {t4, t5, t6} {g2,g3} 3 2 0.583
If C = {a1} and D = {a2,a3,a4} the corresponding rules are listed in Table 4.4. In the
table, r2 and r3 share the same condition part, cg = {a12}.
Table 4.4: The association rules(α = 0.5)
rules
Condition Decision
con f dcon f wcon f
a1(s,d,weight) a2 a3 a4
r1 a11(3,1,0.417) a21 a31 a41 1 1 1
r2 a12(3,2,0.583) a22 a31 a41 2/3 1/2 0.583
r3 a12(3,2,0.583) a24 a32 a42 1/3 1/2 0.417
If min weight = 0.3 and min wcon f = 0.5, r1 and r2 are interesting rules.
4.3.4 Redundant Rule
Redundant rules defined by this subsection can be pruned to reduce the number of
rules.
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Definition 4.5 Given two rules r = cg→ dg and rh = cg→ dhg, if (1)dhg  dg, (2)
wcon f (rh)−wcon f (r)< min weightweight(cg) , rh = cg→ dhg is called a redundant rule.
If the confidence of a rule rh = cg→ dhg can not make much difference, say min weightweight(cg) ,
to rule r = cg→ dg, rh is called a redundant rule. Redundant rules can be pruned to reduce
the number of rules.
For example, let Dh = {a3,a4}; the corresponding rules determined by C = {a1} and
{a3,a4,a5} are listed in Table 4.5. If min weight = 0.3 and min wcon f = 0.5, these rules
are all redundant rules and can be pruned according to the rules in Table 4.4 and the
definition of redundant rule.
Table 4.5: The association rules(α = 0.5)
rules
Condition Decision
con f dcon f wcon f
a1(s,d,weight) a3 a4
r1 a11(3,1,0.417) a31 a41 1 1 1
r2 a12(3,2,0.583) a31 a41 2/3 1/2 0.583
r3 a12(3,2,0.583) a32 a42 1/3 1/2 0.417
4.4 Association Mapping Hierarchy
Association hierarchy mining extracts interesting rules from those covered by a set of
rule template hierarchies. In order to do so, this section presents the approach of using
association mapping and association mapping hierarchies to generate and organise the
interesting rules covered by rule template hierarchies.
4.4.1 Extended Association Mapping
The concept of extended association mapping is to represent the exactly matched rules
determined by a rule template. An extended association mapping includes the support and
diversity information of the rules.
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Definition 4.6 Let (T,V T ) be an information table and X = C⇒ D be a rule template,
X∗ is a set of exactly matched rules of X. The association rules in X∗ can be represented
by a set of extended association mappings ΓCD = {ΓCD(cg)|cg ∈ T/C}, where ΓCD(cg)
is an extended association mapping and is defined as
ΓCD(cg) = {(dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg))|(cg∧dg) ∈ T/(C∪D)}, (4.7)
where (dg,s(cg∧ dg),d(cg∧ dg)) has three elements, a granule dg ∈ T/D, support of
cg∧dg and diversity of cg∧dg. The extended association mapping ΓCD(cg) only includes
all the granules in T/D that have relations with granule cg. In particular, ΓCD(cg) is
referred to as a basic association mapping if C∪D =V T .
Each element (dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg)) in ΓCD(cg) represents a rule cg→ dg. The
con f idence and condition diversity of the rule can be easily calculated from its association
mapping. Specifying the factor α , the weight and wcon f of the rule also can be obtained.
4.4.2 Derived Extended Association Mapping
In section 3.2.3, a new type of derived association mapping is introduced to improve
the efficiency of generating association mappings. An extended association mapping that
includes the support and diversity information also can be derived.
Given two rule templates, X = (C⇒ D) and Y = (C⇒ Dh), Dh ⊂ D, Y is a specific
rule template of X . X∗ and Y∗ are two sets of exactly matched rules of X and Y , respectively.
Let ΓCD and ΓCDh be two sets of extended association mappings generated according to
X∗ and Y∗; ΓCDh can be derived from association mappings ΓCD.
Theorem 4.2 For each element ΓCDh(cg)∈ΓCDh and each element (dhg,s(cg∧dhg),d(cg∧
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dhg)) ∈ ΓCDh(cg),
s(cg∧dhg) = ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dg)
s(cg∧dg), (4.8)
d(cg∧dhg) = ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dg)
d(cg∧dg), (4.9)
where s(cg∧dg) and d(cg∧dg) are values in (dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg)) ∈ ΓCD(cg).
The proof of Equation 4.8 is provided in Theorem 3.6. The proof of Equation 4.9 is as
follows.
Theorem 4.3 Given two attributes, C∪D and C∪Dh, ∀(cg∧ dhg) ∈ T/(C∪Dh), it’s
diversity can be calculated according to the diversity values of granules in T/C:
d(cg∧dhg) = ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dg)
d(cg∧dg), (4.10)
where (cg∧dg) ∈ T/(C∪D).
Proof
d(cg∧dhg) = |coverset(cg∧dhg)/V T |
= |
⋃
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dg)
coverset(cg∧dg)/V T |
= ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dg)
|coverset(cg∧dg)/V T |
= ∑
(cg∧dhg)(cg∧dg)
d(cg∧dg)
ΓCDh is derived from ΓCD. We call ΓCDh a derived association mapping of ΓCD.
Deriving association mappings improves the efficiency of mining association rules.
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Theorem 4.4 Given an interesting rule r = cg → dg ∈ ΓCD(cg), if wcon f (r) > 1−
min weight
weight(cg) and wcon f (r)> 1−min wcon f , all the rules in derived association mapping
ΓCDh(cg) are either redundant rules or uninteresting rules.
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is provided in the Appendix, Section 4.7. Theorem 4.4
indicates that if there is a rule generated in an association mapping which has a weighted
confidence value being larger than 1− min weightweight(cg) and 1−min wcon f , it is unnecessary to
further derive association mappings for granule cg to generate rules, since such rules will
be either redundant rules or uninteresting rules.
4.4.3 Association Mapping Hierarchy
The association rules in a rule template hierarchy can be represented by a list of
association mapping hierarchies. Figure 4.3 illustrates an example of association mapping
hierarchies. In the figure, the notations such as C,D,Dh1,Dh11, and others represent the
same attribute sets as those in Figure 4.2. The association mappings related to a granule
cg are organised as an association mapping hierarchy.
Figure 4.3: Association mapping hierarchies
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4.4.4 Pruned Association Mapping Hierarchy
A pruned association mapping keeps interesting rules in the association mapping.
Given a minimum confidence min con f , a pruned association mapping is:
Γ′CD(cg) = {(dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg))|cg∧dg ∈ T/(C∪D),
con f (cg→ dg)≥ min con f}. (4.11)
A pruned association mapping Γ′CD(cg) and its derived pruned association mappings
generates a pruned association mapping hierarchy according to the derived relationships
between the association mappings. Figure 4.4 lists an example of pruned association
mapping hierarchies. In the figure, the notations such that C,D,Dh1,Dh11, represent the
same attribute sets as those in Figure 4.2. The pruned association mappings related to a
granule cg are organised as an association mapping hierarchy.
Figure 4.4: An example of pruned association mapping hierarchies
In the above example, if a rule template is C⇒D= {a1}⇒{a2,a3,a4},α = 0.5,min weight =
0.3 and min wcon f = 0.5, the pruned association mapping hierarchies generated from the
data listed in Table 4.1 are shown in Figure 4.5.
In association hierarchy mining, the interesting rules determined by a rule template
hierarchy are represented by a set of pruned association mapping hierarchies. Traditional
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Figure 4.5: The pruned association mapping hierarchies generated from Table 4.1
association rule mining techniques usually generate a set of separate association rules;
association hierarchy mining generates a set of pruned association mapping hierarchies to
reveal the knowledge in data.
4.5 Algorithms
In this subsection, the algorithms of association hierarchy mining for characterizing
network traffic data are proposed according to the theory described in Chapter 4. According
to the theory, the process of association hierarchy mining includes several steps such as
defining rule templates and generating rule template hierarchies, generating association
mappings and selecting interesting association mappings, deriving association mappings
by rule template hierarchy and generating pruned association mapping hierarchies. The
framework of the model is illustrated in Figure 4.6. Compared with the framework of
the association rule mining baseline approach in Figure 3.1, AHM directly generates the
association rules according to the subjectively defined rule templates. It is different from
the two steps tradition rule mining.
Algorithm 4.1 outlines the major steps. The input is an information table (T,V T ). The
output is a set of pruned association mapping hierarchies Out PrunedAMHs.
The first step of this algorithm is to define rule templates RRT s, and generate rule
template hierarchies RT sH. Rule template hierarchies reflect the hierarchical relations
among rule templates. Figure 4.7 shows the data structure of an example of rule template
hierarchies. In each rule template hierarchy, we use RT s to represent a set of rule templates
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Figure 4.6: The framework of AHM approach
Algorithm 4.1: AHM(T,V T ) Association Hierarchy Mining
Input: Information table (T,V T )
Output: A set of pruned association mapping hierarchies Out PrunedAMHs;
1 Define rule templates RRT s and generate rule template hierarchies RT sH;
2 Set factor α , thresholds min weight and min wcon f ;
3 Out PrunedAMHs = null;
4 foreach RT s ∈ RT sH do
5 if RT s.DHT is not null then
6 BAMs = GenerateAMs(T,RT s.C,RT s.DHT.attributes);
7 foreach ΓCD(cg) ∈ BAMs do
8 if weight(cg)≥ min weight then
9 AMH = (cg,s(cg),d(cg));
10 AMH.child = PruneLessCon f idence(ΓCD(cg),min wcon f );
11 if RTs.DHT.child is not null and ifDerive(ΓCD(cg)) then
12 AMH.child.child = derivedAMs(ΓCD(cg),RT s.DHT.child) ;
13 end
14 AMH = PruneRedundant(AMH,min weight);
15 Out PrunedAMHs.child = AMH;
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 Output Out PrunedAMHs;
that has hierarchical relationships. RT s.C stands for the condition attribute sets of the
rule templates, which are the same. RT s.DHT stands for the decision attribute sets of the
rule templates, which are organised as a tree according to the hierarchical relationships
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between rule templates. As Figure 4.7 show, RT s.DHT.child and RT s.DHT.child.sibling
have hierarchical relations with RT s.DHT . The algorithm for generating rule template
hierarchies RT sH according to rule templates, is provided in Subsection 4.5.1.
Figure 4.7: Data structure of rule template hierarchies
The second step carried out by Algorithm 4.1, as shown in line 2, is to set thresholds,
min sup, min divs and min con f . The third step initialises Out CgsRules to null.
From line 4 to 19, the algorithm transverses each rule template hierarchy RT s in rule
template hierarchies RT sH.
For each RT s, if RT s.DHT is not null, GenerateAMs is executed to construct asso-
ciation mappings. This function is detailed later, in Algorithm 4.4 in Subsection 4.5.2.
Next, the algorithm goes through all the association mappings and selects those where
the granule cg is interesting. A granule is interesting if its weight value is larger than
min weight.
For each association mapping ΓCD(cg), function PruneLessCon f ident is executed in
line 9 to generate a pruned association mapping from ΓCD(cg). The definition of a pruned
association mapping is given in equation 4.11. Further details of this function are not
provided here.
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Next, if Rts.DHT.child is not null and i f Derive(ΓCD(cg)) is true, the algorithm exe-
cutes the function DeriveAMs(ΓCD(cg),RT s.DHT.child) in line 11, to derive association
mappings from ΓCD(cg) and generate a pruned association mapping hierarchy AMH.
The details of the function are presented in Algorithm 4.5 in Subsection 4.5.3. Note
that i f Derive(ΓCD(cg)) is a function to judge whether it is necessary to further derive
association mappings. This function is designed based on Theorem 4.4 in Subsection 4.4.2.
Further details are not provided here.
Finally, in line 13, the algorithm executes the function Prune RedundantRules to
prune the redundant rules in AMH according to min weight. The definition of redundant
rules has been given in Definition 4.5. Further details of this function are not provided.
The output of the algorithm is a set of interesting rules Out PrunedAMHs.
4.5.1 Generation of Rule Template Hierarchies RT sH
The process of generating rule template hierarchies is shown in Algorithms 4.2 and
4.3. In Algorithm 4.2, it simply reads each rule template and obtains condition attributes C
and decision attributes D. It then executes a function genCombi to generate a rule template
hierarchy. The function genCombi is detailed in Algorithm 4.3. Note that the main task in
generating a rule template hierarchy is to generate all combinations of the attributes in D
and construct the combinations as a tree DT according to the hierarchical relationships
between the combinations. Function genCombi is designed to implement the task.
Algorithm 4.3 is a recursive algorithm. It splits the decision attributes D into two
parts, processed attributes Arm and processing attributes Akpt . The attributes in Arm and
Akpt are then ordered. Arm is initialised to /0 whereas Akpt is initialised as D. In the
first step, DT is initialised to null, and a temporary tree DT1 is also set to null. From
line 2 to 12, the algorithm traverses the elements in Akpt . For each element a ∈ Akpt , if
attribute a is bigger than the maximum attribute in Arm, DT1.attributes is set to Akpt−a
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in line 5; and from step 6 to step 9, if the set Akpt −a contains more than one element,
the algorithm recursively executes the algorithm with Arm changed to Arm∪a and Akpt
changed to Akpt−a. In line 10, it updates the DT into DT1. The algorithm finally returns
the tree DT in line 13.
Algorithm 4.2: GenRT sH(RRT s) Generate rule template hierarchies
Input: A set of rule templates RRT s
Output: A rule template hierarchy RT sH;
1 RT sH = null;
2 foreach RRT ∈ RRT s do
3 RT s = null;
4 RT s.C.attributes = RRT.C ; RT s.D.attributes = RRT.D;
5 RT s.D.child = genCombi( /0,RRT.D);
6 RT sH = RT sH ∩{RT s};
7 end
8 return RT sH;
Algorithm 4.3: genCombi(Arm,Akpt) Generate all combinations of Akpt in the
condition of Arm
Input: A set of processed attributes Arm, a set of processing attributes Akpt , the
attributes in Arm and Akpt are ordered.
Output: A tree including all combinations of Akpt in the condition of Arm;
1 DT = null;DT1 = null;
2 foreach a ∈ Akpt do
3 if a > max(Arm) then
4 /* If a is larger than the maximum attribute in Arm */
5 DT1.attributes = Akpt−a;
6 if |Akpt−a|> 1 then
7 /* If there are more than one element in Akpt−a */
8 DT1.child = genCombi(Arm∪{a},Akpt−a);
9 end
10 DT1.sibling = DT ;DT = DT1;
11 end
12 end
13 return DT ;
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4.5.2 Construction of Association Mappings
Algorithm 4.4 describes the main procedure of the function GenerateAssociationMapings.
The input is the transactions in table (T,V T ), attributes C and D; C⇒ D actually is a rule
template. The output is a set of association mappings BAMs.
Algorithm 4.4: GenerateAssociationMapings(T,C,D) Generate association
mappings
Input: A set of transactions T , attributes C and D;
Output: A set of association mappings BAMs;
1 BAMs = null;
2 foreach t ∈ T do
3 Get cg and dg from t according to C and D;
4 if BAMs.ContainsKey(cg) then
5 if ΓCD(cg).ContainsKey(dg) then
6 (dg,s(cg∧dg),1) = (dg,s(cg∧dg)+1,1); // Update (dg,sup(cg∧dg),1);
7 end
8 else
9 ΓCD(cg) = ΓCD(cg)∪{(dg,1,1)} ; // Add (dg,1,1) into ΓCD(cg);
10 end
11 end
12 else
13 /* Create a new ΓCD(cg) and add it into BAMS; */
14 ΓCD(cg) = {(dg,1,1)};
15 BAMs = BAMs∪{(cg,ΓCD(cg))};
16 end
17 end
18 return BAMs;
At the first step, BAMs is set to null. Then, the algorithm goes through each transaction
t in T . For each t it generates cg and dg according to the attributes C and D. After that,
if BAMs contains an association mapping ΓCD(cg), the algorithm then checks whether
an element (dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg),1) exists in ΓCD(cg) or not. If the element exists,
the algorithm updates (dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg),1) into (dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg),1); if
not, the algorithm creates a new element (dg,1,1) and adds it into ΓCD(cg). Otherwise, if
BAMs does not contain ΓCD(cg) the algorithm creates a new association mapping ΓCD(cg)
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with one element (dg,1,1) and adds it to BAMs.
The algorithm returns a set of association mappings BAMs.
To improve the efficiency of the algorithm, BAMs is stored as a hash tree. The data
structure of a hash tree is shown in Figure 4.8. From Figure 4.8 we can see that all the
association mapping in BAMs are organised into a hash table. An element in the hash
table has two parts, representing an association mapping ΓCD(cg). The first part is the key
of the element, which is the value of cg; the second part is the value of the element, which
is association mapping ΓCD(cg). The association mapping ΓCD(cg) is also organised as a
hash table, for which the key of an element is the value of dg and the value of an element
is the support and diversity of cg∧dg. In the hash tree, an association mapping ΓCD(cg)
and its one element (dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg)) can be directly located.
Figure 4.8: Hash Tree Structure
4.5.3 Recursive Generation of Pruned Association Mapping Hierarchies
Algorithm 4.5 describes the main steps of the function DeriveAMs(ΓCD(cg),DHT ).
The input is an association mapping ΓCD(cg) and hierarchy tree DHT . The output is a set
of interesting rules CgRules. CgRules is initialised to null at line 1.
From lines 2 to 20, if DHT is not null, it first assigns DHT.attributes to Dh and
initialises the derived association mapping ΓCDh(cg) to an empty set. The algorithm then
goes through all elements in ΓCD(cg) (lines 4 to 12) and for each element (dg,s(cg∧
dg),d(cg∧ dg)) it generates granule dhg according to dg and Dh. If ΓCDh contains an
element (dhg,s(cg∧ dhg),d(cg∧ dhg)), the algorithm updates the element’s value to
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Algorithm 4.5: DeriveAMs(ΓCD(cg),DHT ) Recursively generate association
mapping hierarchy
Input: Association Mapping ΓCD(cg), Decision Hierarchical Tree DHT ;
Output: An association mapping hierarchy AMH ;
1 AMH = null;
2 while DHT is not null do
3 Dh = DHT.attributes; ΓCDh(cg) = null;
4 foreach (dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg)) in ΓCD(cg) do
5 Get dhg according to dg and Dh;
6 if ΓCDh(cg).Contains((dhg,s(cg∧dhg),d(cg∧dhg)) then
7 (dhg,s(cg∧dhg),d(cg∧dhg)) =
(dhg,s(cg∧dhg)+ s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dhg)+d(cg∧dg)) ;
8 end
9 else
10 ΓCDh(cg) = ΓCDh(cg)∪{(dhg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg))};
11 end
12 end
13 AMH1 = PrunLessCon f idence(ΓCDh(cg),min wcon f );
14 if DHT.child is not null and ifDerive(ΓCDh(cg)) then
15 /* Recursively transverse D.child and generate association mapping
hierarchy */
16 AMH1.child = DeriveAMs(ΓCDh(cg),DHT.child) ;
17 end
18 AMH1.silbing = AMH;AMH = AMH1;
19 DHT = DHT.sibling;
20 end
21 return CgRules;
(dhg,s(cg∧ dhg)+ s(cg∧ dg),d(cg∧ dhg)+ d(cg∧ dg)); otherwise, it generates a new
element (dhg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg)) and adds it into ΓCDh .
After all the elements in ΓCD(cg) have been processed, a new association mapping
ΓCDh is produced. In line 13, the algorithm executes the function PrunLessCon f idence to
generate a pruned association mapping from ΓCDh(cg) according to threshold min wcon f ,
and the pruned association mapping is added into AMH1.
From steps 14 to 17, the algorithm checks whether HDT has a child. If it has a child
and i f Derive(ΓCDh(cg)) is true, the algorithm recursively executes the algorithm and
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adds the result into AMH1.child. Note that i f Derive(ΓCD(cg)) is a function used to judge
whether it is necessary to further derive association mappings. This function has been
discussed in Theorem 4.4 in Subsection 4.4.2. Step 18 is to add AMH1 into AMH.
Finally, the algorithm returns an association mapping hierarchy AMH.
4.5.4 Time Complexity Analysis
Recall all of the algorithms presented in Section 4.5, the time complexity of the
proposed AHM approach, algorithm 4.1 could be analysed.
The time complexity of algorithm 4.1 depends on the number (denoted by N) of the
transactions in information table (T,V T ) , and the time complexity of executing several
functions such as GenerateAMs, PruneLessCon f idence, derivedAMs, PruneRedundant.
The time complexity of generating rule template hierarchy is not considered because it
is a constant value and the process can be done before processing the information table.
Also, once the rule templates are subjectively specified, the number of rule templates and
the nodes in a rule template hierarchy are constant values and could be ignored in the time
complexity analysis.
The time complexity of function GenerateAMs(T,RT s.C,RT s.DHT.attributes) is
O(N) as the function read every transaction in information table (T,V T ) and directly
generates the association mappings.
In algorithm 4.1, function PruneLessCon f idence(ΓCD(cg),min con f ) is executed for
each association mapping ΓCD(cg). For a scenario of n elements in ΓCD(cg), the time
complexity of function PruneLessCon f idence is O(n) as it only scans the elements in
ΓCD(cg) and prunes the elements whose confidence values or condition diversity values
are less than the threshold, min con f . Notice that the sum of n for all association mappings
is less than N, the time complexity of executing function PruneLessCon f idence is O(N).
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Similarly, function derivedAMs(ΓCD(cg),RT s.DHT.child) is executed for each as-
sociation mapping ΓCD(cg) in algorithm 4.1. For a scenario of n elements in ΓCD(cg),
the time complexity of function derivedAMs is O(cn), where the constant value c is the
number of nodes in a rule template hierarchy. Notice that the sum of n for all association
mappings is less than N, the time complexity of executing function derivedAMs is O(N).
Function PruneRedundant(AMH,min weight) is executed for each association map-
ping ΓCD(cg) in algorithm 4.1. For a scenario of n elements in ΓCD(cg), the time
complexity of function PruneRedundant is O(cn2) as it needs to compare each elements
in an association mapping with the elements in the mappings derived by the association
mapping. Notice that the sum of n for all association mappings is less than NNotice that
the sum of n for all association mappings is less than N, the time complexity of executing
function PruneRedundant is O(N2).
Overall, the time complexity of the proposed AHM algorithm 4.1 is O(N)+O(N)+
O(N)+O(N2) = O(N2).
4.6 Summary
Association rule mining was proposed for discovering strong associations in large data
transactions. Mining association rules usually has two steps: mining frequent patterns and
generating interesting rules from the discovered patterns. Both steps are time consuming
and very often a huge number of patterns and rules are generated. Efficiently identifying
useful rules becomes a major challenge in association rule mining.
In this chapter, an association hierarchy mining approach was presented to improve
the performance of association rule mining. The contributions of the approach are as
follows: (1) Rather than the traditional two-step rule generation this approach directly
generates association rules according to subjectively specified rule template hierarchies.
The rules are organised in association mappings, the information about the rules can be
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directly obtained from the association mappings. Two-step rule mining computes the
support and confidence values of association rules in two separate steps. The one-step rule
mining computes both support and confidence values in one step, which could improve
the efficiency of mining rules. The rule mining process is a top-down mining process. It
generates rules from largest granules and then recursively generates rules from smaller
granules. The top-down rule mining strategy scans the dataset only one time, hence it
could significantly improve the efficiency of mining association rules. (2) The number
of rules is subjectively controlled by the rule template hierarchies. The discovered rules
are organised as pruned association mapping hierarchies according to the rule template
hierarchies. (3) The proposed approach also prunes a new type of redundant rules defined
to reduce the number of results. (4) In addition to support and confidence, two novel
interestingness measures, diversity and condition diversity, are proposed to select the
interesting rules as well as reveal the novel information in discovered association rules.
4.7 Appendix: The Proof of Theorem 4.4
Proof Let r = cg→ dg be a rule in ΓCD(cg), wcon f (r)> 1− min weightweight(cg) and wcon f (r)>
1−min wcon f .
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Suppose rh = cg→ dhg be a rule in ΓCDh(cg), dhg dg.
wcon f (r)> 1− min weight
weight(cg)
⇒wcon f (rh)−wcon f (r)< wcon f (rh)−1+ min weightweight(cg)
⇒wcon f (rh)−wcon f (r)< min weightweight(cg)
and,
wcon f (r)> 1−min wcon f
⇒wcon f (rh)≥ wcon f (r)> 1−min wcon f
⇒∀r∗h ∈ ΓCDh(cg),r∗h 6= rh,
wcon f (r∗h)< 1−wcon f (rh)< min wcon f .
Therefore, ∀rh = cg→ dhg ∈ ΓCDh(cg), if dhg dg, the rule is a redundant rule since
wcon f (rh)−wcon f (r)≤ min weightweight(cg) ; or else, if dhg 6 dg, the rule is an uninteresting rule
since wcon f (rh)< min wcon f .
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Chapter 5
Information Theoretical Analysis of Association
Hierarchy Mining Results
In this chapter, the quality of the knowledge discovered by the proposed approach,
association hierarchy mining, is analysed based on information theory. To analyse the
quality of discovered knowledge, a principle of discovered knowledge for representation
is presented in Section 5.1. The criteria of the quality analysis are proposed in Section 5.2.
The information entropy based quality analysis of knowledge discovered by AHM is
presented in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5.
To demonstrate the theory of the analysis, one layer of association mapping hierarchy
is discussed, an example is shown in Figure 5.1. More specifically, we discuss the ability
of association mapping hierarchies such as those shown in Figure 5.1 to represent basic
granules such as those listed in Table 5.1. The quality analysis not only demonstrates the
quality of discovered knowledge but also provides a novel way to understand discovered
knowledge.
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Figure 5.1: An example of association hierarchies for quality analysis
Table 5.1: The basic granules
granules
Attributes V T
coverset s d
a1 a2 a3 a4
g1 a11 a21 a31 a41 {t1, t2, t3} 3 1
g2 a12 a22 a31 a41 {t4, t5} 2 1
g3 a12 a24 a32 a42 {t6} 1 1
5.1 Principle of Discovered Knowledge for Representation
Association rule mining can be viewed as a way to compress parts of data by a set
of patterns or rules [22, 90]. This view helps to interpret the knowledge discovered by
association rule mining. For examples, people usually prefer a frequent pattern rather than
an infrequent pattern because the frequent pattern represents more transactions than the
infrequent one; a closed pattern is better than a non-closed pattern because both represent
same transactions but the former contains more information than the latter. A frequent
pattern produces many rules. An association rule is better than its frequent pattern because
the rule provides more information than the frequent pattern; the support of an association
rule reveals the same information as that by the pattern, while the confidence of the rule
reveals the ratio of the transactions covered by the rule to the transactions covered by the
rule’s condition part. A rule with a high confidence value guarantees that the transactions
covered by the rule are close to those by the rule’s condition part.
Generally, a pattern (or rule) with a certain value measured by an interestingness mea-
sure is a statement that describes a subset of the original data set, such that the statement
is simpler than the enumeration of all facts in the subset of the dataset [35]. Intuitively, if
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Figure 5.2: The relationships between discovered knowledge P, date set U and UP, a
subset of U represented by P
discovered patterns or rules can exactly restore original datasets, the knowledge represents
the original datasets without losing any information. If the discovered patterns or rules
cannot exactly restore the original datasets, it represents the original datasets with some
information lost. Therefore, the difference of the patterns or rules to the original dataset is
worth studying to evaluate the quality of the patterns or rules. Figure 5.2 illustrates the
relations of the original data set U , and the discovered knowledge P and UP, a subset of
U represented by P. In this research, UP is the subset of U that is covered by discovered
knowledge P.
From Figure 5.2 we can see, there are three factors to evaluate the quality of discovered
knowledge; the first factor is the size of P, representing the number of patterns or rules
in P, the second factor is the information difference between P and UP, and the third
factor is the information difference between UP and U . A good association rule mining
technique discovers the smaller size of knowledge P that can represent data set U with
less information loss.
The size of P is easy to calculate; the information difference between two datasets is
not easy to compute. This research adopts information entropy to evaluate the information
contained in a data set and calculate the difference between two datasets. The calculation
of the information entropy of a data set is detailed in the following section.
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5.2 Information Entropy of a Dataset
Let X denote a discrete random variable that takes values over the set X = {x1,x2, ...,xi, ...,};
information entropy [112] H(X) of variable X is defined as:
H(X) =− ∑
xi∈X
p(xi) log p(xi), (5.1)
where xi represents the different values in the set X , and p(xi) is the probability of xi in X .
For convenience, the base of the log is the ‘natural base’.
One important property of entropy [135] that will be used in the following sections is:
H(X)≤ log(|X |), (5.2)
where H(X) is the entropy of the discrete variable X , and |X | is the cardinality of X .
Information entropy measures the observational variety in the observed values of X .
The higher the entropy, the greater is the disorder of the observed values. Information
entropy reaches its maximal value if the probability of all the values of variable X are
equal. Entropy is also used to evaluate the amount of information contained in a data
set. The amount of information in a data set is interpreted as the length of bits needed to
describe the data set [41]. The higher the entropy, the more information is contained in
the data set.
Information Entropy of U: Suppose that the dataset U is a set of basic granules T/V T
of an information table (T,V T ); the information entropy U = T/V T can be calculated as:
H(U) = H(T/V T ) = ∑
g∈T/V T
−s(g)|T | log
s(g)
|T | , (5.3)
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where s(g) is the support of the basic granule g and |T | is the number of transactions in
(T,V T ).
Information Entropy of UP and P: Let U = T/V T be a set of basic granules of
an information table (T,V T ); given thresholds min weight and min wcon f , a set of
association mapping hierarchies AMHs can be generated. The discovered association
mapping hierarchies cover a subset of T/V T , which is referred to as UP; UP = {g|g ∈
T/V T ,cg g,cg ∈Cgs}, where Cgs is a set of condition granules of AMHs.
Let UP be the subset of U represented by discovered knowledge P; the information
entropy of UP is
H(UP) = ∑
g∈UP
− s(g)
s(UP)
log
s(g)
s(UP)
, (5.4)
where s(g) is the support of the basic granule g and s(UP) = ∑g∈UP s(g).
The calculations of H(U) and H(UP) are quite straightforward. However, the calcu-
lation of the information entropy of discovered knowledge P is complicated because of
the factor that P is especially used to represent UP. In this research, we use P to estimate
H(UP). The estimated H(UP) is referred to as H ′P(UP). Different P has different H ′P(UP).
The calculation of H ′P(UP) and the quality analysis of discovered association mapping
hierarchies (AMHs) are detailed in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5.
5.3 Criteria for the Quality of Discovered Knowledge
As mentioned above, a good rule mining technique discovers a smaller size of
knowledge P that can represent data set U with less information loss. The quality of
discovered knowledge P decreases when the size of P increases. Also, the quality of
discovered knowledge P increases when the differences between H(U) and H(UP) and
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between H(UP) and H ′P(UP), decrease. Hence, this research specifies three criteria to
evaluate the quality of discovered knowledge P.
Definition 5.1 (Criterion 1, compression ratio of discovered knowledge P). Let the size
of the original dataset U be n(U), and the size of discovered knowledge P be n(p); the
compression ratio of discovered knowledge P to original dataset U is defined as:
C1 =
n(U)
n(P)
. (5.5)
Definition 5.2 (Criterion 2, information difference of original dataset U to UP). Let
H(U) be the information entropy of the original dataset U, and H(UP) be the information
entropy of UP; the information difference of UP to the original dataset U is defined as:
C2 = |H(U)−H(UP)|. (5.6)
Definition 5.3 (Criterion 3, information difference of discovered knowledge P to UP). Let
H ′P(UP) be the estimated value of H(UP) according to the knowledge P; the information
difference of discovered knowledge P to the dataset UP, is defined as:
C3 = |H(UP)−H ′P(UP)|. (5.7)
Once having the three criteria, we could evaluate the quality of discovered knowledge
P. The larger the C1, the higher the quality of P. The smaller the C2, the higher the quality
of P. The smaller the C3, the higher the quality of P. In the following two sections, we
conduct five case studies to show the quality of discovered knowledge according to the
three criteria.
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5.4 Case Study: Quality Analysis of an AMH
In this section, suppose the knowledge discovered by AHM is only one association
mapping hierarchy AMH; its related information is cg, s(cg), d(cg) and a pruned associa-
tion mapping Γ′CD(cg) = {cg∧dg,s(cg∧dg),d(cg∧dg))}, the quality of the association
mapping hierarchy is analysed according to the three criteria. Note that to simplify the
analysis there is only one element in Γ′CD(cg), representing rule cg→ dg.
Given an information table (T,V T ), a set of attributes C, C ⊆V T . T/C and T/V T are
C−granules and basic granules, respectively. For each granule cg ∈ T/C, cg determines
a subset of T/V T , which is Gcg = {g|g ∈ T/V T ,cg g}. According to the definition of
diversity (see Equation 4.3), d(cg) = |Gcg|.
Consider cg as a variable that takes values over the set Gcg = {g1, ...,gd(cg)}, the
entropy of Gcg can be calculated as
H(Gcg) =− ∑
g∈Gcg
s(g)
s(Gcg)
log(
s(g)
s(Gcg)
), (5.8)
where s(Gcg) = ∑g∈Gcg s(g) = s(cg).
Equation 5.8 shows that the entropy of Gcg is calculated by the support values of the
basic granules in Gcg. However, if cg is used to represent Gcg, we only have the support of
cg and the diversity of cg. The support values of granules in Gcg are unknown according
to the discovered knowledge. Fortunately, we can estimate the information entropy of Gcg
according to s(cg), d(cg) and the pruned association mapping Γ′CD(cg).
In the next two subsections, two kinds of estimated entropy will be discussed based
on the two kinds of knowledge (1) s(cg) and d(cg)(2) s(cg) and d(cg) and Γ′CD(cg) =
{cg∧ dg,s(cg∧ dg),d(cg∧ dg))}. The quality of the discovered knowledge is then
discussed.
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5.4.1 Case 1: Quality of cg Measured by Support and Diversity
Suppose that cg is used to represent Gcg, the information of cg is s(cg) and d(cg),
s(cg) = s(Gcg), d(cg) = |Gcg|. According to the maximum entropy principle [13, p4],
assume s(gi) =
s(cg)
d(cg) , i = 1, ...,d(cg), the estimated entropy of Gcg can be calculated as
H ′sd(Gcg) =−
d(cg)
∑
i=1
s(cg)
d(cg)∗ s(cg) log
s(cg)
d(cg)∗ s(cg) =− log
1
d(cg)
= log(d(cg)). (5.9)
Note that H ′sd(Gcg) is obtained based on the support and diversity values of cg, only
the support of cg can not estimate the entropy of Gcg. The value of H ′sd(Gcg) is strongly
related to the diversity of cg. The higher the diversity of cg, the higher the H ′sd(Gcg).
In terms of representing Gcg, the quality of granule cg can be analysed according
to the above three criteria. For example, the information of granule {a12} in Figure 5.1
measured by support and diversity are {a11,s = 3,d = 2};. If this information is used to
represent the basic granules listed in Table 5.1, the quality of the discovered knowledge
can be analysed according to the proposed three criteria as follows.
n(U) = 3;n(P) = 1;C1 =
n(U)
n(P)
=
3
1
= 3;
H(U) =−3
6
log
3
6
− 2
6
log
2
6
− 1
6
log
1
6
= 0.4392;
H(UP) =−23 ∗ log
2
3
− 1
3
∗ log 1
3
= 0.2764;
H ′P(UP) =−
1
2
∗ log 1
2
− 1
2
∗ log 1
2
= 0.301;
C2 = |H(U)−H(UP)|= |0.4392−0.2764|= 0.1628;
C3 = |H(UP)−H ′P(UP)|= |0.2764−0.301|= 0.0246.
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5.4.2 Case 2: Quality of an Association Mapping Hierarchy AMH
Suppose we have an association mapping hierarchy AMH, the information of AMH
is cg, s(cg), d(cg), and Γ′CD = {(dg,s(cg∧ dg),d(cg∧ dg))}. Granule cg determines a
subset of T/V T , Gcg = {g|g∈ T/V T ,cg g}. Granule cg∧dg determines a subset of Gcg,
which is Gcg∧dg = {g|g ∈ T/V T ,(cg∧ dg)  g}. Note that ∑g∈Gcg∧dg s(g) = s(cg∧ dg),
d(cg∧dg) = |Gcg∧dg| and Gcd∧dg ⊆ Gcg.
From the above information, among the granules in Gcg, d(cg∧ dg) granules have
relationships with cg∧ dg, the sum of support of these granules is s(cg∧ dg); d(cg)−
d(cg∧dg) granules have no relationships with cg∧dg, but have relationships with cg; the
sum of support of these granules is s(cg)− s(cg∧dg).
Again, according to the maximum entropy principle, let the support of granules that
have relationships with cg∧ dg be s(cg∧dg)d(cg∧dg) , and the support of granules that have no
relationship with cg∧dg but have relationships with cg be s(cg)−s(cg∧dg)d(cg)−d(cg∧dg) , the estimated
entropy of cg can be calculated as follows:
H ′sdr(Gcg) =−
d(cg)
∑
i=1
s(gi)
s(cg)
=− ∑
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg)
log
s(gi)
s(cg)
− ∑
cg∧dg6g j
s(g j)
s(cg)
log
s(g j)
s(cg)
=−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg) log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg)−
d(cg)−d(cg∧dg)
∑
j=1,
cg∧dg6g j
s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)(d(cg)−d(cg∧dg)) log
s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)(d(cg)−d(cg∧dg))
=− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg)−
s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
log
s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)(d(cg)−d(cg∧dg)) (5.10)
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It is noticed that it is impossible to estimate H(Gcg) if the granules are not measured
by diversity. In that case, we only know s(cg) and s(cg∧ dg) and can not estimate the
support of granules in Gcg. The measure diversity provides a kind of novel information on
the granules.
In terms of representing Gcg, the quality of granule cg can be analysed according to
the above three criteria. For example, if the information of the association hierarchy of
granule {a12} in Figure 5.1 is used to represent the basic granules listed in Table 5.1, the
quality of the discovered knowledge can be analysed according to the proposed three
criteria as follows.
n(U) = 3;n(P) = 1;C1 =
n(U)
n(P)
=
3
1
= 3;
H(U) =−3
6
log
3
6
− 2
6
log
2
6
− 1
6
log
1
6
= 0.4392;
H(UP) =−23 ∗ log
2
3
− 1
3
∗ log 1
3
= 0.2764;
H ′P(UP) =−
2
3
∗ log 2
3
− 1
3
∗ log 1
3
= 0.2764;
C2 = |H(U)−H(UP)|= |0.4392−0.2764|= 0.1628;
C3 = |H(UP)−H ′P(UP)|= |0.2764−0.2764|= 0.
Theorem 5.1 H(Gcg)≤ H ′sdr(Gcg)≤ H ′sd(Gcg)
Proof The granules that have relationships with cg can be split into two parts: the
granules that have relationships with cg∧dg and that have no relationships with cg∧dg.
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Thus,
H(Gcg) =−
d(cg)
∑
i=1
s(gi)
s(cg)
log(
s(gi)
s(cg)
)
=− ∑
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg)
log
s(gi)
s(cg)
− ∑
cg∧dg6g j
s(g j)
s(cg)
log
s(g j)
s(cg)
According to Inequation 5.2, we have
−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg)
log
s(gi)
s(cg)
≤−s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg) (5.11)
The proof of Inequation 5.11 is provided in Theorem 5.2 in Appendix of this chapter.
Similarly, we also have
−
d(cg)−d(cg∧dg)
∑
j=1,
cg∧dg6g j
s(g j)
s(cg)
log
s(g j)
s(cg)
≤−s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
log
s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)(d(cg)−d(cg∧dg)) (5.12)
Therefore,
H(Gcg) =− ∑
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg)
log
s(gi)
s(cg)
− ∑
cg∧dg6g j
s(g j)
s(cg)
log
s(g j)
s(cg)
≤−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg) log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg)−
d(cg)−d(cg∧dg)
∑
j=1,cg∧dg6g j
s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)(d(cg)−d(cg∧dg)) log
s(cg)− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)(d(cg)−d(cg∧dg))
=H ′sdr(Gcg)
⇒ H(Gcg)≤H ′sdr(Gcg)
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Hence, H(Gcg)≤ H ′sdr(Gcg)≤ H ′sd(Gcg).
Above analysis has shown that the estimated entropy of Gcg can be obtained from the
support and diversity values of cg. The estimated entropy H ′sdr(Gcg) is closer to the real
entropy H(Gcg) than H ′sd(Gcg).
5.5 Case Study: Quality Analysis of a Set of AMHs
In this section, suppose the knowledge discovered is a set of association mapping
hierarchies AMHs and the information of each association mapping hierarchy AMH is
cg, s(cg), d(cg), and Γ′CD = {(dg,s(cg∧ dg),d(cg∧ dg))}, the quality of discovered
knowledge is analysed according to three criteria proposed in Subsection 5.3.
Let (T,V T ) be a table and T/C a set of granules determined by a set of attributes
C ⊆V T . Given thresholds min weight, a set of significant granules Cgs can be obtained,
Cgs = {cg|cg ∈ T/C,s(cg)≥ min sup OR d(cg)≥ min divs}. Cgs determines a set
of basic granules GCgs ⊆ T/V T . The entropy of GCgs = {g|g ∈ T/V T ,cg g,cg ∈Cgs},
is:
H(GCgs) =−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
d(cgi)
∑
j=1,
cgigi j
s(gi j)
N′
log
s(gi j)
N′
, (5.13)
where |Cgs| is the cardinality of set Cgs, s(gi j) is the support of gi j and N′ = ∑|Cgs|i=1 s(cgi).
Equation 5.13 indicates that calculating the entropy of GCgs depends on the supports
of granules in GCgs. However, if a set of association mapping hierarchies is used to
represent the original dataset GCgs, we only have a set of interesting granules and their
corresponding pruned association mappings. The support of granules in GCgs is unknown
from the discovered knowledge. However, we can estimate the support value and obtain
an estimated entropy value of GCgs based on the knowledge of association mapping
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hierarchies.
In the next three subsections, three kinds of estimated entropy will be discussed based
on the three kinds of knowledge discovered by association hierarchy rule mining (1)
estimated entropy of GCgs based on the support of granules in Cgs; (2) estimated entropy
of GCgs based on the support and diversity of granules in Cgs; and (3) estimated entropy
of GCgs based on a set of association mapping hierarchies. The quality of discovered
knowledge is then discussed according to the estimated entropy values and the three
quality evaluation criteria.
5.5.1 Case 3: Quality of Cgs Measured by Support
Suppose we have a set of interesting granules Cgs, and the support of granules in Cgs,
The information entropy H(Cgs) can be considered as an estimated entropy of H(GCgs).
H ′s(GCgs) = H(Cgs) =−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
s(cgi)
s(GCgs)
log
s(cgi)
s(GCgs)
(5.14)
, where |Cgs| is the cardinality of set Cgs, s(GCgs) = ∑|Cgs|i=1 s(cgi).
In terms of representing GCgs, the quality of a set of granules in Cgs measured by
support can be analysed according to the three criteria. For example, the two granules in
Figure 5.1 measured only by support are {a11,s = 3};{a12,s = 3}. If this information is
used to represent the basic granules listed in Table 5.1, according to the proposed three
criteria, the quality of the knowledge can be analysed as follows.
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n(U) = 3;n(P) = 2;C1 =
n(U)
n(P)
=
3
2
= 1.5;
H(U) = H(UP) =−36 log
3
6
− 2
6
log
2
6
− 1
6
log
1
6
= 0.4392;
H ′P(UP) =−
1
2
∗ log 1
2
− 1
2
∗ log 1
2
= 0.301;
C2 = |H(U)−H(UP)|= |0.4392−0.4392|= 0;
C3 = |H(UP)−H ′P(UP)|= |0.4392−0.301|= 0.1382.
5.5.2 Case 4: Quality of Cgs Measured by Support and Diversity
Suppose we have a set of interesting granules Cgs, and the support and diversity values
of the granules in Cgs. For each granule cgi ∈Cgs, i = 1, ..., |Cgs|, cgi determines a subset
of GCgs, Gcgi = {gi j|gi j ∈ T/V T ,cgi ∈Cgs,cgi  gi j}. According to maximum entropy
principle, let s(gi j) =
s(cgi)
d(cgi)
, j = i, ...,d(cgi), the entropy of GCgs can be estimated by
H ′sd(GCgs) as follows:
H ′sd(GCgs) =−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
d(cgi)
∑
j=1,
cgigi j
s(gi j)
s(GCgs)
log
s(gi j)
s(GCgs)
=−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
d(cgi)
∑
j=1,
cgigi j
s(cgi)
s(GCgs)d(cgi)
log
s(cgi)
s(GCgs)d(cgi)
=−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
s(cgi)
s(GCgs)
log
s(cgi)
s(GCgs)d(cgi)
(5.15)
In terms of representing GCgs, the quality of a set of granules in Cgs measured by
support and diversity can be analysed according to the three proposed criteria. For example,
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the two granules in Figure 5.1 measured by support and diversity are {a11,s = 3,d =
1};{a12,s = 3,d = 2}. If this information is used to represent the basic granules listed
in Table 5.1, according to the three criteria, the quality of the knowledge is analysed as
follows.
n(U) = 3;n(P) = 2;C1 =
n(U)
n(P)
=
3
2
= 1.5;
H(U) = H(UP) =−36 log
3
6
− 2
6
log
2
6
− 1
6
log
1
6
= 0.4392;
H ′P(UP) =−
3
6
log
3
6
− 3
6∗2 log
3
6∗2 −
3
6∗2 log
3
6∗2 = 0.4515;
C2 = |H(U)−H(UP)|= |0.4392−0.4392|= 0;
C3 = |H(UP)−H ′P(UP)|= |0.4392−0.4515|= 0.0595.
5.5.3 Case 5: Quality of A Set of Association Mapping Hierarchies
Suppose we have a set of interesting granules Cgs; for each granule cgi ∈Cgs, i =
1, ..., |Cgs|, we have an association mapping hierarchy AMH(cgi); the information of
AMH(cgi) is s(cgi), d(cgi), and a pruned association mapping Γ′CD(cg) = {dg,s(cg∧
dg),d(cg∧dg)}. Granule cgi determines a subset of T/V T , Gcgi = {g|g∈ T/V T ,cgi g}.
Granule cgi ∧ dgi determines a subset of Gcgi , Gcgi∧dgi = {g|g ∈ Gcgi,(cgi ∧ dgi)  g},
∑g∈Gcgi∧dgi s(g) = s(cgi∧dgi), d(cgi∧dgi) = |Gcgi∧dgi|.
From the information of the rule cgi → dgi, among the granules in Gcgi , d(cgi ∧
dgi) granules have relationships with cgi∧dgi, the sum of support of these granules is
s(cgi∧dgi). d(cgi)−d(cgi∧dgi) granules have no relationships with cgi∧dgi but have
relationships with cgi; the sum of support of these granules is s(cgi)− s(cgi∧dgi).
As with Subsection 5.4.2, let the support of the granules in Gcgi that have relationships
with cgi∧dgi be s(cgi∧dgi)d(cgi∧dgi) and the support of granules in Gcgi that have no relationships
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with cgi∧dgi but have relationships with cgi be s(cgi)−s(cgi∧dgi)d(cgi)−d(cgi∧dgi) ; the estimated entropy of
H(GCgs) is calculated as:
H ′sdr(GCgs) =−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
d(cgi)
∑
j=1,
cgigi j
s(gi j)
s(GCgs)
log
s(gi j)
s(GCgs)
=−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
(
d(cgi∧dgi)
∑
j=1,
cgi∧dgigi j
s(gi j)
s(GCgs)d(cgi∧dgi) log
s(gi j)
s(GCgs)d(cgi∧dgi)+
d(cgi)−d(cgi∧dgi)
∑
j=1,
cgi∧dgi 6gi j
s(cgi)− s(cgi∧dgi)
s(GCgs)(d(cgi)−d(cgi∧dgi)) log
s(cgi)− s(cgi∧dgi)
s(GCgs)(d(cgi)−d(cgi∧dgi)))
=−
|Cgs|
∑
i=1
(
s(cgi∧dgi)
s(GCgs)
log
s(cgi∧dgi)
s(GCgs)d(cgi∧dgi)+
s(cg)− s(cg∧dgi)
s(GCgs)
log
s(cg)− s(cg∧dgi)
s(GCgs)(d(cg)−d(cg∧dgi))) (5.16)
In terms of representing GCgs, the quality of a set of association mapping hierarchies
can be analysed according to the three criteria. For example, if the two association
hierarchies in Figure 5.1 are used to represent the basic granules listed in Table 5.1,
according to the three criteria, the quality of the knowledge is analysed as follows:
n(U) = 3;n(P) = 2;C1 =
n(U)
n(P)
=
3
2
= 1.5;
H(U) = H(UP) =−36 log
3
6
− 2
6
log
2
6
− 1
6
log
1
6
= 0.4392;
H ′P(UP) =−
3
6
log
3
6
− 2
6
log
2
6
− 1
6
log
1
6
= 0.4392;
C2 = |H(U)−H(UP)|= |0.4392−0.4392|= 0;
C3 = |H(UP)−H ′P(UP)|= |0.4392−0.4392|= 0.
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Table 5.2 summaries the five quality analysis case study examples in terms of repre-
senting the basic granules listed in Table 5.1. From the table we can see that Case 1 and
Case 2 achieve higher compression ratios than Case 3, Case 4 and Case 5 (see column
C1). Case 1 and Case 2 have the same C2 values, representing the same basic granules.
Case 2 achieves a lower C3 value than Case 1, which means Case 2 is better than Case
1 in terms of representing the basic granules. Cases 3, 4 and 5 have the same C2 values,
representing same basic granules. Compared with Cases 3 and 4, Case 5 has lowest C3
value, which means that Case 5 is the best in terms of representing the basic granules
listed in Table 5.1. The case study examples in Table 5.2 show that the proposed three
criteria could evaluate the quality of discovered knowledge. The more the information
contained in the discovered knowledge, the higher the criteria C2 and C3 are; the higher
the quality of the discovered knowledge is; However, the more information contained in
the discovered knowledge could make a lower criterion C1, decreasing the quality of the
discovered knowledge.
Table 5.2: Summary of the case study examples
Case ID Knowledge C1 C2 C3
Case 1 {a12,s = 3,d = 2} 3 0.1628 0.0246
Case 2 {a12,s = 3,d = 2}→ {a22,a31,a41,s = 2,d = 1} 3 0.1628 0
Case 3 {a11,s = 3};{a12,s = 3} 1.5 0 0.1382
Case 4 {a11,s = 3,d = 1};{a12,s = 3,d = 2} 1.5 0 0.0595
Case 5
{a11;s = 3,d = 1}→ {a21,a31,a41;s = 3,d = 1}; 1.5 0 0{a12;s = 3,d = 2}→ {a22,a31,a41;s = 2,d = 1}
5.6 Summary
A larger number of methodologies have been proposed to extract interesting patterns
or rules from the analysed datasets. The essential task is to evaluate the quality of the
knowledge discovered by the proposed methodologies. The evaluation techniques can be
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classified into two categories, single pattern (or rule) evaluation and multiple patterns (or
rules) evaluation [154]. The single rule interestingness measures are proposed to evaluate
the quality of a single rule in certain interestingness measured by the measures [124].
The multiple pattern (rule) evaluation measures aim to evaluate the quality of discovered
knowledge in terms of summarising the original data set [29].
Although significant progress have been made in evaluating the quality of discovered
knowledge, previous various interestingness measures only focus on the discovered
knowledge itself; less attention has been paid to compare discovered knowledge with
original datasets. This chapter presented an information theoretical approach to evaluate
the quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM with the point of view that the knowledge
discovered by AHM is to represent original datasets. The contributions of the approach
are summarised as follows. (1) three quality criteria were proposed; and (2) five case
studies of quality analysis were conducted according to the three criteria. The analysis
demonstrates that the knowledge discovered by AHM is better than that discovered by
support and confidence based association rule mining.
5.7 Appendix: The Proof of Theorem 5.2
Theorem 5.2
−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg)
log
s(gi)
s(cg)
≤−s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg)
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Proof
According to Inequation 5.2,
H(Gcg∧dg)≤ logd(cg∧dg)
⇒−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) log
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) ≤− log
1
d(cg∧dg)
⇒−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) log
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) − log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
≤− log 1
d(cg∧dg) − log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
⇒−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) log
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) − log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
≤− log s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg)
⇒− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
(
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) log
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) + log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
)
≤−s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)d(cg∧dg)
Because
− s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
(
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) log
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) + log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
)
=−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg)
log
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) −
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
log
s(cg∧dg)
s(cg)
=−
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
s(gi)
s(cg)
log
s(gi)
s(cg∧dg) −
d(cg∧dg)
∑
i=1,
cg∧dggi
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Chapter 6
Association Hierarchy Mining for
Characterizing Network Traffic Behaviour
This chapter presents the application of the proposed AHM approach in characterising the
behaviour of network traffic. Section 6.1 introduces the experimental design. Section 6.2
describes the network traffic data traces used in this research. Section 6.3 presents the
experimental results from using the association rule mining baseline approach (ARM) for
characterising network traffic behaviour. Section 6.4 presents the experimental results
from using the association hierarchy mining approach (AHM) for characterising network
traffic behaviour. Section 6.5 illustrates the experimental results of information theoretical
based quality analysis.
6.1 Experimental Design
As discussed in Section 1.2, Chapter 1, this research examines the performance of the
proposed AHM approach by comparing it with an association rule mining (ARM) baseline
model in a real application, characterising the behaviour of network traffic.
The theory of the ARM baseline model was presented in Section 3.1, Chapter 3.
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According to the theory, the process of ARM includes six steps: (1) defining rule templates
and new attributes, thresholds min sup and min con f ; (2) mining frequent patterns; (3)
mining non-similar closed frequent patterns; (4) pattern simplifications; (5) rule generation;
(6) rule template based interesting rule selection.
The theory of the association hierarchy mining approach (AHM) proposed by this
research was presented in Chapter 4. According to the theory, the process of associa-
tion hierarchy mining includes five steps: (1) setting factor α , thresholds min weight,
min wcon f and defining rule templates; (2) generating rule template hierarchies; (3)
generating association mappings and selecting interesting association mappings; (4)
deriving association mappings by rule template hierarchy; and (5) generating pruned
association mapping hierarchies. Note that the pruned association mapping hierarchies
actually represent a set of interesting rules.
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, association rule mining has three research
directions. The first research direction is to improve the efficiency of rule mining. The
second research direction is to reduce the number of patterns and rules and still keep the
interesting rules. The third research direction is to evaluate the quality of discovered rules.
The performance of an association rule mining approach could therefore be evaluated
according to the three research directions.
6.1.1 Efficiency Comparison Criterion: Running Time
The first criterion is ‘running time’, aiming to evaluate the efficiency of rule mining
approaches. To generate interesting rules from the same dataset with a similar rule mining
condition, the shorter the running time spent, the better is the performance of the rule
mining method. Note that we use the term ‘similar’ because AHM and ARM use different
measures to discover interesting rules. AHM uses four measures such as support, diversity,
confidence and condition diversity whereas ARM only adopts two measures, namely
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support and confidence. To compare the running time of the two methods, we can set the
same support and confidence thresholds for the two methods and compare the running
times of the two methods. We can even add two additional measures, diversity and
condition diversity, to the proposed AHM method and make the running time of AHM
longer. If the running time of AHM is still shorter then that of ARM, we could claim that
AHM outperforms ARM in terms of efficiency.
6.1.2 Number Reduction Comparison Criterion: Number
The second criterion is the ‘number’ of patterns or rules produced by proposed
approaches, aiming to evaluate the effect of proposed methods in reducing the number of
patterns or rules.
In the ARM baseline model, the number of patterns or rules could be effected by
several techniques such as derived attributes, non-similar closed frequent patterns, rule
templates. In order to evaluate the performance of baseline model in terms of reducing the
patterns or rules produced, this research considers several scenarios:
1. The effect of derived attributes on the number of frequent patterns; as deriving
attributes from the original attributes increases the number of attributes that are used
to represent the information of network traffic data, it is expected that the use of
derived attributes could increase the number of frequent patterns;
2. The effect of the non-similar closed frequent patterns in reducing the number of
patterns; as a set of non-similar closed frequent patterns is just a subset of the
original closed frequent patterns, it is expected that the number of non-similar
closed frequent patterns is smaller than the number of closed frequent patterns;
3. The effect of rule templates to select interesting rules and reducing the number
of rules; as rule templates only filters a part of interesting rules, the number of
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interesting rules should be reduced after using rule templates;
4. The effect of derived attributes for generating interesting rules, which can be
reflected by counting the portion of interesting rules generated by derived attributes;
In the proposed AHM model, the number of association mappings or association
rules could be effected by several techniques such as rule templates, redundant rules. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed AHM approach in terms of reducing the number
of association mapping or rules produced, this research considers several scenarios:
1. The effect of rule templates on the selection of interesting granules; we count the
number of interesting granules selected by using subjectively defined rule templates
in three situations a) min sup, b) min divs and c)min sup and min divs;
2. The effect of redundant rules on the reduction of the number of rules produced;
to show the difference of support and diversity on selection of interesting rules,
we count the number of rules selected according to a) min sup, b) min divs and
c)min sup and min divs;
6.1.3 The Criteria of Quality Comparison of Discovered Knowledge
Generally, it would be better if a rule mining method could prune more redundant and
useless rules. However, it does not mean that the less number of rules, the high quality
of the discovered knowledge. The criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of number
reduction cannot demonstrate that rules after being pruned out redundant and useless rules
still retain the useful rules. To deal with this issue, we must have criteria for evaluating
the quality of discovered rules.
Fortunately, in Chapter 5, this research proposed three criteria to evaluate the quality
of a set of discovered knowledge in terms of representing original datasets, namely C1,
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C2 and C3. The term C1=n(U)n(P) is the compression ratio of the discovered knowledge;
C2=|H(U)−H(UP)| is the information difference between the original dataset and the
dataset represented by discovered knowledge; C3=|H(UP)−H ′P(UP)| is the information
difference between discovered knowledge and the data set represented by the discovered
knowledge. This research therefore adopts the three criteria in the experiments to evaluate
the quality of the discovered rules.
The quality of the discovered knowledge can also be evaluated by applying it in the
real application , characterising the behaviour of network traffic. This research examines
its ability of detecting anomalies. In order to do so, this research adopts another criterion,
anomaly detection rate (recall). A rule mining approach would be better if the rules
discovered by the approach could reveal more anomalies, a higher anomaly detection
rate (recall). If the rules discovered by a rule mining method achieves same anomaly
detection rate (recall) when reducing the number of a rules, it means the method retains
the interesting rules when reducing the number of rules. Note that an anomaly benchmark
is necessary for calculating the anomaly detection rate (recall).
Table 6.1 summarises the six criteria used by this research, aiming to evaluate the
performance of a rule mining approach. The criteria, running time, the number of rules
and anomaly detection rate (recall), are used to evaluate and compare the performance of
ARM baseline model and the proposed AHM approach, which are detailed in Section 6.3
and Section 6.4, respectively. The experimental results of using the criteria, C1, C2, C3 to
evaluate the quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM are detailed in Section 6.5.
6.2 Experimental Data Collection
The real network traffic data used by this research is collected from the website
http://mawi.wide.ad.jp/mawi/, which is called the Measurement and Analysis
on the WIDE Internet (MAWI) repository maintained by the MAWI working group.
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Table 6.1: The criteria for evaluating a rule mining approach
ID Criterion Name
1 Running Time
2 Number of Rules
3 Anomaly Detection Rate (Recall)
4 C1 (n(U)n(P) )
6 C2 (|H(U)−H(UP)|)
5 C3 (|H(UP)−H ′P(UP)|)
Borgnat et al. [15] conducted a longitudinal study of the evolution of the traffic collected
every day for seven years on a trans-Pacific backbone link (The MAWI repository). They
provided a brief description of the MAWI repository which could let us know the data.
The MAWI repository accrues traffic data collected from the WIDE backbone networks.
The WIDE network is a Japanese academic network connecting universities and research
institutes. The MAWI repository has been providing anonymised packet traces since
1999 (total volume of available data exceeds 1TB as of April 2008). The traces, with
anonymised IP addresses and without payloads, are made available to the public along with
a summary information web page about the traffic. The WIDE transit link mostly carries
trans-Pacific commodity traffic between Japanese research institutions and non-Japanese
commercial networks. Traffic is also asymmetric as WIDE has other trans-Pacific links,
which means that many flows can be observed in one direction only. The traffic is highly
aggregated: a 15-minute long trace usually contains 300k-500k unique IP addresses, and
various kinds of anomalies. Because the traces are taken on links used in real traffic
conditions, the ground truth does not always know why and when some specific events
occurred.
There are several benefits to the selection of the data traces as experimental datasets.
The first benefit is that the data can be freely used for any research purpose. We can
directly download it and use it from the website. The second benefit is that many research
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Figure 6.1: Network traffic dataset size distribution in 24 hours
works are performed on the datasets; it is easy to compare our work with the related works.
In particular, the MAWI work group provides an anomaly detection result everyday, which
is discovered from the 15-minute data file with a name that has string ‘1400′ on the day.
The anomaly detection result is produced by four anomaly detectors: Hough, Gamma,
KL and PCA [34]. The anomaly detection result can be a benchmark to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach in the research. Therefore, this research selects the
MAWI repository as experimental datasets.
According to the declaration in their website, the data can be used for any research
purpose. Hence, this research directly downloads and uses the data without permission
from the MAWI working group.
The experimental datasets selected by the research were captured by ‘TCPDUMP’ [128]
at Samplepoint-B(100Mbps) on 3 March 2006. The data traces were stored every 15
minutes. There are 96 files. The dataset sizes of these files are shown in Fig 6.1.
We further used ‘WinDump’ [136] to process each data file and selected four attributes
for the experiments of the research, namely: Src, Dest, Protocol, Length of Payload(LenP
for short). Src and Dest are the combination of SrcIP : SrcPort and DestIP : DestPort
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respectively. We also selected the traffic data where Protocl attribute equals TCP or UDP,
and discarded the rest. The command is WinDump.exe -n -q -r OriginalFile tcp or udp <
cleanedFile.
Table 6.2 shows an example of the processed traffic data.
Table 6.2: An example of collected network traffic data
TimeStamp Src Dest Protocol LenP
20:35:06.624814 214.186.120.164.1557. 148.179.135.12.80. tcp 0
20:35:06.625316 207.40.141.244.29234. 148.179.135.12.80. tcp 0
20:35:06.625431 215.43.146.192.2653. 211.171.180.74.80. tcp 1460
20:35:06.625480 215.43.146.192.2653. 211.171.180.74.80. tcp 576
20:35:06.626010 215.204.30.150.53. 172.25.51.103.1087. UDP, 538
20:35:06.626017 214.94.200.129.37602. 217.13.81.74.64280. UDP, 34
The MAWI work group also provides an anomaly detection result every day, which is
discovered from the 15-minute data file with a name that has string ‘1400′ on the day. The
anomaly detection result is produced by four anomaly detectors: Hough, Gamma, KL and
PCA, reader can find more information in [34]. Table 6.3 lists several anomalies provided
by MAWI. The anomaly detection result can be a benchmark to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach in the research.
Table 6.3: The examples of anomalies detected by MAWI
srcip srcport destip destport prot Hough Gamma KL PCA
129.73.160.97 null 203.201.154.206 6667 null 0 1 0 1
129.73.204.101 80 214.37.32.63 139 tcp 1 0 0 0
162.15.133.173 7700 null 6881 null 1 1 0 1
162.177.48.232 null null 53 null 1 1 0 1
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6.3 An Association Rule Mining Baseline Model for Characterising
Network Traffic Behaviour
In this section, an association rule mining baseline model for characterising the
behaviour of network traffic is proposed. Subsection 6.3.1 presents the algorithms of the
association rule mining baseline model.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a set of experiments has been
performed on several real network traffic data sets. The experiments have several purposes:
(1) evaluating the effect of derived attributes on the number of frequent patterns; (2)
evaluating the effect of the non-similar closed frequent patterns; (3) evaluating the effect
of rule templates to select interesting rules; (4) evaluating the effect of derived attributes
for generating interesting rules; (5) assessing the efficiency of the proposed methodology.
Finally, a result comparison is conducted to show the effectiveness of the rules discovered
by the proposed method.
All the algorithms are implemented in C# on Microsoft visual studio 2010, and all
experiments are performed on a Dell OPTIPLEX 980 Serial desktop which has a 2.79GHZ
Intel Core i7 CPU and 4GB main memory, running Windows Server 2008R2.
6.3.1 Algorithms
In this subsection, the algorithms for mining association rules from network traffic data
are proposed according to the theory described in Section 3.1, Chapter 3. Algorithm 6.1
outlines the major steps of the proposed hybrid association rule mining approach (ARM).
The input is a set of network traffic Data D and the output is a set of association rules Rs.
The first step of this algorithm is to define the derived attributes, NewAttributes,
according to the domain knowledge and user interestingness. NewAttributes is an attribute
list and each attribute has a function to calculate its value. An attribute hierarchy tree
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Algorithm 6.1: Association Rule Mining For Characterising Network Traffic
Behaviour
Input: Network traffic dataset, D;
Output: A Set of Association Rules Rs;
1 Define the newly derived attributes NewAttributes and the Attribute Hierarchy Tree
AHT ;
2 Define the Rule Templates RT s;
3 Set the Minimum support min sup and the Minimum confidence min con f ;
4 FPs = FP Growth(D,min sup,NewAttributes);
5 NSCFPs = Non Similar(FPs,min sup);
6 SNSCFPs = Simpli f y(NSCFPs,AHT );
7 Rs = RuleGen(SNSCFPs,min con f ,RT s);
AHT is designed to represent the hierarchical relationships between the original attributes
and the derived attributes.
The second step is to define the rule templates. We use a rule templates list to represent
all essential rule templates. For each rule template, two lists are designed: the condition
attribute list and the decision attribute list. A rule is interesting and is selected if it’s
condition and decision attributes are a subset of the rule template’s condition attributes
and decision attributes, respectively.
Then, the algorithm executes four functions: FP Growth, Non Similar, Simpli f y,
RuleGen and finally outputs a set of association rules. The four functions are presented as
follows.
Function FP Growth The function, FP Growth(D,min sup,NewAttributes) is exe-
cuted in the fourth step. Frequent Pattern Growth(FP Growth) is a well-known frequent
pattern mining algorithm. Readers can find detailed information of FP Growth in [46].
We directly use it to generate frequent patterns. Our FP Growth algorithm generates
the new derived items for each network traffic packet according to the derived attribute
list NewAttributes when reading the data. The output of the function is a set of frequent
patterns, FPs.
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Function Non Similar The function, Non Similar(FPs,min sup) is executed in the
fifth step to generate a set of non-similar closed patterns, NSCFPs, from the frequent
pattern set FPs. Algorithm 6.2 shows the details of the function. The non-similar closed
pattern set NSCFPs is initialised as set FPs. Then the algorithm evaluates every pattern
f p i in the set NSCFPs, and removes the pattern f p i from NSCFPs if:
(1)there exists a frequent pattern f p j in set NSCFPs and f p i is a proper subset of
f p j; and,
(2)sup( f p i)− sup( f p j) is equal to or less than min sup.
Algorithm 6.2: Non Similar(FPs,minsup) mining Non-Similar Closed Patterns
Input: A Set of Frequent Patterns FPs, min sup;
Output: A Set of Non similar Closed Frequent Patterns NSCFPs;
1 NSCFPs = FPs;
2 foreach Pattern f p i ∈ NSCFPs do
3 foreach Pattern f p j ∈ NSCFPs do
4 if f p i⊂ f p j and sup( f p i)− sup( f p j)≤ min sup then
5 NSCFPs = NSCFPs− f p i;
6 end
7 end
8 end
9 return NSCFPs;
Function Simplify The function, Simpli f y(NSCFPs,AHT ) is then executed in the
sixth step to prune the redundant items existing in each pattern in the NSCFPs set.
Algorithm 6.3 illustrates the process of the function.
The simplified non-similar closed frequent pattern set SNSCFPs is initialised as /0.
The algorithm checks every pattern f p in the NSCFPs set. For each item i in pattern
f p, item i is removed from pattern f p if there exists an item j whose attribute is a child
attribute of the item i. The loop continues until all items in every pattern in the set
NSCFPs are checked. The function Attri(i) is to get the attribute name of the item i and
the function IsChild(Attri(i),Attri( j),AHT ) is to check if Attri(i) is a child attribute of
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Attri( j) according to the Attribute Hierarchy Tree AHT . The simplified pattern f p is
added to the set SNSCFPs.
Finally, this function outputs a set of simplified non-similar closed frequent patterns
SNSCFPs.
Algorithm 6.3: Simpli f y(NSCFPs,AHT ) simplify Patterns
Input: A Set of Non similar Closed Frequent Patterns NSCFPs, Attribute
Hierarchy Tree AHT ;
Output: A Set of Simplified Non similar Closed Frequent Patterns SNSCFPs;
1 SNSCFPs = /0;
2 foreach Pattern f p in NSCFPs do
3 foreach Item i in f p do
4 foreach Item j in f p do
5 if i 6= j and IsChild(Attri(i),Attri( j)) then
6 f p = f p− i;
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 SNSCFPs = SNSCFPs
⋃{ f p}
11 end
12 return SNSCFPs;
Function RuleGen Function RuleGen(SNSCFPs,min con f ,RT s) is executed in the
last step to generate a set of association rules Rs from the set SNSCFPs, and filters the
uninterested rules according to the rule templates RT s. Algorithm 6.4 presents the steps
of function RuleGen. The rule generation algorithm ApRuleGen [125] is adopted to
generate all of the rules. We do not present the detail of the algorithm. The function
MatchRuleTemplate(r,RT s) checks whether rule r matches the rule template RT s. Rules
that do not match the rule templates are removed from set Rs.
6.3.2 Dataset
The experimental datasets are MAWI data traces. We selected four datasets dated 3
March 2006. One is the anomaly detection benchmark data file 200603031400 and the
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Algorithm 6.4: RuleGen(SNSCFPs,min con f ,RT s) Rule Generation
Input: A Set of Simplified Non-similar Closed Frequent Patterns SNSCFPs,
min con f , rule templates RT s;
Output: A Set of Association Rules Rs;
1 Rs = ApRuleGen(SNSCFPs,min con f );
2 foreach Rule r ∈ Rs do
3 if !MatchRuleTemplate(r,RT s) then
4 Rs = Rs− r;
5 end
6 end
7 return Rs;
others are three largest 15-minute data files on 3 March 2006. The source data we used
can be downloaded from http://mawi.wide.ad.jp/mawi/samplepoint-B/20060303/. The
anomaly detection benchmark result can be downloaded from http://www.fukuda-lab.org/
mawilab/v1.0/2006/03/03/20060303.html.
In the experiments, we further processed each file by WINDUMP [136] and selected
four attributes to represent the information contained in a packet, namely Src, Dest, Prot
(Protocol), LenP (Length of Payload).
The characteristics of the datasets are listed in Table 6.4. The data used in the
experiments is the same as that shown in Table 3.1, Section 3.1.
Table 6.4: Characteristics of the selected datasets
ID DataFileName
Number
Packets SrcIPs DestIPs
A (Benchmark) 200603031400 8,193,874 74,000 215,906
B 200603032000 12,938,715 76,734 314,563
C 200603032015 10,874,733 79,287 335,954
D 200603032215 10,444,069 81,395 256,295
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Table 6.5: Traffic data attribute list
Attributes Value Examples
Src original 10.0.0.1:2000
Dest original 2.0.0.1:80
Protocol original tcp
LenP original 0
SrcIPH* First 16 Perfix of SrcIP 10.0
SrcIP* IP part of Src 10.0.0.1
SrcPort* Port part of Src 2000
DestIPH* First 16 Perfex of DestIP 2.0
DestIP* IP part of Dest 2.0.0.1
DestPort* Port part of Dest 80
6.3.3 Derived Attributes and Attribute Hierarchy Tree
We first derived the new attributes and constructed the attribute hierarchy tree. The
derived attributes and value examples are listed in Table 6.5. The first four rows are
the original attributes and the rest are new derived attributes, which are marked by ‘*’.
The attributes SrcIP and SrcPort are derived from attribute Src. The attribute SrcIPH is
derived from attribute SrcIP, which is the first 16 prefix of the SrcIP. The attribute Dest
derives three attributes DestIP, DestPort, DestIPH, which have similar meanings as that of
Src.
The derived attributes have hierarchical relationships with their original attributes. An
attribute hierarchy tree can be designed to represent the hierarchical relationships. Figure
6.2 shows the attribute hierarchy tree we designed for the experiments.
6.3.4 Effect of Derived Attributes (Patterns)
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b illustrate the number of frequent patterns (FPs) discovered based
on the datasets with only the original attributes and those with the original and derived
attributes, respectively. As expected, the number of frequent patterns decreases when
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Figure 6.2: Attribute hierarchy tree
(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Number of frequent patterns extracted from a). datasets with original attributes
and b). datasets with original and derived attributes, when min sup varies from 1000 to
10000.
the minimum support min sup is increased. However, the number of frequent patterns
discovered from the datasets with original and derived attributes dramatically increases.
When min sup is set at 5000, there are around 2000 frequent patterns discovered from the
datasets with only original attributes (See Figure. 6.3a), but nearly 50,000 frequent patterns
are discovered from those datasets with original and derived attributes (See Figure. 6.3b).
It is really necessary to take further steps to control the number of patterns.
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6.3.5 Effect of Non-Similar Closed Frequent Patterns (NSCFPs)
The effect of non-similar closed frequent patterns (NSCFPs) is illustrated in Fig-
ures 6.4a and 6.4b. Figure 6.4a shows the numbers of NSCFPs discovered from the
datasets with original and derived attributes at different min sup values. Figure 6.4b
shows the coverage percentages of the discovered NSCFPs at different min sup. The
coverage percentage of the discovered patterns shows the effectiveness of NSCFPs. A
pattern covers a transaction or network packet if the pattern is a subset of the a transaction
or network packet. The coverage value of a set of non-similar closed frequent patterns
is the number of packets in which each packet is covered by at least one pattern in the
non-similar closed frequent patterns set. The coverage percentage is the ratio of the
coverage value and the total packet number.
As mentioned in Section 2.4, network traffic has ‘elephants’ and ‘mice’ features. This
can be verified again in the experiments. When min sup is set at 5000, there are around
1100 patterns selected in each of the four datasets (Figure 6.4a), but at least 80% of the
packets are covered by these patterns (Figure 6.4b). The ‘elephant’ characteristic helps to
determine the min sup. As for the network traffic datasets used in this work, min sup can
be set at 5000 since it can cover at least 80% of the packets.
Table 6.6: The number of patterns
(min sup=5000)
Dataset FPs CFPs NSCFPs NSCFPs/CFPs NSCFPs/FPs
A 42416 4208 1161 27.59% 2.74%
B 38946 4072 1102 27.06% 2.83%
C 46300 4336 1473 24.19% 2.27%
D 41908 4276 1430 25.56% 2.61%
Table 6.6 lists the number of patterns discovered from the datasets when min sup =
5000. Columns FPs, CFPs, NSCFPs represent frequent patterns, closed frequent patterns
and non-similar closed frequent patterns, respectively. From the table we can see, the
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Figure 6.4: Number(a) and Coverage(b) of non-similar closed frequent patterns (NSCFPs)
extracted from datasets with original and derived attributes when min sup varies from
1000 to 10000.
numbers of the NSCFPs are less than 28% of that of CFPs and are less than 3% of that of
the FPs for each of these four datasets. Obviously, mining non-similar closed frequent
patterns successfully reduces the number of patterns.
6.3.6 Effect of Rule Templates (Criterion: Number of Rules)
From Table 6.5, there are 4 original attributes and 6 derived attributes designed for
the experiments. These 10 attributes could generate 310− 210+1 + 1 = 57002 kinds of
rules [125, p.331]. Hence, it is very necessary to design proper rule templates to control
the number of rules since not all kinds of rules are meaningful or are worth investigating.
The rule templates we designed for the experiments are:
RT 1 = {SrcIP}→ {SrcPort,Prot,LenP,DestIPH,DestIP,DestPort,Dest}
RT 2 = {DestIP}→ {SrcIPH,SrcIP,SrcPort,Src,Prot,LenP,DestPort}
The main purpose of the two rule templates is to reveal the behaviour of significant
sources or destinations. The two rule templates can describe some typical behaviour of
network traffic. Table 6.7 lists some typical behaviour and their corresponding possible
rule types.
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Table 6.7: Traffic behaviour and corresponding possible rule types
Behaviour Characteristic Possible rule type
Server Using well-know port SrcIP→{SrcPort,Prot}
P2P Huge volume from same source port DestIP→{SrcPort,Prot}
DoS large number of packets from SrcIP to DestIP SrcIP→{DestIP,DestPort,Prot}
DDoS Huge volume to a server’s well known port DestIP→{DestPort,Prot,LenP}
Port Scanning large number of same size packets to destination IP SrcIP→{DestIP,Prot,LenP}
Resource Abuse heavy volume from source to destination Src→{Dest,Prot}
Figure 6.5 illustrates the number of rules extracted from the discovered non-similar
closed frequent patterns at different min con f values when min sup = 5000. From the
figure we can see, more than 5000 rules whose confidence is greater than 90%. When
min con f = 0.4, there are more than 7000 rules generated for each of the four datasets.
Although the rules are generated based on the non-similar closed frequent patterns, the
number of rules is still very large.
Table 6.8 shows the number of rules selected by the rule templates RT1 and RT2 when
min sup = 5000 and min con f = 0.3. The ‘Total’ column represents the number of total
rules before using rule templates. The columns RT1, RT2 and RT1+RT2 represent the
number of rules that match the rule template RT1, RT2 and RT1 or RT2, respectively. The
rule templates have significant effectiveness in selecting the interesting rules. Less than
300 rules match RT1, and around 200 rules match RT2. The rules that match RT1 or RT2
are less than 7% of the ‘Total’ rules. Rule templates play an important role in filtering the
interesting rules.
Figure 6.5: Number of rules with different
min con f
Table 6.8: Number of rules with RTs
(min sup = 5000,min con f = 0.3)
Data Total RT1 RT2 RT1+RT2 (RT 1+RT 2)Total
A 7666 289 215 504 6.6%
B 7291 292 199 491 6.7%
C 7889 287 202 489 6.2%
D 7382 241 186 485 6.6%
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6.3.7 Effect of Derived Attributes (Criterion: Number of Rules)
Table 6.9 shows the number of rules obtained from the data sets with the derived
attributes when min sup = 5000 and min con f = 0.4. The ‘Total’ column represents the
number of total rules after using rule templates. The ‘Derived’ represents the number
of rules obtained by derived attributes. There are more than 40% rules that are obtained
by derived attributes in the four data sets. Derived attributes contribute significantly to
generate novel knowledge.
Table 6.9: Number of rules (with derived attributes)
(min sup = 5000,min con f = 0.3)
DataSets Total(RT1+RT2) Derived Derived/Total
A 504 246 48.8%
B 491 231 47.0%
C 489 233 47.6%
D 485 233 48.0%
6.3.8 Effectiveness of the Discovered Rules (Criterion: Anomaly Detection Rate
(Recall))
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compared our results
from dataset A with the anomaly benchmark result provided by WIMA. Table 6.10 shows
the comparison result. Without considering the time issue, there are 130 anomalies in the
benchmark result. Among the 130 anomalies, there are 63 anomalies matched by 218
rules in our result (column Matched in row 1 and row 2). The anomalies detection rate
(recall) is 48.5% (see row 1). Note that the detailed comparison of ARM and AHM in
terms of anomaly detection is conducted in the next section.
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Table 6.10: Comparison with anomaly detection benchmark
(Dataset A, min sup = 5000,min con f = 0.3)
ID Result Total Matched Matched/Total
1
ARM Baseline
130(benchmark) 63 48.5% (recall)
2 504 218 43.3%
3
ARM(Before using RT s)
130(benchmark) 66 50.6% (recall)
4 7666 1014 13.2%
6.3.9 Effectiveness of the Discovered Rules: A Case Study of Interpreting An
Anomaly
Aiming to show the effectiveness of the knowledge discovered by the ARM baseline,
one matched anomaly discovered in benchmark and the corresponding rules discovered
by ARM are selected and analysed. The anomaly in the benchmark is
srcip=null;srcPort=null;destip=164.2.90.59;destPort=null;Prot=null;
Hough=1;Gamma=1;KL=0;PCA=1;
The anomalies in the benchmark are characterised by five attributes: srcip, destip,
srcport, destport, protocol. The first line means the feature of the anomaly is destip =
164.2.90.59, and the rest of the attributes are null. The second line means the anomaly is
detected by three anomaly detectors (Hough, Gamma and PCA), but the anomaly detector
KL cannot detect it.
Table 6.11: The corresponding rules matched the anomaly
ID Condition Decision Confidence Support
1 destip=164.2.90.59; srcPort=80;length=1460;prot=tcp; 0.94 48318
2 destip=164.2.90.59;
srcip12=70.192;srcPort=80.;
0.70 35864
length=1460;prot=tcp;
3 destip=164.2.90.59;
src=70.192.131.133:80;
0.50 25549
length=1460;prot=tcp;
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The rules generated by ARM baseline which match the above anomaly are listed in
Table 6.11. There are three rules in the table. The condition parts of the rules are the
same as the feature of the anomaly, which is destip = 164.2.90.59. The rules reveal rich
information about the anomaly. From the first rule we know, the host 164.2.90.59 received
48,318 tcp packets that were sent from port 80, each packet having a 1460 length payload.
The rule reveals that the host might be a resource abuse host since it received a large
number of packets from some web services(port 80). The second rule provides further
knowledge that the resource abuse network is 70.192 since almost 70% of the packets
come from the network. The third rules provides more deep knowledge that almost 50%
of the packets were sent from the web server 70.192.131.133. Obviously, our method
provides more detailed information about the anomaly. However, it increases the number
of results. Also, there are three anomalies cannot be detected after using the rule templates
(compare the row 1 and row 3 in Table 6.10).
6.3.10 Efficiency of the Proposed Methodology (Criterion: Running Time)
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed methodology, we compared the running
time of two kinds of solutions. The first is the running time that generates rules based
on the closed frequent patterns discovered from the original datasets without derived
attributes. The second is the running time for generating rules based on the non-similar
closed frequent patterns discovered from the datasets with derived attributes. Figure 6.6a
and Figure 6.6b illustrate the running time of two solutions when minimum support varies
from 2000 to 7000.
It is seen from the two figures that generating patterns and rules from the datasets
based on only the original attributes spends less time than that based on the original and
derived attributes. When min sup = 2000, to generate patterns from the four datasets, the
former solution spent less than 200 seconds (see Figure 6.6a), while the latter spent more
than 380 seconds (see Figure 6.6b). The running time for generating frequent patterns
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and rules is highly related to the number of attributes and the value of minimum support.
When min sup = 5000, the running time spent by the former solution decreases to less
than 160 seconds (see Figure 6.6a), while the running time spent by the latter solution
decreases to less than 270 seconds (see Figure 6.6b). As we know, each data trace contains
15-minute network traffic; the proposed method is sufficiently efficient to be used in a real
application for the same scale traffic network.
(a) Traditional ARM (b) ARM(baseline)
Figure 6.6: Running-time for generating rules from (a) Traditional ARM: closed frequent
patterns (CFPs) based on datasets with original attributes; (b) ARM(baseline): non-similar
closed frequent patterns (NSCFPs) based on datasets with original and derived attributes.
6.4 Association Hierarchy Mining for Characterising Network Traf-
fic Behaviour
In this section, the association hierarchy mining approach is used to characterise the
behaviour of network traffic.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a number of experiments
have been conducted on several real network traffic datasets. Several scenarios are
considered in the experimentation. The first scenario is to evaluate the effect of rule
templates on the selection of interesting rules. The second scenario is to show how
redundant rules affect the reduction of the number of rules produced. The third one is to
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analyse the results obtained from the proposed approach in terms of anomaly detection.
The fourth scenario is to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms.
All the algorithms are implemented in C# on Microsoft visual studio 2010, and all
experiments are performed on a Dell OPTIPLEX 980 Serial desktop which has a 2.79GHZ
Intel Core i7 CPU and 4GB main memory, running Windows2008R2.
6.4.1 Dataset
The datasets used for evaluating the AHM approach are the same as that used for
evaluating the ARM baseline mode, which was described in Subsection 6.3.2. The
attributes selected in the experiments also are the same as that used the baseline model,
which was listed in Table 6.5.
6.4.2 Rule Templates and Rule Template Hierarchies
The rule templates we designed for the experiments are the same as that used in the
ARM baseline model, which listed again as follows.
RRT 1 = {SrcIP}→ {SrcPort,Prot,LenP,DestIPH,DestIP,DestPort,Dest}
RRT 2 = {DestIP}→ {SrcIPH,SrcIP,SrcPort,Src,Prot,LenP,DestPort}
The rule templates and part of the rule template hierarchies generated for the experi-
ments, are illustrated in Figure 6.7.
The rule templates may reveal some typical network traffic behaviours. Table 6.12
lists some typical behaviours and there related rule templates. The behaviours and their
characteristics are presented in columns Behaviour and Characterstic. The possible rule
templates are listed in column Possible rule templates. Since the characteristics of these
behaviours are complex, the rule template to the behaviour is only possible one. The effect
of the behaviour to support and diversity values is briefly described in column Comments.
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Figure 6.7: Network traffic rule templates and rule template hierarchies
Table 6.12: Traffic behavour and corresponding possible rule templates
Behaviour Characteristic Possible rule templates Comments
Server Using well-know port SrcIP→{SrcPort,Prot} High support and diversity
P2P Huge volume from SrcIP to one DestPort SrcIP→{SrcPrt,DestPrt,Prot} High diversity value
DoS Large number of packets from SrcIP to DestIP SrcIP→{DestIP,DestPort,Prot} High support value
DDoS Huge volume to a server’s well known port DestIP→{DestPrt,Prot} High support and diversity
Port Scanning Large number of packets to destination IP SrcIP→{DestIP,Prot} High diversity value
Resource Abuse Heavy volume from source to destination SrcIP→{DestIP,DestPrt,Prot} High support value
6.4.3 Effect of Rule Templates (Criterion: Number of Rules)
This subsection illustrates the effect of rule templates on selection of interesting
association rules. Fig. 6.8 shows the experimental results when threshold min weight
varies from 0.0001 to 0.0009 and min con f = 0.3. Fig. 6.8a illustrates the number of
rules extracted from Data A and B before and after using the two rule templates RRT 1
and RRT 2. Fig. 6.8b illustrates the number of rules extracted from Data C and D before
and after using the two rule templates RRT 1 and RRT 2. The two figures clearly show that
using rule templates significantly reduces the number of association rules. For example,
when min weight is set to 0.0007 there are more than 300,000 association rules generated
from data C and data D before using the two rule templates; there are no more than 2600
association rules selected after using RRT 1 and RRT 2 (Fig. 6.8b). The rules selected by
the two rule templates are only around 7.9% of the original rules.
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(a) data A and data B (b) data C and data D
Figure 6.8: The numbers of interesting association rules selected from (a) Data A and
Data B (b) Data C and Data D before and after using RRT1 and RRT2 when min weight
varies from 0.0001 to 0.0009 and min wcon f = 0.3
6.4.4 Effect of Pruning Redundant Rules (Criterion: Number of Rules)
To illustrate the effect of pruning the redundant rules, we count the number of rules
before and after pruning the redundant rules when min weight = 0.0007 and min wcon f
varies from 0.1 to 1. Figure 6.9 shows the difference of the number of rules before and
after pruning the redundant rules .
Pruning redundant rules significant reduces the number of rules. For example, when
min wcon f is set to 0.3 there are more than 4500 rules produced from data A and data
B, among which less than 600 rules are kept after pruning our defined redundant rules
(see Figure 6.9a); the remaining rules are only around 13% of the original rules. When
min wcon f is 1 there are around 2000 rules are produced from data C and data D, only less
than 300 rules are kept after pruning the redundant rules (see Figure 6.9a); the remaining
rules are around 15% of the original rules.
6.4.5 Effectiveness of The Discovered Rules (Criterion: Anomaly Detection Rate
(Recall))
Although the above subsection successfully illustrates the significance of the proposed
AHM approach on the reduction of the number of rules produced, it is also necessary
to show that the rules discovered by AHM still retain the interesting rules. To do so,
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(a) Data A and Data B (b) Data C and Data D
Figure 6.9: The numbers of rules selected from (a) Data A and Data B (b) Data C and
Data D before and after pruning the redundant rules when min weight = 0.0007 and
min wcon f varies from 0.1 to 1
the discovered rules from dataset A are compared with the anomaly benchmark results
provided by WIMA [34]. The discovered rules and the anomaly benchmark results are
also compared with the rules discovered by traditional ARM approach [80]. Without
considering time issue, there are 130 anomalies according to the benchmark.
6.4.5.1 Comparison With ARM
Tables 6.13 and 6.14 show the anomaly detection comparison results when min weight =
0.0007 and min wcon f = 0.3. Column T (num) represents the total number of rules
discovered by the proposed approach; column A(num) represents the number of the
anomalies that are revealed by the discovered rules. Columns P(%) and R(%) represents
the precision and recall values, respectively. There are 594 rules discovered by AHM
when when min weight = 0.0007 and min wcon f = 0.3. These rules covers 88 out of
130 anomalies (see row AHM in Table 6.13). The precision and recall are 14.8% and
67.6%, respectively. To discover same number of anomalies, 88 anomalies, traditional
ARM discovers 7520 rules when min sup = 3100. The precision and recall are 1.17%
and 67.6%, respectively (see row ARM in Table 6.13). To achieve the same recall value,
67.6%, traditional ARM gets low precision. When min sup = 5300, there are 594 rules
generated by traditional ARM (see row ARM in Table 6.14). There rules reveal 69 out
of 130 anomalies. The precision and recall are 11.2% and 53.1%, respectively. The
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experiments show that AHM has better performance than traditional ARM in terms of
anomaly detection.
Table 6.13: Anomaly detection comparison
(same recall values)(Dataset A, 130 anomalies)
Method T(num) A(num) P(%) R(%)
AHM(α = 0.3,min weight = 0.0007,min wcon f = 0.3) 594 88 14.8 67.6
ARM(min sup = 3100,min con f = 0.3) 7,520 88 1.17 67.6
Table 6.14: Anomaly detection comparison
(same number of rules)(Dataset A, 130 anomalies)
Method T(num) A(num) P(%) R(%)
AHM(α = 0.3,min weight = 0.0007,min wcon f = 0.3) 594 88 14.8 67.6
ARM(min sup = 15632,min con f = 0.3) 594 69 11.2 53.1
In Table 6.15, the rules discovered by AHM when α = 0.3, min weight = 0.0007 and
min wcon f = 0.3 are further classified according to their support and diversity values
in order to identifying possible anomalies. If the support of a rule is higher than 7000,
the rule is classified into High in aspect of support; or else, it is classified into Low.
Similarly, if the diversity of a rule is higher than 400, the rule is classified into High in
aspect of diversity; or else, it is classified into Low. A rule with high support and diversity
values reveals a possible DDOS attack. A rule with high support and low diversity reveals
possible DOS attack or resource abuse host. A rule with low support and high diversity
reveals possible Scan attack. Note that using only support that traditional ARM did, and
cannot classify the anomalies. The results show that the rules with high support and
diversity values achieve highest precision and recall values (see column ID 1); a large
portion of anomalies fall in this category, their behaviours are quit like DDOS attacks.
The rules with high support and low diversity values achieve lower precision and recall
than the rules with low support and high diversity values (see column ID 2 and column ID
3); diversity outperforms support in terms of anomaly detection. Selecting rules according
to both support and diversity greatly improves the performance of anomaly detection.
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Table 6.15: Anomalies classification under support and diversity conditions
(Dataset A, 130 anomalies, α = 0.3,min weight = 0.0007,min wcon f = 0.3)
Condition
ID 1 2 3
support = 7000 High High Low
diversity = 400 High Low High
Results
T(num) 141 248 205
A(num) 61 9 18
P(%) 43.3 3.7 8.8
R(%) 46.9 6.9 13.8
Possible Attacks DDOS DOS/Abuse Port Scan
6.4.5.2 Effectiveness of The Measure Diversity
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed measure, diversity, the anomaly detection
results is computed when selecting top-n rules by three α values, 1, 0 and 0.3. Note that
α = 1 means that the rules are selected only by support whereas α = 0 means that the rules
are selected only by diversity. α is set to 0.3 in the experiments to achieve best anomaly
detection results. Table 6.16 lists the results. Column TopN represents the number of rules
selected. Columns α = 1, α = 0 and α = 0.3 represent the corresponding values obtained
by the rules selected by the three criteria. Columns P(%) and R(%) are the precision and
recall values, respectively. The data shows that using only diversity (see column α = 0)
achieves higher precision and recall values than using only support(see column α = 1) in
terms of anomaly detection. The rules selected by α =0.3 achieve highest precision and
recall values.
Figure 6.10 presents the precision-recall comparison results to further illustrate the
effect of selected rules to anomaly detection.
6.4.5.3 Case Study: Interpreting An Anomaly
To illustrate the ability of the rules discovered by AHM to describe and interpret
the behaviour of network traffic, we compare an anomaly in the benchmark with the
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Table 6.16: The comparison of support, diversity and weight on anomaly detection
(Dataset A, 130 anomalies, min wcon f = 0.3)
Top N
α = 1(support) α = 0(diversity) α = 0.3(weight)
P(%) R(%) P(%) R(%) P(%) R(%)
100 40.00 30.75 44.00 33.85 48.00 36.92
200 27.50 42.31 30.50 46.92 31.50 48.46
300 19.33 44.62 23.67 54.62 24.67 56.92
400 15.75 48.46 19.50 60.00 20.25 62.31
500 14.20 54.62 16.00 61.54 17.40 66.92
1000 7.80 60.00 10.30 79.23 10.60 81.54
1500 5.40 62.31 7.27 83.85 7.67 88.46
2000 4.80 73.85 5.55 85.38 6.10 93.85
Figure 6.10: Precision and recall of anomaly detection comparison when α is set to 1, 0
and 0.3
rules discovered by AHM which match the corresponding anomaly. The anomaly in the
benchmark is as follows.
srcip=137.192.228.71;srcPort=7700;destPort=6881; Hough=1;Gamma=1;KL=0;PCA=1;
The first line shows that the feature of the anomaly is srcip= 137.192.228.71;srcPort =
7700;destPort = 6881. The second line shows that the anomaly is detected by three
anomaly detectors, Hough, Gamma and PCA, but that the anomaly detector KL cannot
detect it.
The rules generated by using proposed AHM approach, that match the benchmark
anomaly result above, are listed in Table 6.17. There are three rules in the table. The
condition aspect of the rules matches the feature of the anomaly, which is srcip =
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Table 6.17: The corresponding matched rules(α = 0.3)
Condition(support,diversity,weight) Decision con f dcon f wcon f
srcip=137.192.228.71(515392, 4358, 0.0237)
srcPort=7700;Prot=tcp; 68.78% 19.2% 0.341
srcPort=7700;Prot=UDP; 0.85% 72.3% 0.587
srcPort=7700;Prot=UDP;destPort=6881; 0.38% 44.6% 0.313
137.192.228.71. According to the definitions of support and diversity, the support of
a rule reveals the number of packets covered by the rules whereas the diversity of a
rule reveals the number of flows covered by the rules [38]. Hence we use the concepts
packet and flow instead of support and diversity to interpret an anomaly. The rules reveal
information about the anomaly. The first rule reveals that host 137.192.228.71 sent a
total of 515,392 packets in 4358 flows, among which 68.78% of the packets were sent by
using port 7700 and protocol tcp, in 19.2% out of 4358 flows. The second rule shows
that only 0.85% out of 515,392 packets were sent by using port 7700 and UDP protocol,
in 72.3% of 4358 flows. The third rule further reveals 0.38% of 515,392 packets were
sent to destination port 6881, in 44.6% of 4358 flows. Notice that port 7700 is usually
used to provide the em7− secom service, a kind of P2P service. The three rules discussed
clearly reveal the behaviour of this service: transferring resources by using port 7700
and protocol tcp, whilst maintaining the connection with the P2P network by using port
7700 and protocol UDP. Part of the P2P network is BitTorrent since port 6881(the third
rule) is one of the default ports often used by BitTorrent. As alluded to previously, the
proposed AHM method provides better detailed information to interpret the anomaly.
6.4.6 Efficiency of The Proposed Approach (Criterion: Running Time)
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach, AHM, it is compared to traditional
ARM approach [80]. Figure 6.11 illustrates the efficiency comparison results. Since ARM
only adopts min sup and min con f to select interesting rules, AHM adopts min weight
and min wcon f to select interesting rules. The efficiency of the two approach is compared
by the running times spent by the two approach to select same number rules. The running
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times are shown in seconds.
All the experimental results in the figure illustrate that AHM is faster than ARM.
For example, to process data A, the running time of AHM is around 280 seconds when
selecting top 5000 rules, comparing with 336 seconds spent by ARM. AHM improves the
efficiency by around 15%.
(a) Data A (b) Data B
(c) Data C (d) Data D
Figure 6.11: The running time comparison of ARM(min con f = 0.3) and AHM(α =
0.3,min wcon f = 0.3) to select same number of rules from (a) Data A (b) Data B (c) Data
C (d) Data D
6.5 Experiments of Information Theoretical Quality Evaluation
To evaluate quality of the knowledge discovered by the AHM approach, a set of
experiments have been performed on a real network traffic dataset. The characteristics
of the dataset are detailed in Subsection 6.5.1. The main purpose of the experiments is
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed quality analysis to evaluate the quality of the
knowledge discovered by AHM. The experimental results and discussion are detailed in
Subsection 6.5.2.
Given a minimum support, a minimum diversity, a minimum confidence and predefined
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rule templates, AHM at first discovers a set of interesting association mappings. An
association mapping is interesting if its condition granule is interesting. An interesting
association mapping is then pruned according to a minimum confidence threshold. Finally,
pruned association mapping hierarchies can be generated according to the hierarchical
relationships between association mappings. Hence, the knowledge discovered by AHM
is a set of interesting condition granules and their related pruned association mapping
hierarchies. Note that the pruned association mapping hierarchies actually represent a set
of association rules.
To conduct the experiments, a rule template is predefined. Then various minimum
thresholds min weight are set to show the effect of thresholds on selecting interesting
condition granules (Case 3 and Case 4). A minimum threshold min wcon f is set to
produce the interesting pruned association hierarchies (Case 5). Then the information
entropy quality analysis is conducted according to the three criteria in three cases, which
have been described in Chapter 5 and Section 6.1, Chapter 6. Figure 6.12 shows the
framework of the quality analysis.
Figure 6.12: The framework of information theoretical quality analysis
6.5.1 Dataset
The experimental dataset is the MAWI data trace, which is dataset A used in the
above two sections. Dataset A is also the data source from which an anomaly detec-
tion benchmark provided by MAWI is generated. An example of the dataset is listed
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in Table 6.18. In the table, V T = {SrcIP,SrcPrt,DestIP,DestPrt,Protocol(Prot)}, it
includes five typical attributes to represent network traffic data; The rule template is
defined as C⇒ D = {SrcIP} ⇒ {SrcPrt,Prot,DestIP,DestPrt}. The characteristics of
the datasets are listed in Table 6.19. In the table, column |T | is the number of transactions
in the datasets; column |T/V T | is the number of basic granules; column H(T/V T ) is the
information entropy value of T/V T ; column T/C in the table is the number of granules
determined by attribute C = SrcIP.
Table 6.18: An example of network traffic data (T,V T )
ID
C D
SrcIP SrcPrt Prot DestIP DestPrt
t1 95.94.90.25 2000 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
t2 95.94.90.25 2000 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
t3 95.94.90.25 2000 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
t4 13.32.36.66 2002 tcp 19.51.190.12 80
Table 6.19: Characteristics of the selected datasets
Dataset ID DataFileName |T | |T/V T | H(T/V T ) |T/C|
A(benchmark) 200603031400 8,193,874 626,566 9.7741 73,896
6.5.2 Information Entropy Based Quality Analysis Results (Criteria: C1,C2,C3)
In Chapter 5, we analysed the quality of the discovered knowledge in five cases: Case
1 and Case 2 analysed the quality of one association mapping hierarchy. Case 3, Case
4 and Case 5 analysed the quality of a set of association mapping hierarchies. In the
experimental part, we only analysed the quality of a set of association mapping hierarchies:
Case 3, Case 4 and Case 5. Case 1 and Case 2 are not evaluated as they focus on only one
association mapping.
6.22 lists the quality analysis results that were obtained from Data A when α = 1
and min weight varies from 0.0003 to 0.001. Table 6.20 lists the quality analysis results
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that were obtained from Data A when α = 0 and min weight varies from 0.0003 to 0.001.
Table 6.21 lists the quality analysis results that were obtained from Data A when α = 0
and min weight varies from 0.0003 to 0.001.
In those tables, column n(P) represents the number of rules in the discovered associa-
tion mapping hierarchies. Column C1 represents the compression ratio of the discovered
knowledge; column H(UP) lists the information entropy of a dataset represented by the
discovered knowledge. Column C2 lists the information difference between the original
dataset and the data set represented by discovered knowledge. Column C3(Case3) is
the information difference of original dataset to the dataset represented by discovered
knowledge, where the discovered knowledge is a set of granules measured by support.
Column C3(Case4) lists the information difference between the original dataset and the
dataset represented by discovered knowledge, where the discovered knowledge is a set
of granules measured by support and diversity. Column C3(Case5) is the information
difference between the original dataset and the dataset represented by discovered knowl-
edge, where the discovered knowledge is a set of pruned association mapping hierarchies
discovered by the proposed AHM approach.
From the four tables we can see that the size of the discovered knowledge decreases
when min weight increases, making the values of C1 increase (See Columns min weight,
n(P) and C1). The results also show that the information difference between the orig-
inal dataset and the dataset represented by the discovered knowledge increases when
min weight increases (See Columns min weight, n(P) and C2).
The results also show that the values in Column C3(Case3) are significantly bigger
than the values in Column C3(Case4), which means that granules measured by support
and diversity are significantly better than those measured by only support in terms
of representing the same datasets. The measure diversity improves the quality of the
discovered knowledge.
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The values in Column C3(Case4) are slightly bigger than the values in Column
C3(Case5), which means that a set of pruned association mapping hierarchies discovered
by AHM approach are slightly better than a set of granules measured by support and
diversity in terms of representing same datasets. As well, the value in Column C3(Case3)
is significantly larger than the value in Column C3(Case5), which means that a set of
pruned association mapping hierarchies discovered by AHM approach are much better
than a set of granules measured by support in terms of representing the same datasets.
If a set of granules measured by support are considered as the knowledge discovered by
traditional ARM baseline model and a set of pruned association mapping hierarchies are
considered as the knowledge discovered by the proposed AHM approach, we can conclude
that the knowledge discovered by AHM is better than the knowledge discovered by ARM
in terms of representing the original dataset.
Table 6.20: Quality Analysis Result (α = 0)
Data A(min con f = 0.3)
min weight n(P) C1 H(UP) C2 C3(Case3) C3(Case4) C3(Case5)
0.0004 574 1091.6 12.777 3.003 4.322 0.789 0.616
0.0005 297 2109.6 13.047 3.273 4.494 0.726 0.579
0.0006 197 3180.5 13.240 3.466 4.648 0.687 0.537
0.0007 157 3990.9 13.356 3.582 4.755 0.652 0.512
0.0008 130 4819.7 13.508 3.734 4.889 0.598 0.478
0.0009 105 5967.3 13.564 3.790 4.944 0.569 0.414
0.001 94 6665.6 13.618 3.844 5.024 0.560 0.409
6.6 Summary
This chapter presented three kinds of experiments, aiming to evaluate the performance
of the proposed AHM approach.
The first experiment was the design and implementation of an association mining
baseline method to characterise network traffic behaviour. The baseline model adopted
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Table 6.21: Quality Analysis Result (α = 0.3)
DataA(min con f = 0.3)
min weight n(P) C1 H(UP) C2 C3(Case3) C3(Case4) C3(Case5)
0.0004 666 940.8 11.184 1.410 4.303 0.770 0.683
0.0005 398 1574.3 11.195 1.421 4.469 0.702 0.612
0.0006 303 2067.9 11.2 1.426 4.620 0.659 0.531
0.0007 264 2373.4 11.218 1.444 4.727 0.621 0.492
0.0008 238 2632.6 11.252 1.478 4.863 0.565 0.427
0.0009 216 2900.8 11.227 1.452 4.914 0.521 0.404
0.001 208 3012.3 11.233 1.459 4.991 0.501 0.389
Table 6.22: Quality Analysis Result (α = 1)
Data A(min con f = 0.3)
min weight n(P) C1 H(UP) C2 C3(Case3) C3(Case4) C3(Case5)
0.0004 344 1821.4 12.872 3.098 4.769 0.698 0.512
0.0005 261 2400.6 13.249 3.475 4.857 0.634 0.487
0.0006 211 2969.5 13.406 3.632 4.880 0.611 0.432
0.0007 187 3350.6 13.508 3.734 4.889 0.598 0.418
0.0008 162 3867.7 13.581 3.807 4.891 0.591 0.414
0.0009 146 4291.5 13.650 3.876 4.890 0.585 0.407
0.001 133 4711.0 13.686 3.912 4.890 0.581 0.398
several state of the art techniques such as frequent pattern mining (FP-growth), rule
generation (Apriori) and rule templates. Two concepts were proposed by this research.
One was the concept of non-similar closed pattern to reduce the number of patterns;
the other is the concept of derived attributes that reveals novel knowledge in network
traffic data according to the hierarchical information and user interests. Three criteria
were adopted to examine the performance of the baseline model, which are running
time, number of rules, and number of anomalies. Experiments that had been performed
on real traffic data sets have shown that the concept of non-similar frequent pattern is
promising in reducing the number of rules. Around 2% of the patterns and rules are kept
after using the concept of non-similar closed frequent pattern (See Table 6.6). When
min sup = 5000,min con f = 0.3, 63 out of 130 anomalies were successfully detected
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by the ARM baseline model. The anomaly detection rate (recall) reaches to 48.5% (See
Table 6.10). However, we also found that the baseline model could lose some anomalies,
there are 66 anomalies covered by the rules before using the proposed concepts to reduce
the number of rules, in contrast to the 63 anomalies discovered by the rules after using
the proposed concepts to reduce the number of rules (See Table 6.10). The experiments
show that the running time of mining rules by the baseline model increased around 1.6
times of the rate of traditional association rule mining (See Figure 6.6a and Figure 6.6b ).
Deriving attributes to reveal the information in datasets which is used in ARM baseline
model decreases the efficiency of mining rules.
The second experiment was the design and implementation of the AHM approach
to characterise network traffic behaviour. At first, the method subjectively specified
rule template hierarchies. Second, it constructs basic association mappings and derives
different level association mappings. Finally, it outputs pruned association mapping
hierarchies. Two measures, diversity and condition diversity, were also proposed to
reveal the information in discovered rules. Three criteria were adopted to examine the
performance of the AHM method namely, running time, the number of rules, and anomaly
detection rate (recall). Experiments had been performed on the same datasets used by the
ARM baseline model. The results have shown that the proposed AHM approach is better
than the ARM baseline model in two respects according to the three criteria. First, AHM
is faster than ARM. To extract rules from network traffic datasets used in our experiments,
the running time of AHM was less than 85% of ARM (See Figure 6.11). Second, the
anomaly detection comparison results show that AHM achieves higher anomaly detection
rate (recall) than the baseline model. Comparing 69 out of 130 anomalies detected by
the ARM baseline model, 88 out of 130 anomalies were successfully covered by 594
rules discovered using the AHM approach (See Table 6.14). AHM improves the anomaly
detection rate (recall) by around 14.5%. Also, the experimental results show that AHM
does not reduce the effectiveness of anomaly detection through it significantly reduced the
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number of rules (See Table 6.13).
The third experiment was information theoretical analysis, which was also performed
on the same network traffic data that used in the above two types of experiments. The
results verified that the introduction of measure diversity improved the quality of the dis-
covered knowledge (See Column C3(Case3) and C3(Case4) in Table 6.22, 6.20 and 6.21).
The results also shown that the quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM was better
than that discovered by traditional association rule mining in terms of representing original
data tables (See Column C3(Case3) and C3(Case5) in Table 6.22, 6.20 and 6.21).
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Limitations
7.1 Conclusions
Association rule mining has been extensively studied for over two decades. The major
challenge of association rule mining is efficiently discovering a reasonable number of
interesting association rules. Rough set based rule generation and multi-tier granule
mining provide a novel way to generate association rules from data tables. Rough set
based rule generation generates decision rules from a decision table. It compresses a
data table into a decision table in which the attributes of the decision table are divided
into condition attributes and decision attributes. Each row (also called a granule) of a
decision table is a decision rule. Multi-tier granule mining develops the rough set based
rule generation. It divides the attributes of a data table into several disjointed sets and
generates rules among the granules determined by the disjointed attributes sets. However,
the limitation of multi-tier granule mining is its weakness in organising the complex
associations among multi-tier granules.
Aiming to address the limitation, this thesis presented research into association
hierarchy mining and its application of network traffic characterisation. The research
focused on three major tasks. The first task was the development of the association
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hierarchy mining (AHM) approach. The second task was the information theoretical
evaluation of the quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM. The third task was the
examination of the performance of the proposed AHM approach by comparing the AHM
approach with an association rule mining ARM baseline approach in a real application,
characterising the behaviour of network traffic.
Rather than the traditional two-step rule generation, AHM directly generates rules
according to subjectively defined rule template hierarchies. It employs a top-down
rule mining strategy and only scans the original data tables once. AHM significantly
improves the efficiency of mining association rules. The number of interesting rules can
be subjectively controlled according to rule template hierarchies. The discovered rules
are organised as pruned association mapping hierarchies according to the rule template
hierarchies. AHM also prunes a new type of redundant rules defined to reduce the number
of rules. In addition to support and confidence, two interestingness measures, diversity
and condition diversity, were proposed to select the interesting rules as well as reveal the
information in discovered association rules.
It is an essential task to evaluate the performance of the proposed AHM approach.
One important aspect is in evaluating the quality of the knowledge discovered by the
proposed AHM approach. Currently, a very large number of interestingness measures are
proposed to evaluate the quality of patterns or rules. However, most of them only measure
the discovered knowledge itself. Less attention has been paid to a comparison of the
discovered knowledge with the original datasets. Association rule mining can be viewed
as a way to compress parts of the data by a set of patterns or rules. Intuitively, more or
less, the discovered patterns or rules cannot exactly represent original datasets. Hence, the
difference of the patterns or rules from the original data set is worth studying to evaluate
the quality of the patterns or rules. With the ability to represent a dataset or discovered
knowledge by a real value, called information entropy, information theory provides a good
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solution to measure the information difference between the discovered knowledge and
the original dataset. The information entropy of a data set is interpreted as the length
of bits needed to describe the data set. Therefore, this thesis proposed three criteria and
analysed the quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM according to the criteria. The
analysis showed that the quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM is better than that
discovered by support-confidence based traditional association rule mining.
This research also examined the performance of the proposed AHM approach by
applying it in a real application, characterising the behaviour of network traffic. Character-
ising the behaviour of network traffic is critical to network administrators to understand
computer networks. However, efficiently producing a set of small number of high quality
association rules to characterise network traffic behaviour is still a challenging problem
due to the limitations of the traditional association rule mining techniques. To examine
the performance of the AHM approach, this research designed an association rule mining
baseline model that combined the state of the art rule mining techniques, to characterise
network traffic. The baseline model is compared with the AHM approach in terms of
characterising the network traffic behaviour. The experiments have shown that AHM
approach efficiently discovers more anomalies in the network traffic data and provides
more information to understand the anomalies, than the ARM baseline model.
The contribution of the research has four parts, which are articulated as follows:
1 An association hierarchy mining (AHM) approach is proposed. Association rules
are produced according to subjectively specified rule templates. Association rules
are organised as association mapping hierarchies. A definition of a new type of
redundant rules is defined to reduce the number of results and two interesting
measures are proposed to reveal the information in the discovered rules.
2 An information entropy based quality evaluation approach is proposed to evaluate
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the quality of the knowledge discovered by AHM. Three criteria are proposed. The
knowledge discovered by AHM is formally analysed.
3 The state of the art traditional association rule mining techniques is investigated;
an association rule mining (ARM) baseline model is proposed and implemented.
A concept, non-similar closed frequent pattern, is proposed to control the number
of patterns and rules. The concept of derived attribute is proposed to reveal
novel information in analysed data sets according to user interests and hierarchical
relations in datasets.
4 The experimental comparison of AHM and ARM is conducted in the real application,
characterising the behaviour of network traffic. The results show that the proposed
AHM approach is better than the traditional ARM baseline model.
5 Arising from the research, one journal paper [80] and four conference papers [36,
81, 82, 127] have been published. Two papers [83, 84] have been submitted to two
journals, respectively.
7.2 Limitations and Future Works
Although the research has made significant progress, there are still some limitations.
Future research could be directed to seeking improvements.
First, subjectively specifying rule templates is one important feature of AHM. However,
subjectively specifying rule templates could lose some useful rules that are not covered by
the rule templates. Hence, the relative completeness of the rules discovered by AHM could
be argued by other researchers. It is necessary to study how to objectively specify rule
templates in future. Selecting interesting attributes and creating a decision tree has been a
mature technique. This technique might be useful to objectively specify rule templates.
Second, the research proposed an information entropy based quality evaluation
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approach and demonstrated the effectiveness of the approach in evaluating the quality of
the knowledge discovered by AHM. However, it only focused on using the discovered
knowledge to represent basic granules, which is far from enough because a data table could
generate various kinds of other granules. Hence the information entropy based quality
evaluation approach could be improved in future by evaluating the quality the discovered
knowledge in terms of representing whole data tables. Also, adjusting the values of
thresholds could control the number of generated patterns such as frequent patterns, closed
frequent patterns, maximum frequent patterns. The quality of these kinds of knowledge
could be formally compared according to the entropy based quality evaluation approach
in future. Hence the quality evaluation approach might also provide a way to determine
the threshold values.
Finally, as this research only applies the AHM theory in the field of network traffic
analysis, it is necessary to further examine its performance in different domains, such as
bio-informatics, medical disease diagnosis and the like.
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